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About EDO NSW
EDO NSW is a community legal centre specialising in public interest environmental
law. We help people who want to protect the environment through law.
Our reputation is built on:
Successful environmental outcomes using the law. With over 30 years’
experience in environmental law, EDO NSW has a proven track record in achieving
positive environmental outcomes for the community.
Broad environmental expertise. EDO NSW is the acknowledged expert when it
comes to the law and how it applies to the environment. We help the community to
solve environmental issues by providing legal and scientific advice, community legal
education and proposals for better laws.
Independent and accessible services. As a non-government and not-for-profit
legal centre, our services are provided without fear or favour. Anyone can contact us
to get free initial legal advice about an environmental problem, with many of our
services targeted at rural and regional communities.
EDO NSW is part of a national network of centres that help to protect the
environment through law in their states.
Submitted to:
Draft Community Engagement Strategy submissions
PO Box 2185
Dangar NSW 2309
By email: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au
For further information on this submission, please contact:
Mr Nari Sahukar
Senior Policy & Law Reform Solicitor
EDO NSW
T: 02 9262 6989

Ms Rachel Walmsley
Policy & Law Reform Director
EDO NSW
T: 02 9262 6989

EDO NSW
ABN 72 002 880 864
Level 5, 263 Clarence Street
Sydney NSW 2000 AUSTRALIA
E: edonsw@edonsw.org.au
W: www.edonsw.org.au
T: + 61 2 9262 6989
F: + 61 2 9264 2412
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Introduction
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft Community Engagement
Strategy (draft Strategy), which is a statutory requirement under the Crown Land
Management Act 2016 (NSW) (CLM Act) expected to commence in early 2018.
EDO NSW is a community legal centre specialising in public interest environmental
law. In recent years we have engaged with each stage of public consultation on new
Crown lands legislation, including:






comments on the NSW Government’s 2014 Crown Lands White Paper,
the 2016 parliamentary inquiry into the Crown Lands,
the draft Crown Lands Management Regulation 2017,
new land-clearing rules under the Local Land Services Act 2013 (NSW), and
strategic planning and management of Crown land Travelling Stock Reserves.

Our submissions have emphasised the diverse environmental, social and cultural
heritage values of the NSW Crown lands estate; the need to maintain and improve
those values, including unique and threatened biodiversity; and the expectation that
Crown lands will be managed in partnership and dialogue with local communities, as
well as being managed with respect for Crown lands’ diverse values and local,
regional, state and national significance.
The Crown Land Management Act 2016 is a very significant reform. Once it
commences (due in 2018), a diverse range of Crown land managers can be
appointed, with more emphasis on local councils and others as managers and less
emphasis on the Department itself. Local reserve trusts will continue to be Crown
land managers, often with new rules of governance. The draft Strategy will apply to
non-council managers (including agency and departmental staff) as the Act requires.
Consultation on the Crown land reforms demonstrated wide community interests in
Crown lands management. In response, the CLM Act (Division 5.3) requires a
Community Engagement Strategy, or Strategies, to be developed. Once finalised,
the Strategy will require various Crown land managers (other than local councils1) to
notify, consult or more deeply engage with the community about ‘dealings and
activities’. That is, how specific areas of Crown land are managed, leased or
licensed for private purposes, vested in other agencies or sold for development.2
This includes what consultation will be required on draft plans of management.3

1

Council managers will generally need to manage Crown lands in the same way that they manage
“community land” under the Local Government Act 1993 (NSW) (exceptions apply). This includes
exhibiting plans of management that say how land can be used and managed. See for example
Crown Lands Management Act, s. 3.23; Local Government Act, ss. 36-40A.
2
See CLM Act 2016, s. 5.5(2): “The purpose of a community engagement strategy is to set out any
procedures and other matters concerning community engagement to be followed by responsible
persons for dealings with Crown land.” Responsible persons include: the Minister, the Secretary, a
non-council manager, the Ministerial Corporation, a relevant employee of the Department, or any kind
of person prescribed by the regulations.
3
See CLM Act 2016, s. 3.35. Separately, local council managers will consult on plans of management
under the Local Government Act 1993 (for example, see ss 36-40A). See also CLM Act 2016 s. 3.23.
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EDO NSW appreciates the efforts of the Department of Industry, Crown Lands &
Water (the Department) in preparing the draft Strategy and substantial guidance.
Our comments and recommendations focus on the draft Strategy, in order to
increase and improve engagement and consultation on the future of Crown lands,
and ensure its diverse values, significance and resources continue to be protected.
In this submission EDO NSW calls for a reorientation of the draft Strategy from a
narrow concern with present “use and enjoyment”, to focus instead on the
recognised importance of Crown land’s long-term values and significance. We also
advocate a more open and inclusive approach to engagement that recognises the
many benefits of engagement, especially for informed decision-making. This reflects
the new Act, its objects, and the management principles that have been carried over
from the existing Crown Lands Act 1989 (NSW).4 It also reflects contemporary
expectations of community engagement regarding long-term interests and diverse
public lands.
In brief, we make the following comments and recommendations on the draft
Strategy:
1. Replace proposed “current use and enjoyment” trigger with a broader
test that recognises the long-term values and significance of Crown
lands
2. Community engagement and other criteria should inform impact
assessment by Crown land managers
3. Significantly reduce exceptions and exemptions from community
engagement
4. Engagement principles – Crown land managers should be Accountable
and Responsive
5. The Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to
consider public submissions in decision-making
6. Format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.

4

The 1989 Act will be repealed along with several other Acts when the CLM Act commences.
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1. Replace proposed “current use and enjoyment” trigger with a broader
test that recognises the long-term values and significance of Crown
lands
Most significantly, we are concerned that the proposed test or trigger for community
engagement is chiefly based on “detrimental impact on current use and enjoyment”
of Crown lands (draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22). This test is problematic for a
number of reasons, including that it does not easily or fully capture certain
environmental or Aboriginal cultural heritage values – even if it is intended to.
In particular, referring to “use and enjoyment” implies that detrimental impacts on
land which may be “enjoyed” for its non-use values (such as conservation, or sacred
significance that excludes use out of respect) may not trigger community
engagement requirements.
Exclusive focus on current use (and users) is also problematic. The word ‘current’
should be deleted. Values and significance may relate to long-term cultural
connections or historical practices; as well as positive, potential opportunities to use
Crown land in appropriate ways in the future, or new opportunities to protect the land
and resources for use in-perpetuity.5 Consultation need not only deal with adverse
impacts, but may also reveal positive efficiencies for land use, management and
conservation affecting a dealing/activity.
We strongly recommend the “current use and enjoyment” test be replaced with a
broader trigger for community engagement – one that better recognises the values
and significance of a particular Crown land area, whether or not it is “currently used”
or “enjoyed” for these values or significance. We also recommend that the Strategy
is not limited to “detrimental impacts”, but also triggered where local engagement
can encourage positive change, informed decision-making or improved conditions
(leading to more sustainable use for example).
These recommendations reflect the diverse objects and management principles of
the CLM Act, including for environmental protection, conservation, cultural
significance, multiple-use values, and sustaining the land’s resources in perpetuity.6
We recommend objective assessment criteria at 2 below.
There are a number of examples where the “current use and enjoyment” test is
inappropriate. The following three examples demonstrate the need to consider
values and significance.
First, Crown lands may be home to rare or threatened plants, animals and
ecosystems, but little-known or inaccessible to the wider community. The
Department or other land managers should not be able to change the use of this
Crown land, or sell it to a private interest, without notifying and consulting with the
community about the significant values on that land. Yet, many of these significant
areas may not meet a “current community use and enjoyment” test. Statements in
the draft Strategy confirm this. We recommend deleting draft propositions that re5

Consistent with the objects and management principles that underpin the Act (ss. 1.3-1.4).
See generally, CLM Act, ss. 1.3-1.4. Managers must take these principles into account in assessing
or authorising dealings or activities: see ss. 1.3(f) and 1.4(f).
6
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granting a 10-year lease or renewing a long-term licence has ‘no impact' (pp 26, 28);
and that Crown lands that are currently inaccessible do not need consultation (p 23).
Second, in addition to values that do not relate to ‘access’, the test for community
engagement must also be broad enough to capture values that are newly discovered
(or rekindled). For example, the scale of Crown lands means that many areas have
not been properly studied for their biodiversity significance. We understand work is
underway to improve this, and we support greater resourcing for this public benefit.7
Local communities have an interest in access to the most up-to-date information
about Crown lands, which will be increasingly important to help biodiversity adapt,
cope and shift as Australia’s climate changes and other extinction threats increase.
Adopting a “current use” test implies that uses and values do not evolve in this way.
Third, as the Act recognises, Crown land, waters and biodiversity hold long-standing
cultural significance. Aboriginal people may “currently use and enjoy” those lands,
but in some cases, custodianship may be privately held rather than publicly known.
In other cases, connections may have been lost (including for historical reasons of
dispossession), barriers may prevent access, or cultural significance may be
gradually being rediscovered. The “current use” test would exclude these voices.
Early public consultation on these areas – and in particular, tailored consultation with
traditional owners, local Aboriginal communities and representative groups – can
actively assist dialogue and awareness-raising on Crown lands’ values that Crown
land managers may not be aware of. This is also important to the second stage of
the proposed test, which assesses the potential impacts of a dealing or activity as
minimal, moderate or high.
In raising this example, we note and welcome the recognition of Aboriginal interests
and land claims in the Act, the draft Strategy, the need for tailored consultation noted
in the guidance, and engagement and consent where land claims exist. Importantly,
this approach must be supported by broader recognition of values and interests
beyond “current use”, whether or not the land is subject to a land claim or native title.
This would reflect the Act’s objects to enable Aboriginal use and co-management.

2. Community engagement and other mandatory criteria should inform
impact assessment by Crown land managers
The draft Strategy proposes a two-stage test for community engagement: first,
whether the activity will negatively affect current use and enjoyment; and second,
whether that negative impact will be minimal, moderate or high.8 This in turn would
define the level of community engagement required (information, consultation or
participation).
Although the draft Strategy describes this impact assessment stage as mandatory,
there are no mandatory criteria to inform it. The wording on pp 22-23 regarding
considerations (‘such as’…), weighted criteria scores and ‘local factors’ suggests
7

For example, the NSW Environmental Trust has granted funds to assess the biodiversity values of
TSRs. The EPA has developed an improved method to predict koala habitat which could also apply.
8
See draft Strategy, p 22; and Part 7, Engagement required for in-scope dealings and activities, p 40.
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these are only examples.9 There is also no clear requirement for public input to
inform (or change) the level of engagement required if this initial assessment is
wrong.
We recommend the draft Strategy be updated to:




include specific criteria for Crown land managers to consider in deciding the
‘significance’ of an impact (minimal, moderate or high) on community use and
enjoyment, and of potential impacts on the values or significance of the land;
ensure that moderate or high impacts at least require public consultation; and
require that if initial engagement reveals higher levels of community interest or
impacts, the scale of engagement must be proportionately increased (for
example, inform to consult), consistent with the draft Strategy’s principles.10

In addition, we note that the ‘inform only’ category may create a mismatch with public
expectations. It is also unclear whether ‘inform’ implies the decision has already
been made, or will be made after 28 days notification. We agree that prior notification
should be a default requirement. Nevertheless, upfront notice of a change to Crown
land creates an expectation that interested people can: (a) readily contact someone
to find out more; and (b) provide input that will be considered as part of a decision
(rather than ‘one-way’ notification). From a preliminary review of the suggested
‘scoring’ process in the guidance material, we are concerned that actions with
significant impacts may still only result in ‘information only’ to the public.
We recommend reconsidering and clarifying the lower tier of engagement (inform)
to allow interested people to provide input during the 28 days. If this
recommendation is not accepted, then the type of dealings and activities which result
in one-way ‘information only’ must be minimised.
3. Significantly reduce exceptions and exemptions from community
engagement
The draft Strategy lists several pages of dealings and activities that are automatically
exempt or excepted from the Strategy’s community engagement requirements (see
Part 5 pp 24-32; and Part 7 overview). In other cases engagement can be waived
(removed) for a variety of reasons at the Minister’s discretion. We are very
concerned that the wide scope of these exclusions could undermine public trust in
the Strategy as a whole.
We strongly recommend the exceptions, exemptions and waivers be scaled back
significantly before the Strategy is finalised. See details and five examples below.

9

Without commenting in detail on the guidance document, we are concerned that ‘high’ or ‘moderate’
impacts on community use may still result in a ‘score’ that only requires one-way notification. The
guidance doesn’t assess impacts on values or significance.
10
Page 37: Evidence based, Proportionate, Accessible, Timely and Transparent. See point 4 below.
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Leases, licences, renewals & enclosures exempt from public exhibition or
comment
First, the proposal that many dealings will only require “notification on completion” is
out of step with current expectations of public participation. It may also have
perverse consequences for other land users, or for conserving land and resources.
Opportunities for input lead to more informed communities and decision-makers.
For example, we recommend the Strategy give local communities upfront notice
and opportunities for input where:




a long-term lease or licence is proposed for renewal, transfer or ‘re-grant’;
a short-term lease or licence is proposed for a purpose inconsistent with the
dedicated or reserved purpose (a situation we have noted with concern 11); or
application is made for an enclosure permit that includes a watercourse
(for interested community members who aren’t adjoining landowners).

It is inappropriate that the draft Strategy requires no consultation on these matters,
only notice that these dealings are complete.12 Exempting 10-year lease and licence
renewals and re-grants, enclosure permits, and all short-term (one-year) licences
risks contradicting the Act’s objects. It could discourage sustainable and evolving
multiple uses, exclude Aboriginal groups with local interests, and deprive land
managers of important local information to make fair and informed decisions in the
best interests of the NSW people (including on licence conditions to protect land).
This could include where an existing licensee has a history of non-compliance,
where other Crown land users have been excluded, or their interests damaged (such
as Aboriginal cultural heritage values). Even in these circumstances the draft
Strategy would privilege the existing user, as the community need not be consulted
or notified until after a licence is renewed.13 Without consultation, the land manager
may not be aware of these concerns, and local people may feel unfairly excluded.
Exempting short-term licences may also create a loophole that allows these licences
to be repeatedly re-granted with no consultation, even for an ‘inconsistent’ purpose.
Exemptions because consultation should occur elsewhere
Second, in some cases it appears certain dealings or activities have been exempted
(such as changing or revoking a reserve purpose) because consultation will occur in
relation to an associated sale, lease or licence (according to the draft Strategy). 14 It
is unclear why both stages of this process should not be the subject of public
notification and input, either separately or at the same time.

11

See EDO NSW Submission on the draft Crown Land Regulation 2017, p 14. See also CLM Act
s. 2.20(3); and draft Regulation, cl. 31, Short-term licences over dedicated or reserved Crown Land.
12
Permits to enclose Crown roads/watercourses should not be exempt from notification, as proposed.
13
See for example, draft Strategy, Table 1 (Exempted in-scope dealings and activities) p 28.
14
The draft Strategy also notes that if a sale, lease or licence does not proceed, an associated
change to the reserve purpose would not proceed. See Table 1, p 30.
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By analogy with the planning system, public consultation on rezoning isn’t prevented
because consultation will occur on a development proposal for that land. Rather, in
some cases the public can comment first on the rezoning of land from one use to
another, and later on a specific development proposal. In other cases the rezoning
and development application are exhibited together.
We recommend that the Strategy require public engagement on certain dealings or
activities (such as a change of reserve purpose), even if consultation may also occur
on a specific lease or licence proposal for that purpose. In some cases it may be
appropriate to consult on both at once. This will allow the community to consider
both the general and the specific change.
Exemptions for dealings to permit unauthorised occupation
Third, the reason for exempting licences to permit unauthorised occupation is
unclear. While this form of licensing is a quasi-enforcement tool, other people with
interests in the Crown land that is being misused may well be affected by any
‘legitimising’ licence and conditions. Affected stakeholders may also have valuable
information or evidence that assists separate enforcement action that may occur.
Exemptions for applications and dealings to purchase Crown land under
leasehold
Fourth, the draft Strategy states that sales of Crown land to lessees do not require
consultation or prior notification because the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19).
We disagree with this assessment. Rights to purchase Crown land are not absolute,
and are not purely private transactions. The draft Strategy states: ‘This exemption is
provided for in the Act.’ However no reference is provided for this statement.15
As our submission on the Regulation noted, the CLM Act may require the Minister to
be satisfied of various matters in the public interest before granting a purchase of
Crown land. Conditions including covenants may be placed or retained on the sale. 16
We recommend the Strategy give communities the right to comment on public
interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell
Crown land to a leaseholder, including in the Western Division.
Waivers of community engagement requirements
Finally with regard to waivers (draft p 32), we recommend deleting the following two
discretions for ‘waiving’ community engagement requirements:

15

See draft Strategy, table p 31. As we read CLM Act, s.5.4, in effect it says the Strategy will apply to:
(b) the selling, transferring or vesting of Crown land under this Act (except if it is required or permitted
under the Aboriginal Land Rights Act 1983),
(c) the granting of leases (except purchasable leases), licences or permits over Crown land, …
The exception for granting of ‘purchasable leases’ does not in our view refer to applications for sale.
16
See EDO NSW Submission on the draft Crown Land Regulation 2017 (Oct. 2017), pp 14-18. See
also CLM Act ss. 5.9, 5.56; and draft Crown Land Regulation, Part 4. In particular clauses 30, 37, 40.
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‘to enable the undertaking of approved NSW Government priorities that
require Crown land’; or
‘where the Minister is satisfied that a CLM does not have the capacity to
undertake the engagement.’

At a minimum these powers to waive engagement must be clarified and limited.
With regard to the first reason above, the term “approved NSW Government
priorities” is too broad and vague. If this is intended to mean “approved” major
projects (State significant development or infrastructure) which have already
proceeded through public consultation under the planning system, then this waiver
should be specifically so limited. Otherwise it should be deleted.
The second reason above creates risks in relation to resources and competency.
We recognise that resourcing and skills are both important facets of Crown land
managers’ governance and effectiveness. However, if ‘capacity’ refers to resourcing,
this creates a risk that the Minister could waive community engagement processes
instead of ensuring Crown land managers are sufficiently resourced to do their job.17
If ‘capacity’ refers to skills, there is a risk that engagement requirements could be
waived if the land manager is not competent, instead of addressing the underlying
governance issues. At a minimum, this reason should be clarified to ensure sound
use of resources while avoiding unintended consequences. Otherwise it should be
deleted.
4. Engagement principles - Crown land managers should be Accountable
and Responsive
Part 6 of the draft Strategy proposes five engagement principles to guide land
managers and staff (p 37). It states that engagement should be: Evidence based,
Proportionate, Accessible, Timely and Transparent. In addition to these principles –
which we support – we would add two more.
We recommend the Strategy be revised to include the further engagement
principles, ‘Accountable’ and ‘Responsive’. We recommend these and other
engagement principles be given effect in both the final Strategy and the final Crown
Lands Management Regulation (below we use the draft Strategy table format, p 37):
Engagement principle
Accountable

Responsive

17

Why it is important
Crown land managers are legally required* to consider
community submissions when making decisions, to ensure that
public participation is meaningful, trusted and accountable.
*[We recommend] This is given effect in the Regulation.
Crown land managers are required to give statements of
reasons for their decisions on dealings and activities
(proportionate to the scale of impact), and to state how public
submissions were taken into account and influenced the
outcome of a decision.

There is already another reason the Minister can rely on if engagement costs outweigh the benefit.
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We also recommend mandatory information notices go beyond the Department
website; for example, to include local council bulletins (draft Strategy pp 36, 41-46).
We also recommend at least 42 days for public comment on ‘high impact’ proposals
and on detailed draft plans of management (regardless of current use; draft p 51).18
5. Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider
public submissions in decision-making
While the draft Strategy includes ‘mandatory minimum engagement requirements’
(see p 40), it appears there is no requirement on decision-makers (land managers)
to consider public submissions received as a result.
As noted above, it is vital that Crown land managers’ decisions on dealings and
activities are accountable and responsive. This ties in with the draft Strategy’s
concept of ‘closing the loop’ (p 53). It requires explaining not just notifying a decision.
We recommend the final Strategy and Crown Land Regulations include clear legal
requirements for decision-makers to take community submissions into account when
making decisions in relation to dealings and activities. Where these or related
requirements already exist by law, this should be cross-referenced in the Strategy.
Notably, the general requirement for community engagement on a plan of
management for Crown land is limited to: ‘any community engagement on a draft
plan of management required by a community engagement strategy’.19 It is therefore
vital that the Strategy and Regulation specify that submissions must be considered.
6. Format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable
As noted, the Community Engagement Strategy (or strategies) is a statutory or legal
requirement. In some cases the draft Strategy refers to ‘mandatory requirements’
(see pp 40 and 46). In other cases the CLM Act itself cross-references the yet-to-becreated Strategy, requiring Crown land managers to comply with its requirements.20
To ensure public trust in the Strategy and the new Act as a whole, the community
must be assured that engagement requirements are binding and enforceable. In
some cases the language and style of the draft Strategy makes this difficult.
We recommend the style and language of the Strategy be reviewed to be clear
about which requirements are mandatory (‘must’, ‘required to’); which are voluntary
(‘should’, ‘could’, ‘such as’); which are tied to provisions in the Act that cross-

18

Consistent with public comments on draft plans under the Local Government Act 1993, s. 38(3).
CLM Act, s. 3.35. See s. 3.36 on prerequisites for additional purposes in plans of management.
20
For example, s. 3.35 on draft plans of management to be consulted on as required by a Strategy.
19
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reference the Strategy; and how a land manager would demonstrate they fulfil the
mandatory requirements (or others may demonstrate requirements were not met).21
Particular care should be taken in the over-use of advisory language if the intent is in
fact to be directive. For example, if the Strategy uses the word “should”, this means
that not following the process that “should” be done is unlikely to be a breach.
In other cases, accountability is difficult due to the breadth of decision-makers’
discretion. In particular, on the two crucial limbs of the engagement trigger:



deciding whether a dealing or activity will impact on current community use
and enjoyment (as drafted); and if so,
deciding whether the impact is likely to be low, moderate or high (to determine
the level of community engagement required – inform, consult or participate).

Apart from reducing accountability, the lack of objective decision-making criteria also
raises corruption risks, because broad discretion (particularly combined with low
transparency) may disguise corrupt influences, attempts and misconduct.
We recommend the draft Strategy elaborate on these key tests, and insert clear,
mandatory criteria that underpin these decisions. Otherwise it maybe very difficult to
demonstrate whether a decision-maker has complied with them, and the aim to
improve the quality and consistency of Crown land management and decisionmaking will not be achieved.
Conclusion
Thank you for considering this submission. We hope our six main recommendations,
and further detailed comments, assist the Department of Industry to finalise an open,
inclusive and positive Community Engagement Strategy under the Crown Land
Management Act 2016 (NSW). We look forward to further engagement on the new
system. For questions or feedback, please contact EDO NSW on (02) 9262 6989.

21

The lack of explicit open standing for the community to enforce a breach under the Act or draft
Regulation is a surprising omission that is out of step with modern legislative enforcement principles.
See EDO NSW Submission on the Draft Crown Land Regulation 2017 (Oct. 2017), p 8.
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8th December 2017
Department of Industry
Crown Lands & Water
PO Box 2185
Dangar NSW 2309
By email: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au
SUBMISSION ON CROWN LAND DRAFT COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY
The Caravan, Camping & Touring Industry & Manufactured Housing Industry Association of
NSW (including Caravan & Camping Industry Association, Manufactured Housing Industry
Association and Land Lease Living Industry Association) is this State’s peak industry body
representing the interests of caravan and holiday parks, manufacturers and retailers of
recreational vehicles (RVs) (motorhomes, campervans, caravans, camper trailers, tent
trailers, 5th wheelers and slide-ons) and camping equipment, residential land lease
communities and manufacturers of relocatable and manufactured homes.
We currently have over 700 member businesses representing all aspects of our industry.
More than 400 are operators of holiday parks and residential land lease communities
(residential parks, including caravan parks and manufactured home estates) in New South
Wales (NSW) and over 200 are manufacturers, retailers and repairers of RVs and accessories.
There are approximately 270 caravan parks and/or camping grounds on Crown land in NSW.
A number of our park members are also located adjacent to or nearby Crown reserves,
including state parks, beaches, other caravan parks and camping grounds, showgrounds,
sporting fields and parks, walking tracks, canoe and kayak trails, smaller ports, harbours and
wharfs.
These parks provide the NSW community, particularly families and retirees, with safe and
affordable holiday and recreational experiences in beautiful locations throughout the State,
and are very important to the tourism economy.
As an important stakeholder in the management of Crown land we welcome this opportunity
to provide our submission on the Draft Community Engagement Strategy (Strategy)
developed under the new Crown Land Management Act 2016 (“CLM Act”).
CARAVAN AND CAMPING INDUSTRY
The caravan and camping industry continues to be one of the fastest growing domestic
tourism sectors in Australia. NSW is Australia’s favourite State for caravanning and camping,
with a 32% share of visitor nights and a 34% share of visitors.
In the year ending December 2016 NSW received 4 million domestic caravan and camping
visitors spending over 17 million nights in caravan and camping accommodation. This
injected $3 billion in economic value to NSW.

18

Regional NSW is the main destination for domestic caravan and camping visitors to the State,
having accounted for 94% of visitors and 95% of nights. In the YE Dec 2016, Regional NSW
received nearly 3.8 million domestic caravan and camping visitors who stayed 16.1 million
nights and spent $2.9 billion in the State.
With caravanning and camping accommodating almost 23% of the visitor holiday nights in
regional NSW, it is an important part of the tourism infrastructure and a key sector to assist
in the Government’s action plan to double overnight expenditure in NSW by 2020.
And there is still room to grow. Every night there are around 50,000 short term and camp
sites available across our member park network. The national occupancy rate is 54%, and
73% of our parks and camping grounds offer facilities to accommodate the growing number
of RV tourists with larger units.
In offering a number of accommodation options in pristine locations, from budget camp sites
to luxury cabins and safari tents, caravan and holiday parks in NSW are providing high quality
facilities and showcasing the natural environment – two important benefits of the active use
and management of Crown land.
Crown land caravan parks are also a sustainable use of land and natural resources. Caravan
and camping can be a great eco-friendly holiday option. Whether a traveller is in a tent or an
RV, their living space is compact and they usually use battery or solar powered lights, gas for
cooking and conserve their water supply. Even free-standing cabins in parks are low impact
– they are primarily single story and have a light footprint.
Secondly, the appeal (and success) of the caravan park industry is reliant on visitors
experiencing and enjoying the natural environment. A number of Crown land caravan parks
are committed to environmental and socially responsible management.
Finally, Crown land caravan parks provide income to committees of management, which fund
improvements to the parks and adjoining reserves. A specific requirement of the Crown
Lands Act 1989 is that the proceeds of commercial activities on reserved Crown land are to
be spent on the management of reserved Crown land. In this way, commercial activity meets
the needs of public users of a reserve and the revenue generated from a commercial
undertaking, such as a Crown land caravan park, assists in the on-going management and
sustainability of Crown land assets.
Since Crown land must be managed actively to maintain public enjoyment and access, we
submit that Crown land caravan parks are a valuable contributor to this important objective.
PROPOSED COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY
We note that in its Response to Crown Lands Legislation White Paper, the Government
agreed that community consultation must be meaningful and proposed to develop a
community engagement strategy for dealings with Crown land as part of the response to the
Crown Land Management Review. The strategy would also recognise the need for a mix of
traditional communication methods, such as newspapers, and contemporary methods, such
as social media.

1
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The Draft Community Engagement Strategy indicates that the Strategy is for the Minister,
Department secretary and staff and Crown Land Managers (CLMs) who make decisions
about dealings and activities on Crown land under the CLM Act.1
Rather than require engagement on decisions about all proposed Crown land dealings and
activities, the Strategy requires engagement where there is a potentially detrimental impact
on current community use and enjoyment.2
Proposed “in-scope” Crown land dealings and activities are:


Reservations and dedications (e.g. alteration, removal, revocation or addition of a
reservation or dedication purpose)



Licenses (except licence types exempted by the Strategy)



Leases (excluding leases managed by local councils)



Vestings (transferring title to dedicated or reserved Crown land to government
agencies and local councils)



Sales (except sales exempted by the Strategy, e.g. sale to current leaseholder with
right of purchase)



Plans of Management (all those initiated by the Department, Minister or a CLM)



State strategic plan for Crown land (new requirement, to be developed within 2
years of the commencement of the CLM Act).

We note that Department staff and CLMs will be required to follow a step by step process
for engagement about in-scope Crown land dealings, summarised as follows:
1. Use their local knowledge to determine whether the site is currently being used
and enjoyed by the community by considerations such as:
a) Is the site used by members of the public for recreation or sporting activities
such as camping, sports, swimming, bathing, boating, fishing, bushwalking or
socialising?
b) Does the community enjoy the site for its social, cultural or heritage values?
c) Does the site provide valuable local open space that the community currently
uses and enjoys?
d) Is there any other known current use or enjoyment of the site by the
community?3
2. Determine whether the proposed dealing or activity is likely to impact current
community use and enjoyment.

NSW Department of Industry, Draft Community Engagement Strategy, October 2017, p 10.
Ibid., p 22.
3
Ibid.
1
2

2
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3. If yes, consider whether the proposed dealing or activity may have an adverse impact
on current community use and enjoyment of a site by considerations such as
whether the proposed dealing or activity could:
a)
b)
c)
d)

prevent continued community access to the site
restrict the times the community can access the site
introduce a payment to use or access the site
impact on surrounding landowners and residents who currently use and enjoy
the site.

4. Where it is demonstrated that there is an adverse impact on current community
use and enjoyment calculate whether the proposed dealing or activity is minimal,
moderate or high impact.
Department staff and CLMs will be required to use the weighted criteria provided in
the engagement assessment templates in the Draft Community Engagement
Guidance and Resources documents (i.e. score per criteria plus consideration of local
factors).
5. Assess engagement requirements and ensure that mandatory minimum
engagement is conducted (i.e. Notice posted on Department’s website for 28 days
before any decisions made).
NOTE: engagement is required for all proposed sales (except those exempted by the
Strategy), all proposed plans of management and regardless of whether community
use and enjoyment is triggered. At a minimum, notification must be posted to the
Department’s website for 28 days. For the State strategic plan, it is a mandatory
minimum engagement requirement of the Strategy that notice of the draft Plan is to
be posted to the Department’s website for 28 days and the public invited to make a
submission.
6. Select and conduct engagement activities:
a. Minimal impact = Inform (e.g. notice posted on Department’s website, notice
in local newspaper)
b. Moderate impact = Inform + Consult (e.g. notice posted on Department’s
website + submissions)
c. High impact = Inform + Consult + Participate (e.g. notice posted on
Department’s website + submissions + community advisory committee).
7. Monitor progress of engagement and adjust where needed.
8. Evaluate and report on engagement outcomes (complete engagement findings
report and submit to Minister or Minister’s Delegate).
9. Notify community of completed decision through the Department’s website.
FEEDBACK IN SUPPORT
We are pleased to see acknowledgement of the Caravan and Camping Industry Association
and operators as stakeholders under the ‘Recreational organisations, peak bodies and
interest groups’ heading in the assessment templates of the draft Community Engagement
3
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Guidance and Resources documents, as well as in the draft Engagement Stakeholder Matrix.
We would like to see express identification of relevant stakeholders retained in the final
versions of these documents.
We are also in support of a formal review of the Strategy to be carried out within 5 years after
its commencement. However, given the draft Community Engagement Guidance and
Resources documents are evolving documents “that will be regularly reviewed and updated
to ensure it remains in line with community expectations and State priorities”4 any
inconsistencies that might develop should be resolved sooner rather than later through a joint
review process.
The draft Strategy certainly offers improvements in relation to community engagement,
consultation and information sharing on Crown land decisions. We strongly support the
implementation of a process that will ensure transparency, consistency and a proper
understanding of the value of particular Crown land sites to communities before any
decisions are made. The draft Strategy is a good step in that direction. We do, however, have
some concerns about the proposals which are set out below.
CONCERNS
Impacts for Communities
The Strategy takes the position that community engagement is only needed when the impact
of a dealing or activity is “adverse.” This is not a requirement under Part 5 Division 5.3 of the
CLM Act and communities are likely to want to engage on proposed dealings and activities
that are positive as well.
Consideration should be given to removing the word “adverse” from the draft Strategy and
draft Community Engagement Guidance and Resources documents and focus on “Minimal,”
“Moderate” and “High” impacts, provided those terms are properly defined (see further
submissions below).
The draft Community Engagement Guidance and Resources documents already take this
position when assessing the interest of “directly abutting landowners and/or surrounding
landowners/residents whose current use and enjoyment of the site may be impacted by the
activity.”5 According to the assessment steps for reservations and dedications, licences,
leases, vestings and plans of management, that impact doesn’t have to be adverse.
Matters raised at the Crown Lands Community Engagement Strategy Stakeholder
Forum (Tuesday 13 June 2017)
At the Crown Lands Community Engagement Strategy Stakeholder Forum held in Sydney on
Tuesday 13th June 2017, attendees raised the following concerns:
1. Communities are in desperate need of an online public tool providing more detailed
information about Crown land (e.g. where it is, how it has been categorised, who
manages it, etc.) There was strong support for the development of such a tool, the
reason being that community engagement cannot happen in any meaningful way if

Ibid., p 10.
NSW Department of Industry, Draft Community Engagement Guidance and Resources documents,
October 2017, p 24, 54, 84, 115,169.
4
5
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communities don’t have proper information about Crown land. We agree with the
need to develop such a tool.
Due to this lack of information about Crown land, some attendees raised the issue
that parcels of Crown land might not be currently used because no one in the relevant
community knows they are Crown land. Therefore, in response to the question of
other factors that Department staff and non-council Crown land managers could
consider when assessing how a site is currently used and enjoyed by the community,
perhaps this issue needs to be considered.
2. Communities should be given an opportunity to raise issues and concerns in relation
Crown land generally. Where there is a failure in the system (e.g. an incorrect
assessment has been made) or non-compliance, communities should have the power
to initiate engagement.
As set out in the assessment templates of the draft Community Engagement
Guidance and Resources documents, the process of engagement itself will often
provide a greater understanding of community views about how a site is currently
used and provide evidence that community use and enjoyment would be impacted.
Given the limited scope of remedies for non-compliance with the Strategy, as set out
in section 5.8 of the CLM Act, amending the Strategy to allow communities to initiate
engagement in particular situations would be beneficial.
3. The Definitions adopted in the draft Strategy and supporting documents are crucial
to the process. However, we note that some of the most important terms are not
defined. For example:
a. What is meant by “community,” “the public” and “many” members of the
community as set out in the engagement assessment templates in the Draft
Community Engagement Guidance and Resources documents?
b. What is meant by “adverse” impact?
c. Aside from the weighted criteria provided in the engagement assessment
templates in the draft Community Engagement Guidance and Resources
document, what is meant by “minimal,” “moderate” and “high” impact? These
terms should still be defined.
Further, what is the difference between “high and “significant? These are all
subjective terms and open to interpretation.
d. What is meant by “valuable local open space” and “many members of the
community” as set out in the engagement assessment templates in the Draft
Community Engagement Guidance and Resources document?
e. What is meant by “commercial business” as set out in the Local
Considerations sections of the engagement assessment templates in the Draft
Community Engagement Guidance and Resources document? Please refer to
our submissions regarding freedom camping below for further discussion.
The draft Strategy and Community Engagement Guidance and Resources documents
should be amended to expressly define these terms.
5
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4. Under-resourced CLMs, particularly not-for-profit organisations, may experience
difficulties complying with an engagement process that is too complex or costly. As
a result, the incentive might be to find that a Crown land dealing has no adverse
impact to avoid the process of engagement. The limited scope of remedies for noncompliance with the Strategy set out in section 5.8 of the CLM Act compounds this
issue.
While we understand the need for waivers, as set out on page 32 of the draft Strategy,
we are concerned that the Minister would be able to waive the requirement for
engagement:
a) where the Minister is satisfied that the cost of undertaking the engagement
would outweigh the benefits of engagement, or
b) where the Minister is satisfied that a CLM does not have the capacity to
undertake the engagement.
This provides an inappropriate loop-hole for small or under-resourced CLMs.
The focus of meaningful community engagement should be centred on the particular
Crown land parcel and what it means to the relevant community, not the resource
capacity of the CLM. This waiver power is fundamentally at odds with the purpose of
the Strategy and the objects of the CLM Act.
As an alternative, perhaps what needs to be considered is an option for CLMs to
transfer the engagement function to Department staff.
Calculating Impact
We understand the purpose of the weighted criteria provided in the engagement assessment
templates in the Draft Community Engagement Guidance and Resources documents. The
process of assessing impact on current community use and enjoyment through answering
key questions and adding up the ‘yes’ score weightings is a way of making objective
determinations on issues that are effectively subjective in nature.
However, we are concerned that the ‘yes’ score weighting amounts and ‘impact score’
brackets may not be appropriate and suggest that some modelling on Crown land dealing
scenarios is required to test these brackets before the Strategy can be finalised. For example,
could a proposed activity likely to have high impact on community use and enjoyment
achieve only a moderate impact score simply because it falls into the wrong bracket?
In addition, local considerations are required to be taken into account, but no score is
allocated for these. How then are Department staff and CMLs able to take these into account
consistently?
Subject to further modelling, we submit that this aspect of the Strategy is likely to require a
review within 12 months.

6
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Process of Engagement
Monitoring
We note that the draft Community Engagement Guidance and Resources documents provide
for engagement to be monitored and engagement activities adjusted as things progress. We
support Department staff and CLMs having the ability to review the original assessed level of
impact on current community use and enjoyment of a proposed dealing or activity in light of
information that emerges from the community engagement process. However, this step of
the engagement process appears to be presented in terms that are recommendations only.
We note that the draft Engagement Findings Report templates for minimal, moderate and
high-impact dealings and activities ask the question “Is further engagement required before
community engagement about this dealing or activity can be closed?”. In order to answer
this question properly, clearer protocols for monitoring and making a determination about the
need for further engagement should be drafted into Step 8 in sections B1, B2, B3, B4, B5
and B6 of the Community Engagement Guidance and Resources document.
Engagement Checklist for Minimal Impact Dealings and Activities
The draft Engagement Checklist for Minimal Impact Dealings and Activities does not deal
with any comments received from the public during the notification period of the proposed
dealing/activity, how these have been considered by the Department staff member or CLM
and taken into account (e.g. incorporate measures into the proposed dealing/activity or
undertake further engagement). This should be covered off in the checklist to provide
consistency with the draft Engagement Findings Report Minimal Impact Dealings and
Activities and other aspects of the draft Community Engagement Guidance and Resources
documents.
Engagement Findings Report
We note the draft Strategy proposes an Engagement Findings Report must be completed by
the responsible person for the Department or, where appropriate, CLM and the report must
be submitted to the Minister or Minister’s delegate as an official record to support the
decision-making process and demonstrate that mandatory engagement requirements have
been met.
Meanwhile, the community will be informed of approved decisions and activities made by
Department staff and CLMs through a notice posted on a designated area on the
Department’s website.
Will there be an opportunity for community members to request a copy of the engagement
findings report without having to lodge a formal request for government information?
Department Website
Based on the proposals in the draft Strategy and draft Community Engagement Guidance
and Resources documents the Department’s website will be fundamental to the success of
the Strategy. As such, it will need to be stable, responsive and updated on a regular basis.
We agree that Crown land information should be searchable by dealing or activity type,
location, etc, however the website should also be dynamic and have a subscription based
service in order for it to truly function as a “notification” portal.
7
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In other words, community members should be able to ‘sign up’ and manage their
subscription service so they can be properly “informed” of proposed dealings/activities that
affect Crown land in which they have an interest. Preferably, notification should be received
by community members as soon as notice of proposed dealings and activities are posted to
the website by Department staff and CLMs.
Local Land
We are concerned that categorisation of land as local land is not an activity that is required
to comply with the engagement requirements of the draft Strategy.
Some stakeholders have expressed concerns that the proposed new legislation will wipe out
the current management principles, which include environmental protection, conservation
and the encouragement of public use, enjoyment, and multiple use of Crown land,6 and make
it easier to sell off Crown land to private interests, eroding a public asset and limiting public
enjoyment.
While we understand the process for local councils to undertake community consultation
when reclassifying community land to operational land, there should be an opportunity for
community engagement on whether or not land should be categorised as local land in the
first place.
As per previous submissions on the Crown Land Management Review our position is that
caravan parks are state significant assets. Centralised management of Crown land caravan
parks would serve to ensure that the state-wide system of regulation of caravan parks that
was introduced in 1986 is recognised. Ordinance 71 under the then Local Government Act
1919 and continued in the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates, Caravan Parks,
Camping Grounds and Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005 under the Local Government
Act 1993 saw the introduction of a centralised state-wide regulatory program.
A centralised system has a better chance of supporting a management approach that better
serves the people of NSW, as well as the caravan and camping industry, while still being
sensitive to the environmental, social and cultural heritage considerations in Crown land
decision-making.
Exempt Dealings
As licences on Crown land may be granted for camping using a tent, caravan or otherwise
we are concerned by the following exempted in-scope dealings and activities:
Category of dealing or
activity
Licences for
unauthorized use and
occupation of Crown
land

6

Exemption

Rationale

No requirement to engage on
proposed licences to
authorise unauthorized use
and occupation of Crown
land

This has no impacts on
community use and enjoyment
as the licence is being granted
for an existing use or
occupation of Crown land.

Section 11, Crown Lands Act 1989

8
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Short-term licences
issued by the
department

No requirement to engage on
proposed short-term
licences.

Limited duration of impact on
community use and enjoyment
and short processing times
make requiring engagement on
proposed short-term licences
impractical. Certain short-term
licences will also be subject to
engagement required prior to
development consent being
granted by the relevant
local council.

Short-term licences
issued by CLMs

No requirement to engage on
proposed short-term
licences. No notification of
the grant of these licences
required.

Limited duration of impact on
community use and enjoyment
and short processing times
make requiring engagement on
proposed short-term licences
impractical. Due to the limited
resources of many CLMs, this
exemption also applies to the
requirement to notify of all
issued licences.

Our industry is facing issues in relation to non-compliant camping in Australia. Copies of our
position papers are attached for reference.
“Freedom camping” is essentially staying in a free or low-cost camping location, outside of
commercial caravan parks and camping grounds.
Freedom camping typically occurs in locations such as beside a river, the ocean or in a bush
setting, but also occurs in roadside rest areas, showgrounds, Crown reserves and other land
made available by local councils and private landowners. In most cases, the land is not
approved for this purpose. When this happens, freedom camping is non-compliant camping.
Recreation vehicles (RVs) with on-board facilities such showers, toilets and waste water
holding tanks are contributing to the popularity and practice of freedom camping, which is
spreading throughout Australia with countless websites, discussion boards, blogs and books
dedicated to it.
Booking
platforms
and
websites
like
www.freecampingaustralia.com.au,
www.findacamp.com.au and Apps like WikiCamps Australia are causing the freedom
camping market to expand
This style of campers argue that they don’t need the facilities in commercial caravan parks
and camping grounds and therefore they don’t need to stay there. However, the reality is
they do need to regularly dispose of waste, refuel and restock water supplies.
Our Association is not against the concept of freedom camping. We believe it’s important
that a full range of services and experiences be available in the caravan and camping sector
and we celebrate the growth of the RV industry and its increasing popularity, especially
amongst the retiree market. It’s a terrific way for people to experience the best of NSW and
Australia.
9
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However, camping in NSW should only occur in areas that are appropriate for that purpose
and comply with all relevant planning and operational regulations, designed specifically to
ensure the preservation of the environment, regulate local business operations and protect
the safety of visitors.
Camping on Crown land can be facilitated through alterations and additions to reserves (e.g.
showgrounds), licences and leases. Our position is that communities should be given a say
in all Crown land dealings that would facilitate or promote camping or staying overnight. This
will not always be the case under the draft Strategy. For example, if current community use
of a Crown land site is non-compliant camping and a dealing such as a licence proposes to
legitimise it, the Strategy dictates that there will be no impact on current use and any
opportunity to engage community members who might be opposed to this activity would be
removed.
We acknowledge that as per page 26 of the Strategy “many proposals on Crown land require
both a licence or other approval and development consent. Engagement would therefore
occur as part of a development application and in line with the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979.”
But what if no development application is made? Non-complaint camping occurs without
appropriate approvals and without an opportunity to engage under the Strategy, so there
would be no opportunity for community members to raise issues about their use and
enjoyment.
Non-compliant camping presents a raft of issues for local communities. We ask that this
issue be taken into consideration before finalising the Strategy.
CONCLUSION
Caravan parks on Crown land are significant contributors to NSW tourism and regional
economies. In representing the interests of our members and being an important stakeholder
in the management of Crown land, we are keen to continue to participate in any further
consultations and ask that we be included in all future communications and meetings.
Thank you for your consideration of the issues we have raised. Should you wish to meet
and/or discuss any aspect of this submission please contact Bob Browne, General Counsel
on

Yours sincerely

Lyndel Gray
Chief Executive Officer

10
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FREEDOM CAMPING - SOME KEY FACTS TO CONSIDER
By way of background, we are the State’s peak industry body representing the interests of over
700 member businesses - caravan and holiday parks, manufacturers and retailers of recreation
vehicles (RVs) (including caravans, motorhomes, campervans, camper trailers, tent trailers, 5th
wheelers and slide-ons), camping equipment, residential land lease communities and
manufacturers of relocatable and manufactured homes.
Our Association is not against the concept of freedom camping or free camping. We believe
it’s important that a full range of services and experiences be available in the caravan and
camping sector, so that it can continue to appeal to a broad and growing market.
However, our fundamental position is that camping or staying overnight in NSW should only
occur in areas that comply with all relevant planning and operational regulations, designed
specifically to ensure the preservation of the environment, regulate local business operations,
respect local residents and protect the safety of visitors.
KEY FACTS


Freedom camping not only happens in locations such as beside a river or in a bush
setting but also in roadside rest areas, showgrounds, Crown reserves and other land
made available by local councils and private landowners. Unfortunately, in many cases,
the land is not approved for this purpose. This non-compliance is a major issue that
should concern consumers, operators and Governments.



Our industry has major concerns when local councils provide free overnight camp sites,
sewerage and waste disposal facilities, and water replenishment sources, to RV
travellers in areas where approved commercial caravan parks and camping grounds are
already providing these services.



In such cases, we maintain that councils are competing unfairly with their local small
businesses by providing similar services for free or below cost.



Local commercial caravan park operators cannot compete when councils are providing
services in direct competition with their small business enterprises.



Our industry is not against competition, but we do seek a level playing field. Also, we
consider the principle of competitive neutrality should be applied.

1|Page
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Further, there are already a range of compliant free and low cost camping options
available to freedom camping travellers. These include national parks, state forests,
primitive camping grounds, and approved showgrounds and reserves.



The latest RVs with on-board facilities such as showers, toilets and waste water holding
tanks are contributing to the popularity and practice of free or ‘freedom’ camping.



Freedom campers argue that they don’t need the facilities in commercial caravan parks
and camping grounds and consequently they shouldn’t have to stay there. However,
the reality is they do need to regularly dispose of waste, refuel and restock water
supplies.



Another reality is that most RVs are not ‘self-contained’.



There are currently over 600,000 registered RVs in Australia. The vast majority of these
RVs (90%) are made up of caravans (including camper trailers, tent trailers, etc) where
the largest percentage of these continues to be in the 500 – 1000 kg category, with over
67% weighing less than 1.5 tonne.



Grey water from caravans generally spills straight onto the ground, increasing nutrient
loads into local soils and waterways.



Only 10% of total registered RVs in Australia are campervans and motorhomes (or
around 60,000), and not all of these are ‘self-contained.’



RV tourists in vehicles that are ‘self-contained’ are therefore only a very small segment
of the overall RV market.



Without the cooperation of an RV owner, it is difficult to verify if an RV is truly ‘selfcontained’ and due to limited resources, such inspections are unlikely to be undertaken
by council rangers or other local authorities.



Nevertheless, in some regional areas, local councils have approved camping on council
land by ‘self-contained RVs.’ One example is Wilks Park in Wagga Wagga, where
Council resolved to transform Wilks Park into a Primitive Camping Ground in late 2012.
Under the conditions of consent for the camping ground, ‘self-contained’ vehicles are
permitted to use Wilks Park as a short stay stopover point, at no cost, for a maximum
period of 72 hours.
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However, we continue to receive reports that RVs which are not ‘self-contained’ (as
understood in that particular approval) continue to stay on the site and the 72 hours
period is frequently breached.



Council maintains that it monitors the area, but compliance and enforcement resources
are limited. Therefore, we maintain that there is a fundamental flaw with an approval
such as this.



Nevertheless, all RVs require their tanks to be filled (fresh water) and the grey water
(shower and sink) emptied into a suitable waste facility and the black water (toilet waste)
emptied into suitable sewerage facilities. Approved and properly managed facilities
need to be available to RVs that are staying in an area for an extended period of time.
Caravan parks provide these facilities as part of their operations.

OTHER ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION BY COUNCILS
We know that local councils are being pressured to provide free camp sites to attract freedom
RV travellers.
Our position is that local councils should only step in if services being demanded are not being
provided by the private sector, but just because a subset of the travelling public wants services
for free/low cost this does not equate to a market failure.
We encourage Councils to undertake an audit of what caravan & holiday parks, national parks,
state conversation areas, state forests and camping grounds already exist in their LGA and
what range of services are already being offered to service the needs RV travellers. In many
instances, there are a wide range of services being delivered at various price points already,
and it’s simply a matter of better communicating the range of options available – which can be
done via Visitor Information Centres, websites and brochures.
Councils may also consider working collaboratively with their local caravan & holiday parks &
camping grounds and the wider tourism industry, to develop programs that entice budget
conscious travellers to their area. For example, instead of establishing and funding the
provision of “free” services in competition with businesses, councils’ might develop and fund
programs that enable discount site vouchers to be obtained from VICs and redeemed at local
businesses.
There are many solutions that can be explored to attract incremental business to local
government areas rather than just giving away free camp sites (or other services) and
competing unfairly with local businesses.
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FACTS ABOUT OUR INDUSTRY AND ITS ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE


Caravan and holiday parks are an extremely important part of the tourism economy.
Our industry continues to be one of the fastest growing domestic tourism sectors in
Australia, and New South Wales is Australia’s favourite State for caravanning and
camping.



Last year, there were more than 4 million overnight caravan and camping trips and
around 17 million nights spent in caravan and camping accommodation. This injected
more than $2 billion in economic value to NSW.



Caravanning and camping also accommodates 29% of the visitor holiday nights in
Regional New South Wales making it a vitally important part of the tourism
infrastructure.



Every night, there are around 50,000 short term and camp sites available across our
commercial park network in NSW, however with a national occupancy rate of just 54%,
there is still room for growth.



73% of our parks and camping grounds offer facilities to accommodate large RVs, so
there is no shortage of site options for travellers touring around the state.

About Us
We are the Caravan, Camping and Touring Industry and Manufactured Housing Industry
Association of New South Wales (CCIA). The Association is made up of caravan and holiday
park businesses, manufacturers and retailers of recreation vehicles (motorhomes, campervans,
caravans, camper trailers, tent trailers, 5th wheelers and slide-ons) and camping equipment,
residential land lease communities and manufacturers of relocatable and manufactured homes
and those that provide services to these industries.
This gives us the collective strength of more than 700 caravan, camping, RV, park and
manufactured housing businesses throughout NSW. We actively work for members to
encourage and promote the use of touring products, caravan parks and residential land lease
communities across government, businesses and the general public.
Disclaimer
The staff at CCIA have used their best endeavours to ensure that all the information contained in this document is
correct at the time of publication and that the information has been obtained from reliable sources. We are not
responsible for any errors or omissions, or any outcomes as a result of a use of this information. The information is
provided for general guidance on industry issues only and should not be used as a substitute for legal or other
professional advice.
Printed: Wednesday, 3 May 2017
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Councils competing with local small business operators
Councils are being lobbied to provide free overnight camp sites, waste disposal facilities and water
replenishment sources, to recreation vehicle (RV) travellers to entice them to visit their towns.
Councils are being told that if they do not provide these services, then travellers will by-pass their
destinations. Various Councils now allow free overnight camping/parking within their districts
despite the fact that there are already approved commercial caravan parks in operation.
In New South Wales, all areas used for overnight camping must be compliant with the Local
Government (Manufactured Home Estates, Caravan Parks, Camping Grounds and Moveable
Dwellings) Regulation 2005. This is directed at preserving and protecting the environment and
securing the safety of users. Local councils are required to approve their operation and to regularly
inspect these caravan parks and camping grounds to ensure they continue to comply with the
standards and specifications set out in the law. This regulatory regime is contained within the
Planning and Local Government laws in NSW.
There is a need to monitor the implementation and operation of the regulations so that the industry
is not compromised. It is important that things are not done to negatively impact on legitimate,
regulated caravan parks and camping grounds.
However, the unrealistic demands of a small sector of the travelling public, who want free
camping facilities and services to be provided by Councils in urban areas in direct
competition with the commercial sector, are leading to an erosion of this important tourism
sector.
There are costs associated with compliance requirements, in addition to the cost of installing free
dump points and the provision of water and waste facilities. Ultimately these costs are being borne
by the local ratepayers when Councils decide to offer services to RV travellers for free or at noncommercial rates.
There is no shortage of caravan parks and camping grounds across NSW offering a range of price
points and facilities to satisfy ever increasing demand. Nonetheless, there is a growing trend to
‘freedom camp’ on land which is not approved for camping. This is being allowed to flourish through
a lack of enforcement of the regulations and some Council’s encouraging the use of unregulated
areas, including Crown reserves, such as showgrounds, for overnight (or longer) use by
motorhomes and caravans free of charge or for a nominal fee.
Local commercial caravan park operators cannot compete when Councils are providing services
free of charge or at non-commercial rates in direct competition with them. Our Association is not
against competition, but we do seek a level playing field. We oppose the provision of campsite
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services by Council’s that do not take account of their regulatory environment, including the need
to be competitively neutral.
Our Association represents the interests of over 400 commercial caravan parks located throughout
NSW. These caravan park businesses inject capital into their local communities, support other local
tourism infrastructure, buy local products, services and produce, employ local people and pay
council rates.
Continuation of these unfair and uncompetitive practices by Councils will ultimately lead to the
closure of caravan parks in regional towns, and the withdrawal of valuable tourism infrastructure
and services. Local businesses will not be able to inject capital to maintain and upgrade their
facilities and new investment in tourism infrastructure will not be attracted to the region.
Caravan parks and camping grounds already offer low cost overnight camping options for
travellers. In NSW the price of sites might range from $25 - $40 each night outside of the peak
holiday seasons. These tend to be the times that retired RV owners travel.
However, provision of services for free, or at rates in the vicinity of $10 - $15 per night as requested
by some RV travellers, is not possible. Such rates do not reflect the business costs associated with
maintenance, staffing, provision of water, electricity and sewerage services and compliance with
government regulation.
In NSW there are various types of parks offering differing standards of facilities. Every night there
are around 50,000 short term and camp sites available across our commercial park network. The
national occupancy rate is 54%. So, outside of peak holiday periods, there is plenty of availability
for RV travellers. Importantly, 73% of our parks offer facilities to accommodate large RVs.
We strongly oppose the endorsement or provision of non-compliant camp sites by Councils,
or other entities, in direct competition with compliant caravan parks.
There are numerous examples in NSW where the operation or promotion of free camping facilities
has had significant negative impacts on local small businesses.
It should also be noted that there are significant risk and liability issues faced by Councils when
they operate and promote non-compliant facilities.
Commercial caravan parks and camp grounds provide important tourism infrastructure, particularly
in regional areas of Australia. Caravan parks have invested extensive capital into businesses that
provide an environment that enhances the tourism appeal of the local township, as well as its local
amenity.
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A BDO1 study, commissioned by our national association, Caravan Industry Association of Australia
(formerly Caravan, RV & Accommodation Industry of Australia Ltd (CRVA)) demonstrated that for
every $100 taken by a caravan park, $138 in economic benefit flows on to the local economy. So,
there is tangible evidence that commercial caravan parks are an important part of their local
economies.
A further BDO study2 showed that there is a vast difference in the amount spent in a town by
commercial campers versus free campers. Commercial campers spend an average of $576 per
stay compared to an average of $213 spent by free campers. This means commercial campers
inject 2.7 times more money into the local town than free campers.
Rather than competing with local small businesses, Councils might consider investing in
partnership promotions with local operators and tourism organisations and offering specially priced
rates for specific periods or campaigns.
Investing in such activities would also alleviate the need for Councils to maintain their own facilities,
and they could inject these costs into a partnership project to help drive visitors into established
and compliant local tourism infrastructure.
We note two important Council decisions in NSW in relation to the provision of free facilities:


In March 2013 Ballina Shire Council resolved not to support the provision of free camping and
dump point facilities because of the negative impact this was likely to have on existing licensed
operators. The preferred option was to support existing accommodation providers. It was noted
in the meeting minutes that Council’s Tourism Section believes “It is also difficult to justify the
provision of infrastructure when there is no readily available measure to account for the
economic benefit of this market. More importantly, the provision of ‘free camping’ could
negatively impact on established caravan and camping businesses”.



In February 2013, Destination Tweed reported to Tweed Shire Council on the benefits and
constraints of Tweed Shire joining the Campervan and Motorhome Club of Australia (CMCA) RV
Friendly Town Scheme. Destination Tweed concluded:
o

“The reality is that the key tourist markets that contribute to the tourist economy are
not the RV tourist.”

BDO Advisory (SA) Pty Ltd (BDO) was engaged by Caravan, RV and Accommodation Industry of Australia (CRVA) to
develop “Economic Benefit Report – Commercial Caravan and Holiday Park to a Local Community” October 2012
2
BDO Advisory (SA) Pty Ltd (BDO) was engaged by Caravan, RV and Accommodation Industry of Australia (CRVA) to
develop “Economic Benefit Report – Spending Patterns of Commercial Campers and Non – Commercial Campers” May
2013
1
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o

o

o

o

“The focus of Destination Tweed is on higher yielding markets, those that come to
the region for longer stays, pay for accommodation, eat out and spend money within
the community.”
“The risk that Council takes by engaging in becoming RV friendly is – what stops
RV’s from pulling into free spots at 5pm, using the facilities that are supplied free of
charge, before heading out at 7am the next morning to head to their next destination,
without actually having spent a cent in the region.”
“The full costs involved to become RV friendly would be burdened by the Tweed
Shire Council and require funds to be allocated in order to achieve at a minimum the
essential criteria.”
“Given at this point in time these facilities are provided successfully by the private
sector at no cost to the rate payer, it would arguably be better for Tweed Shire
Council to encourage private investment and development.”

Conclusion:
Local Councils’ operation of free or deeply discounted camping grounds, in competition with private
sector investors, does not provide the level playing field needed for small businesses to continue
to operate and flourish. The serious issues of competitive neutrality must be considered.
Commercially operated caravan park and camping grounds are significant providers of tourism
infrastructure, particularly in regional and remote areas. These operators have and continue to
invest extensive financial and human capital into local communities, enhancing the tourism appeal
and amenity of the local township.
We urge Councils to implement and enforce the regulatory regime for caravan parks and camping
grounds. We ask them to carefully consider all the potential impacts and costs, and undertake a
full analysis to determine if there is in fact a market failure, before entering into competition with
small business operators in their areas. In this way, we can stop non-compliant offerings that work
against regional economies and consequently support legitimate offerings provided by properly
compliant caravan park and camping ground businesses.
Further documents are attached for your reference:
 PLANNING NSW CIRCULAR
 CROWN LANDS PLANNING CIRCULAR – STATEMENT FROM JOINT WORKING
GROUP INCLUDING TOURISM NSW, CCIA AND CMCA
 CCIA NSW POSITION PAPER ON FREEDOM CAMPING AND DUMP POINTS
 INDUSTRY PROFILE DOCUMENT
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About Us
We are the Caravan, Camping and Touring Industry and Manufactured Housing Industry
Association of New South Wales (CCIA). The Association is made up of caravan and holiday park
businesses, manufacturers and retailers of recreation vehicles (motorhomes, campervans,
caravans, camper trailers, tent trailers, 5th wheelers and slide-ons) and camping equipment,
residential land lease communities and manufacturers of relocatable and manufactured homes and
those that provide services to these industries.
This gives us the collective strength of more than 700 caravan, camping, RV, park and
manufactured housing businesses throughout NSW. We actively work for members to encourage
and promote the use of touring products, caravan parks and residential land lease communities
across government, businesses and the general public.

Disclaimer
The staff at CCIA have used their best endeavours to ensure that all the information contained in this document is correct
at the time of publication and that the information has been obtained from reliable sources. We are not responsible for
any errors or omissions, or any outcomes as a result of a use of this information. The information is provided for general
guidance on industry issues only and should not be used as a substitute for legal or other professional advice.
Printed: Wednesday, 3 May 2017
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PLANNING circular
PLANNING SYSTEM
Illegal Camping
Circular

PS 10-019

Issued

July 2010

Related

PS05-007, PS06-001

Illegal Camping
The purpose of this circular is to remind councils, event organisers, touring groups and
others that, with limited exceptions, carrying out or providing for camping (eg. in
caravans, campervans, motorhomes or tents) on council or other land requires council
approval.
Introduction
The NSW planning and local government legislation
both have a role in the regulation of camping.
Compliance with the regulatory requirements for
camping in that legislation promotes camping that is
safe, enjoyable, equitable and sustainable.
Approvals required for caravan parks and
camping grounds
Under State Environmental Planning Policy No 21 –
Caravan Parks (SEPP 21), the use of land within a
local government area for a caravan park or camping
ground may, unless prohibited by another plan, be
carried out only with the development consent of the
council. However, SEPP 21 does not require
development consent for a caravan park or camping
ground on land dedicated or reserved under the
National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (NP&W Act).
In addition, operating a caravan park or camping
ground is an activity requiring council approval under
Section 68 of the Local Government Act 1993 (LG
Act) unless excepted by the Local Government
(Manufactured Home Estates, Caravan Parks,
Camping Grounds and Moveable Dwellings)
Regulation 2005 (LG Regulation 2005), other
legislation1 or a local approvals policy2.
Approval to operate a caravan park or camping
ground is usually subject to a condition that the park
or ground must be designed, constructed,
maintained and operated in accordance with the
relevant requirements of the LG Regulation 2005. It
contains requirements for minimum size for a
caravan park, dwelling site and camp site sizes,
setbacks, roads, utility services, fire hose reels,
shower and toilet facilities, laundry facilities,
management and other matters.

Special provision is made in the LG Regulation 2005
for operating ‘primitive camping grounds’. This type
of camping ground is generally remote from urban
areas, and under the Regulation is required to have
only a limited range of facilities. Requirements
include that the ground must be provided with a
water supply, toilet and refuse disposal facilities as
specified in the approval for the ground. Such fire
fighting facilities as may be specified in the approval
are also to be provided.
Normally the installation of caravans, campervans or
tents in a caravan park or primitive camping ground,
and the installation of campervans or tents in other
camping grounds, does not require council approval.
The installation of caravans, campervans, tents and
annexes in caravan parks and camping grounds
must, however, comply with the relevant
requirements under the LG Regulation 2005 (eg. see
clause 132 regarding primitive camping grounds and
clauses 161-173 regarding other camping grounds
and caravan parks). For example, certain separation
distance requirements apply for reasons of safety
and privacy.
Section 78A of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979 allows an applicant (other than
the Crown) in a single development application to
apply to use land for a caravan park or camping
ground, and operate a caravan park or camping
ground.
__________________________________________________
1 For example, an approval under Section 68 of the LG Act is not required for (and
the LG Regulation 2005 does not apply to) a caravan park or camping ground on
land dedicated or reserved under the NP&W Act 1974.
2 A local approvals policy adopted under Part 3 of the LG Act may specify the
following: the circumstances in which a person would be exempt from the need to
obtain a particular approval of the Council for activities governed by the LG Act; the
criteria which a Council must take into consideration in determining whether to give
or refuse an approval under the LG Act; and other matters relating to approvals.
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Temporary caravan parks and camping grounds
A temporary caravan park or camping ground
requires development consent and approval to
operate. As with permanent parks and grounds
relevant requirements in the LG Regulation 2005
concerning tents, caravans and annexes in caravan
parks and camping grounds must also to be
complied with.
Before granting consent to a development
application, or approving a LG Act application, for a
temporary caravan park or camping ground, a
council should be satisfied that for the duration of
park’s or ground’s operation provision of a water
supply and toilet and refuse facilities will be
adequate. Councils should also assess whether firefighting facilities are needed and whether any other
facility or measure may necessary to promote the
health, safety and amenity of the occupiers.
Under the LG Regulation 2005, a temporary caravan
park or camping ground operated for a period of 6
weeks or less, solely in connection with use of the
land for a sporting, recreation or cultural event, does
not have to be designed, constructed, maintained
and operated in accordance with Subdivisions 1-8 of
Division 3 of Part 3 of the Regulation (see clause
73(3)). This means, for example, that the park or
ground may be excused from having permanent
amenities.
Problems caused by illegal camping
Councils are encouraged to be proactive in
preventing illegal camping. The reasons for this
include:






if inadequate facilities are provided or the
standard of operation is unsatisfactory, the
health and safety of campers will not be
assured. This may be especially so in
relation to fire safety;
use of an illegal caravan park or camping
ground may cause disturbance to adjoining
land users, especially if there are adjoining
residential areas. This disturbance may be
associated with noise, scattering of rubbish,
or inadequate toilet facilities or provision for
greywater disposal. Environmental damage
may also eventuate;
illegal camping subjects commercial
businesses running approved caravan parks
and camping grounds to unfair competition,
contrary to Competitive Neutrality
Guidelines. This is the case even if the
unauthorised camping is not provided free
or with subsidisation. Under the local
government regulations, caravan park
approval holders are required to provide
certain facilities and comply with an
extensive range of standards related to
health, safety and amenity considerations.

Examples of enforcement options
If development for a caravan park or camping ground
occurs on land where that use is prohibited, or
requires but does not have development consent, a

council may initiate the giving an order no 1 under
section 121B of the EP&A Act to cease that use.
This order could be given to the owner of the
premises or person using the premises for the
purpose of a caravan park or camping ground (eg.
the operator). Normally, before an order is given, the
person who gives it must give a notice of intention in
accordance with 121H.
Given the provisions in section 626 of the LG Act, if a
person operates a caravan park or camping ground
without required prior approval under Part 1 of
Chapter 7 of the LG Act, that person is guilty of an
offence. Court action could be taken in respect of
this. The maximum penalty the court may impose for
an offence of this type is 50 penalty units ($5,500).
Council approval not required for certain
exceptions
There are a number of circumstances in which
camping in caravans, campervans or tents elsewhere
than in a caravan park or camping ground does not
require council approval under the LG Act.
1. Exceptions under LG Regulation 2005
For land elsewhere than in a caravan park or
camping ground, the LG Regulation provides the
following conditional and unconditional exemptions
from the requirement for council approval.
Conditional exemptions
Under the LG Regulation 2005 council approval is
not required for the installation of:






up to two caravans, campervans or tents on
any land (with the landowner’s permission),
provided they are not occupied for more
than two days at a time and are not
occupied for more than 60 days (in total) in
any 12 month period
one caravan or campervan on land on which
there is a dwelling house, provided the
caravan or campervan is occupied by the
owner of the dwelling house or members of
the household, and the caravan or
campervan is maintained in a safe and
healthy condition
a caravan or campervan on agricultural
land, provided the caravan or campervan is
occupied by seasonal workers on the land.

Unconditional exceptions
The LG Regulation 2005 (clause 78) provides that
installing a caravan, campervan or tent on a Crown
reserve or in a State forest does not require LG Act
approval. Instead, the Crown Lands Act 1989 and
the Forestry Act 1916 apply respectively.
Information about camping in Crown reserves and

where to find Crown land holiday parks is available
from the NSW Land and Property Management
Authority (see www.caravanandcampingnsw.com.au).
Enquiries about camping in NSW state forests may
be made to Forests NSW (T: 1300 655 687) or see
www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/forests/recreation.
39
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2. Other exceptions
National Parks
The use of caravan parks, campervans and tents on
lands reserved or dedicated under the NP&W Act is
regulated under that Act. Approval under the LG Act
is not required for those uses on those lands.
Information on camping opportunities within lands
subject to the NP&W Act may be obtained from the
National Parks and Wildlife Service (see
www.environment.nsw.gov.au and select Visiting a
Park).
Roadside rest areas
Camping in a roadside rest area may be permitted,
unless a ‘no camping’ or ‘no overnight stays’ sign
has been placed there by a council or the Roads and
Traffic Authority (RTA) (or other relevant authority).
Enquiries about the use of rest areas along roads
administered by the RTA may be made to that
agency.
Further information
For further information on the regulation of caravan
parks and camping grounds see the Department of
Planning website at www.planning.nsw.gov.au
Copies of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979, the Local Government Act
1993, State Environmental Planning Policy No 21 –
Caravan Parks, the Local Government
(Manufactured Home Estates, Caravan Parks,
Camping Grounds and Moveable Dwellings)
Regulation 2005 and other State legislation are
available on the NSW legislation website at
http://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au.
If you have queries about this Planning Circular
please contact the Department’s Information Centre
02 9228 6333 or email
information@planning.nsw.gov.au.

Authorised by:
Sam Haddad
Director-General
NSW Department of Planning

Important note: This circular does not constitute legal advice. Users are
advised to seek professional advice and refer to the relevant legislation, as
necessary, before taking action in relation to any matters covered by this
circular.
© State of New South Wales through the Department of Planning
www.planning.nsw.gov.au
Disclaimer: While every reasonable effort has been made to ensure that this
document is correct at the time of publication, the State of New South Wales,
its agencies and employees, disclaim any and all liability to any person in
respect of anything or the consequences of anything done or omitted to be
done in reliance upon the whole or any part of this document.
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THE USE OF CROWN
RESERVES FOR
OPERATING CARAVAN
PARKS AND CAMPING
GROUNDS

The purpose of this paper is to clarify for Local Councils and
other organizations with an interest in operating caravan parks
and camping grounds, the position of the Land and Property
Management Authority in respect of the use of Crown reserves
for operating caravan parks and camping.

Introduction

The local Council is the consent authority for development
under SEPP 21 and for an approval to operate.

Endorsement
This position paper is endorsed by the following Government
Agencies and Organisations:

The Land and Property Management Authority (the Authority)
is committed to sustainable tourist destinations that cater
for caravans, campervans, motorhomes, tents and other
moveable dwellings. However, the Authority cannot, nor does
not, condone illegal caravanning and/or camping on Crown
land. All facilities on Crown land advertised for public tourist
accommodation, including showgrounds, must be approved.

NSW Department of Planning

Position

Campervan & Motorhome Club of Australia

i. Approval to Operate
The approval to operate a caravan park and/or a
camping ground in NSW (either on Crown land or
freehold land) is required under:

Tourism New South Wales
Local Government & Shires Association
Caravan & Camping Industry Association of NSW

Further Information
Further information may be obtained by contacting the Crown
Lands Division, LPMA, Level 4, 437 Hunter Street, Newcastle
NSW 2300; or www.lpma.nsw.gov.au.

• Section 68 of the Local Government Act 1993 (LG Act),
in compliance with the relevant provisions of the Local
Government (Manufactured Home Estates, Caravan
Parks, Camping Grounds and Moveable Dwellings)
Regulation 2005.
ii. Approval to Develop
State Environmental Planning Policy No. 21 – Caravan Parks
(SEPP 21) requires that “development for the purposes of a
caravan park may be carried out only with the development
consent of the [local government] council”. Note that the
definition of ‘caravan park’ includes a camping ground.

Land and Property Management Authority

However, if a caravan or camping ground is prohibited under
another plan, for example, a council’s local environmental
plan, SEPP 21 does not change that position.

Head office
1 Prince Albert Road
Queens Square
SYDNEY NSW 2000

Also, the establishment of a new caravan park or camping
ground on Crown land requires the Authority’s consent (land
owners consent) which is subsequently submitted with the
development application.

T 1300 052 637
61 2 9228 6666
F 61 2 9233 4357
Disclaimer: This document has been produced for marketing and communication purposes
only. Images are used for artistic purposes only and may not be indicative of Crown land.
Information is correct at time of printing and is subject to change without notice.
© April 2010 LPMA (S) P09/06/071

CROWN LANDS | THE USE OF CROWN RESERVES FOR OPERATING CARAVAN PARKS AND CAMPING GROUND
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Freedom Camping and Public Access Dump Points
What is Freedom Camping?
Freedom camping is essentially staying in a free or low cost camping location, outside of
commercial caravan parks and camping grounds.
Freedom camping typically occurs in locations such as beside a river, the ocean or in a bush setting,
but also occurs in roadside rest areas, showgrounds, Crown reserves and other land made available
by local councils and private landowners. In most cases, the land is not approved for this purpose.
Recreation vehicles (RVs) with on-board facilities such showers, toilets and waste water holding
tanks are contributing to the popularity and practice of freedom camping, which is spreading
throughout Australia with countless websites, discussion boards, blogs and books dedicated to it.
Freedom campers argue that they don’t need the facilities in commercial caravan parks and
camping grounds and therefore they don’t need to stay there. However, the reality is they do need
to regularly dispose of waste, refuel and restock water supplies.
Our Position
Our Association is not against the concept of freedom camping. In fact, we believe it’s important
that a full range of services and experiences be available in the caravan and camping sector, so
that it can continue to appeal to a broad and growing market. We celebrate the growth of the RV
industry and its increasing popularity, especially amongst the retiree market. It’s a terrific way for
people to experience the best of New South Wales and Australia.
However, camping in New South Wales should only occur in areas that comply with all relevant
planning and operational regulations, designed specifically to ensure the preservation of the
environment, regulate local business operations and protect the safety of visitors.
We also do not believe that councils should be providing free/low cost overnight camp sites, waste
disposal facilities and water replenishment sources to RV travellers where approved commercial
caravan parks and camping grounds are already providing services to this market. In most cases
when this occurs, councils are competing unfairly. Local commercial caravan park operators cannot
compete when councils are providing services free of charge or at non-commercial rates and in
direct competition with them. Our Association is not against competition, but we do seek a level
playing field and we believe the principle of competitive neutrality should be applied.
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Although caravan parks already offer travellers very affordable prices (on and off season) there are
a range of compliant free and low cost camping alternatives available to freedom campers. These
include national parks, state forests, primitive camping grounds and purposely approved
showgrounds and reserves.
Key facts


NSW State Government legislation sets stringent laws under which commercial caravan parks
and camping grounds need to operate. These laws help ensure the preservation of the
environment and the safety of guests.



Caravan parks in NSW are required under law to have a dump point if they are in a location that
is connected to sewer.



Governments at all levels normally only provide services when there is market failure – i.e. the
market is inefficient because commercial businesses are failing to supply, or under-supplying,
these services.



The caravan and camping industry continues to be one of the fastest growing domestic tourism
sectors in Australia. NSW is Australia’s favourite State for caravanning and camping, with 34%
of all trips taken in Australia heading to NSW or 4 million trips.



National Visitor Survey (NVS) results for December 2016 reveal a staggering 17 million visitor
nights were spent in NSW caravan and camping accommodation in the past year, a 19% growth
in nights in the state.1



Most importantly, caravan parks accommodate 29% of holiday visitors to our regional and rural
areas of the State making them a vitally important part of the tourism infrastructure and a key
sector to assist in the Government’s action plan to double overnight expenditure in NSW by
2020.



There is still room to grow. Every night there are around 50,000 short term and camp sites
available across our commercial park network. The national occupancy rate is 54%. So, outside
of peak holiday periods, there is plenty of availability for RV travellers. Importantly, 73% of our
parks offer facilities to accommodate large RVs.

1

National Visitor Survey – Tourism Research Australia (year ended December 2016)
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Councils providing free services in competition with caravan park operators


Caravan parks are very important small businesses in regional towns.



However, it’s extremely difficult for legitimate caravan parks and camping grounds to attract
business when councils are offering free or deeply discounted services in direct competition
with them.



The local baker does not have to compete with councils giving away free bread to visitors, nor
does the greengrocer compete with them giving away free fruit and vegetables. Why then is it
ok for the small business caravan park operator to compete with their Council giving away
free or deeply discounted camp sites?



Caravan park owners invest significant capital into businesses that provide an environment that
enhances the tourism appeal of the local township, as well as its local amenity.



If they can’t be provided an equal playing field, these small businesses will not be able to
compete, and hence they will go out of business, with a resulting loss to the town of valuable
tourism infrastructure.



There is tangible evidence that commercial caravan parks are an important part of their local
economies - employing local people, paying local rates, and buying goods and services locally.
As such, creating a business environment that allows local caravan park operators to flourish
should be a priority for local councils.



A BDO2 study, commissioned by our national association the Caravan Industry Association of
Australia (formerly Caravan, RV & Accommodation Industry of Australia Ltd (CRVA))
demonstrated that for every $100 taken by a caravan park, $138 in economic benefit flows on
to the local economy.



A further BDO study3 showed that there is a vast difference in the amount spent in a town by
commercial campers versus free campers. Commercial campers spend an average of $576 per
stay compared to an average of $213 spent by free campers. This means commercial campers
inject 2.7 times more money into the local town than free campers.

BDO, Economic Benefit Report – Commercial Caravan Holiday Park to a Local Community, October 2012
BDO, Economic Benefit Report – Spending Patterns of Commercial Campers & Non – Commercial Campers” March
2013
2
3
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There is no such thing as a free dump point or water service


Dump points are properly designed facilities intended to receive and appropriately dispose of
wastewater from RVs to the local sewage system. Therefore, the resources needed to ensure
their proper function can be significant.



The Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) issues environmental protection licenses (EPLs)
to local sewage operators. These operators, which are the local councils in many smaller towns,
are responsible for what goes into their systems to make sure they are able to comply with the
requirements on their licence. They are required to actively manage the potential for
inappropriate discharges to sewer systems and should have requirements in place to monitor
discharges to dump points. They should also have security arrangements in place. Where
licence holders manage the possibility of inappropriate substances being disposed of through
contractual arrangements, this places further requirements on the host of a disposal point.



As indicated by the EPA, all EPL licence holders must comply with the conditions of their
licence, prepare pollution incident response management plans; publish and/or make pollution
monitoring data available, pay annual administrative fees and submit annual returns. The
provision of a “free” and unsecured dump point increases this burden.



As such, there is a cost for the installation, monitoring, maintenance and insurance of ‘free’
dump points and water facilities used by RV travellers. When these services are being provided
free of charge to travellers by councils, it is the local ratepayers who are funding their cost.



The expectation that dump point facilities should be available to RV users free of charge is
unrealistic – home owners pay for sewer and water services, and many local tips charge for the
dumping of waste: why should RV users expect to be able to dump their waste free of charge?

Grey Nomads and the truth about “self-contained” RVs


As at January 2016 there were 615,301 registered RVs in Australia. This includes 554,344
caravans (including camper trailers, tent trailers, etc) and 60,957 campervans/motorhomes.



Accordingly, the vast majority of these RVs (90%) are made up of caravans and the largest
percentage of these continues to be in the 500 – 1000 kg category, with over 67% weighing
less than 1.5 tonne.



These RVs are not ‘big rigs’ and they are not ‘self-contained’ as they are generally not fitted
with grey water storage.
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A small 10% of total registered RVs are campervans and motorhomes with just over 60,000
registered throughout the whole of Australia. Small campervans are also not “self-contained”.
Only larger motorhomes are, and they make up less than 10% of total registered RVs.4



Travellers in “self-contained” RVs are therefore only a very small segment of the RV tourism
market.

Non-compliant camping grounds and potential environmental impacts


Free dump points and water provision can be the catalyst for the establishment of noncompliant camping, resulting in significant damage to the local environment and social amenity.



Non-compliant camping sites are known to spring up around free dump point facilities.
Unfortunately, many are operating without regulation to ensure environmental protection, and
do not have the mandated safety requirements under which legitimate caravan parks and
camping grounds need to operate to safeguard their guests.



As most caravans are not fitted with grey water holding tanks, discharge of grey water from
sinks, laundries and showers via hoses under caravans and other RVs increase nutrient loads
into local waterways causing significant algal blooms including Blue Green algae
(Cyanobacteria) which is known to be toxic to humans and cause death in wildlife, stock and
domestic pets.



Compaction of soils from stationary large vehicles and vans contributes to erosion, soil
degradation and silt accumulation in waterways.



Flora and fauna are at risk through loss of habitat and damage/attack from domestic pets
accompanying campers.



On the other hand, compliant caravan parks and camping grounds engage pet policies to avoid
such issues and dump points within a secure caravan park environment assist in guarding
against the potential misuse of facilities, thus preventing environmental degradation.

Past Council Decisions Against Free Facilities


4

In March 2013, Ballina Shire Council resolved not to support the provision of free camping and
dump point facilities within the Shire due to the negative impact this may have on existing
licensed operators. The preferred option was to support existing accommodation providers.

BDO, Caravan and Campervan Data Report, October 2016
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Council’s Tourism Section believed that the RV market would continue to visit the Ballina Coast
& Hinterland regardless of a dump point or RV friendly status and that it was difficult to justify
the provision of infrastructure when there is no readily available measure to account for the
economic benefit of this market.


On request from Tweed Shire Council in February 2013, Destination Tweed reported on the
benefits and constraints of Tweed Shire joining the CMCA RV Friendly Town Scheme.
Destination Tweed concluded that the key tourist markets that contribute to the tourist economy
in Tweed are not the RV tourist and that its focus is on higher yielding markets - those that come
to the region for longer stays, pay for accommodation, eat out and spend money within the
community.
The risk of RV’s from pulling into free spots at 5pm, using the facilities that would be supplied
free of charge, before heading out at 7am the next morning to head to their next destination
without actually having spent a cent in the region, was highlighted.
It was also noted by Destination Tweed that the full costs involved to become RV friendly would
be burdened by the Tweed Shire Council and funds would need to be allocated in order to
achieve at a minimum the essential criteria. Because these facilities are already provided
successfully by the private sector, at no cost to local ratepayers, it would arguably be better for
Tweed Shire Council to encourage private investment and development.

Conclusion
Freedom camping can attract RV tourists to areas that they would not otherwise stay, however
increased visitor numbers does not automatically result in increased visitor spend.
Further, where there are legitimate caravan parks and camping grounds in the area, the practice of
councils providing free and low cost campgrounds directly and negatively impacts these
businesses, many of which are small and family owned. They don’t just lose business – employees
can also lose their jobs and towns lose the money that these businesses would otherwise inject via
employment and purchasing goods and services.
Local councils and ratepayers are also directly affected. Notwithstanding any dollars spent in town
by freedom campers on things like fuel and groceries, councils must still dip into ratepayer funds
to pay for and manage these free or low cost camping areas as well as be exposed to liability for
any harm caused to people and property, including uncontrolled environmental degradation. Prime
parking areas and public land can also become choked with freedom campers in holiday season,
creating a nuisance for local residents.
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Unfortunately, in endorsing or providing freedom camping on land not designed or designated for
that purpose for little to no cost, councils are also competing unfairly with their local caravan park
and camping ground businesses – breaching their national competition policy and competitive
neutrality obligations. Worse still, planning laws for which councils are responsible for compliance
and enforcement are undermined.
We therefore urge local councils to implement and enforce the regulatory regime for caravan parks
and camping grounds. We ask them to carefully consider all the potential impacts and costs, and
undertake a full analysis to determine if there is in fact a market failure, before entering into
competition with small business operators in their areas. In this way we can stop non-compliant
offerings that work against regional economies and consequently support legitimate offerings
provided by compliant caravan park and camping ground businesses.
About Us
We are the Caravan, Camping and Touring Industry and Manufactured Housing Industry
Association of New South Wales (CCIA). The Association is made up of caravan and holiday park
businesses, manufacturers and retailers of recreation vehicles (motorhomes, campervans,
caravans, camper trailers, tent trailers, 5th wheelers and slide-ons) and camping equipment,
residential land lease communities and manufacturers of relocatable and manufactured homes and
those that provide services to these industries.
This gives us the collective strength of more than 700 caravan, camping, RV, park and
manufactured housing businesses throughout NSW. We actively work for members to encourage
and promote the use of touring products, caravan parks and residential land lease communities
across government, businesses and the general public.

Disclaimer
The staff at CCIA have used their best endeavours to ensure that all the information contained in this document is correct
at the time of publication and that the information has been obtained from reliable sources. We are not responsible for
any errors or omissions, or any outcomes as a result of a use of this information. The information is provided for general
guidance on industry issues only and should not be used as a substitute for legal or other professional advice.
Printed: Wednesday, 3 May 2017
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NSW Caravan & Camping
Industry Profile 2017

Caravan parks account for
29% of domestic commercial
accomodation nights in
Regional NSW

29%

34%

The caravan, motorhome and camping industry is one of the
fastest growing domestic tourism sectors in Australia and
NSW is leading the way, attracting 34% of all domestic
visitors and visitor nights.

of all caravan & camping
domestic visitors and visitor
nights are spent in NSW.

Importantly, caravan parks account for 29% of domestic nights in commercial accomodation in Regional NSW.

In the past 12 months, the industry has enjoyed significant success with a growing number
of Australians registering recreational vehicles and enjoying caravan or camping holidays.

11%

19%

6%

10%

5%

4 Million overnight
caravan & camping trips*

17 Million
visitor nights*

134,611
RV Registrations
in NSW

15,348
Campervans
Motorhomes

119,263
Caravans
Camper Trailers

UP

UP

UP

UP

UP

Holidays are the major focus of caravan and camping trips in NSW with most people staying
between 2 and 7 nights.
NSW domestic caravan and camping
visitors by purpose of trip

Overnight Trips

NSW domestic caravan and camping
visitors by length of stay

Overnight Trips

10% visiting friends
and relatives

78%
Holiday

9% business
3% other
reason

8%
15 nights
or over
12%
8-14 nights

2% in transit
4-7 nights

17%

1 night

21%

2 nights

25% 16% 3 nights
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*National Visitor Survey - Tourism Research Australia (December 2017)

Caravan and Camping in NSW

Domestic Caravan & Camping Visitors
Caravan and camping is enjoyed universally. Active seniors and family groups are important
market segments for the caravan and camping industry.

NSW domestic caravan and camping visitors by age group
Overnight Trips

16% 7%

28%

Nights

Age Group

15-19
20-29
30-44
45-54
55+

30%
19%

7%

11%

43%

23%

16%

NSW domestic caravan and camping visitors by travel party type
Overnight Trips
Travelling
alone

14%

Adult
couple

Family group
parents & children

27%

23%

Friends or relatives
travelling without children

Friends or
relatives
travelling
with children

8%

Other

25%

3%

NSW domestic caravan and camping visitors by lifestyle group
Overnight Trips

11%

33%

20%

34%

Nights

Lifestyle Group
Young single living at home,
living alone or in shared
accommodation

9%

42%

Young/midlife couple, no kids
or midlife single
Parent with youngest child
aged under 15 or youngest
child aged 15+ still living
at home
Older working single or married
person, older non-working
single or married person

14%

34%
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International Caravan & Camping Visitors
Caravan and camping has a small but growing international market with the 20-29 age group most
likely to choose this accommodation option and backpackers accounting for 46% of all international
caravan and camping visitors in NSW.
NSW international caravan and camping visitors by country of origin

Visitors
Scandinavia
Germany

United
Kingdom

France

18%

17%

9%

USA

New
Other
Zealand Europe

Rest of the world

9% 7% 7% 7% 26%

NSW international caravan and camping visitors by age group
Age Group

Visitors

7%

50%

13%
9%

21%

15-19
20-29
30-44
45-54
55+

Nights

6%

15%
7%

52%

20%

NSW international caravan and camping visitors by length of stay
Visitors

1-7 nights

8-14 nights

15-30 nights

31or more nights

33%

27%

17%

23%
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Caravan & Camping Destinations
NSW’s North and South Coast regions are the most popular caravan and camping
destinations, with the Hunter and Central NSW also popular.
Many people visit more than one region during their trip.

NSW domestic caravan and camping visitors by tourism region visited

Overnight Trips
Rolling Annual
Year Ending
June 2016

28%

8%

North Coast NSW

New England
North West

10%
6%

11%
Hunter

Central NSW

The Murray

21%

8%
Sydney

South Coast

Our Association has over 720 member businesses throughout NSW.
Our member include the owners and operators of caravan and holiday
parks; manufacturers, dealers and retailers of caravans, motorhomes,
camper trailers, camping equipment and accessories; and service
industries.
Contact Details
Rosehill Gardens Racecourse, Gate 1, Grand Avenue, Rosehill NSW 2142 Post: PO Box H114. Harris Park NSW 2150
Phone: 02 9615 9999 Fax: 02 9615 9998 Email: admin@cciansw.com.au
Website: www.caravan-camping.com.au www.landleaseliving.com.au

This document has been carefully prepared, but it has been written in general terms and should be seen as broad guidance only. The document cannot be relied upon
to cover specific situations and you should not act, or refrain from acting, upon the information contained therein without obtaining specific professional advice.
The CCIA NSW, their partners, members and/or directors, employees and agents do not accept or assume any liability or duty of care for any loss arising from any
action taken or not taken by anyone in reliance on the information in this document or for any decision based on it. Source for all data is TRA 2016.
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NSW CROWN HOLIDAY PARKS TRUST
SUBMISSION
DRAFT COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY FOR CROWN LAND MANAGEMENT

TO:

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT TEAM
email: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

FROM:

Mr Steve Edmonds –CEO, NSW Crown Holiday Parks Trust

DATE:

28 November 2017

REVISED DUE DATE:

10 December 2017

INTRODUCTION:
Within the proposed Crown Lands Management Act 2016, the NSW Crown Holiday Parks Trust will be deemed a
Non-Council, Category One, Crown Land Manager.
The Trust oversees 37 holiday parks across the State of NSW and various reserves on Crown Land.
The Trust’s Executive have attended the “drop in” briefing session held in Newcastle on 6 November 2017 and
read and reviewed the resources provided on the website, including the Draft Community Engagement Strategy
for Crown Land Management, together with the draft community engagement guidance and resources toolkit.
GENERAL COMMENT – DRAFT COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY
Comments in relation to the above have been incorporated into the answers provided in the seven (7) questions
below.
GENERAL COMMENT – DRAFT COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT GUIDANCE AND RESOURCES DOCUMENT
As above, comments in relation to the guidance and resources documents have been incorporated into the
answers provided in the seven (7) questions below.
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RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS:
The following comments have been outlined within the seven (7) questions provided on the Department’s
website:
QUESTION ONE:
The draft Community Engagement Strategy outlines that the Department of Industry, Crown Lands & Water staff
and non-council Crown land managers can use their local knowledge to assess how a site is currently used and
enjoyed by the community (Community Engagement Strategy, section 4).
For example, they may do this by considering whether people regularly use the site for sport, recreation or open
space; whether people enjoy the site’s social, cultural or heritage values; or whether the site currently used by
the local community for other purposes?
Can you suggest any other factors that Department staff and non-council Crown land managers could consider
when assessing how a site is currently used and enjoyed by the community?
The proposed process to determine impacts on community uses and enjoyment appears reasonable.

QUESTION TWO:
The draft Community Engagement Strategy outlines several ways Department of Industry, Crown Lands & Water
staff and non-council Crown land managers can use their local knowledge to assess whether a proposed dealing
or activity may have a negative impact on current community use and enjoyment of a site.
For example, they may do this by considering whether community access may be prevented or restricted, or
whether a payment may be introduced to use the site (Community Engagement Strategy, section 4).
Can you suggest any other considerations that Department staff and non-council Crown land managers could
consider when assessing whether a proposed dealing or activity may have a detrimental impact on ‘current
community use and enjoyment’ of a site?
No, this list is sufficient. Instances that may restrict community access which could apply to the development of
Holiday Parks include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fencing of sites
Boom gates restricting vehicle access
Gate fees
Licenses and Leases to clubs and commercial operators
Holiday sites and cabin creation, created for fee paying guests
Protected aboriginal heritage sites
Protected Flora and Fauna corridors
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QUESTION THREE:
The draft Community Engagement Strategy describes the Crown land dealings and activities that are in-scope of
the Community Engagement Strategy (Community Engagement Strategy, section 3).
The following Crown land dealings and activities fall within the scope of the Community Engagement Strategy:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

changing, removing or adding reservations and dedications
licences
leases
vestings
sales
permits
plans of management
State Strategic Plan for Crown land

Which of these in-scope dealings and activities are you most interested in and why?
Plans of Management
The Trust has embarked on the plans of management process and has gained significant experience engaging its
respective communities, government departments, parliamentary representatives, and industry stakeholders.
Whilst the Trust has learnt from such engagement experiences, it would like to participate in any planned
training and development opportunities provided by Crown Lands representatives, to:
1) gain a clear understanding of the expectations of the Department to ensure risk mitigation strategies are
documented for all parties;
2) gain a clear understanding of the authorisation process and protocols, through Crown Lands and into
the Minister’s office and the anticipated duration of this process;
3) align the department’s authorisation processes with the Trust Board’s commercial expectations and
communication and engagement strategy;
4) be provided with a comprehensive contact list of Department staff and the Crown Lands portfolios,
who/which can assist and provide expert guidance on specific areas, such as Plans of Management, to
ensure a successful outcome for all parties.
In the Trust’s experience, community members have approached the Minister’s office directly, initiating a
Ministerial response process. As a category 1 Land Manager the NSWCHPT would recommend such approaches
be provided to the Trust’s CEO for immediate response and inclusion in the records of the consultation process.
This will ensure the Trust’s consultation/communication strategy remains informed of all feedback and can
incorporate required responses into the engagement report to both the Minister and the community.
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QUESTION FOUR:
The draft Community Engagement Strategy specifies which Crown land dealings and activities are proposed to
be exempt from the requirement to engage before a decision about a proposed dealing or activity is made.
For example, enclosure permits and domestic waterfront licences issued by the Department (Community
Engagement Strategy, section 5).
Do you have any comments about the categories of dealings that are proposed to be exempt from
engagement before a decision is made?
Please note the community may still be told of the outcome of decisions about completed dealings or activities
through a designated site on the Department of Industry, Crown Lands & Water website.
The Trust understands the following dealings and activities are excluded from the Community Engagement
Strategy:
•
•
•
•

Local councils acting under the Local Government Act
Native title
Land transfers under other Acts
Roads Act dealings

The Trust believes these exemptions are fair and remain workable.
QUESTION FIVE:
The draft Community Engagement Strategy outlines the engagement approaches (i.e. inform, consult and
participate) and engagement activities (e.g. fact sheets, signage, submissions, surveys and workshops) that
Department of Industry, Crown Lands & Water staff and non-council Crown land managers will use when
engaging with the community about Crown land dealings and activities (Community Engagement Strategy,
section 6).
Do you have any comments about the engagement activities specified in the Community Engagement
Strategy for inform, consult and participate levels of engagement?
Are there other engagement activities you think should be considered?
The Trust utilises the International Association for Public Participation Model (IAP2) as its underpinning
framework, providing a best practice approach to its consultation processes. The inform, consult and participate
levels of engagement are the basis of this model.
The Trust also has an appointed Community Advisory Committee (CAC) which provides insight, input and
feedback on our community consultation processes. The CAC has been brought together with a specific term of
reference and meets three (3) times per year.
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In addition to the above the Trust uses to inform:
•
•
•
•
•

Community Newsletters
Website
Social Media
Advertising in printed media
Open days

In addition, to consult, the Trust uses:
•
•

Drop in centres, such as information and Q and A sessions
Meetings one on one with key stakeholders

In addition, to participate, the Trust uses:
•

Facilitated planning sessions

QUESTION SIX:
Department of Industry, Crown Lands & Water staff and non-council Crown land managers will be obliged to
comply with the minimum engagement requirements for each in-scope dealing or activity detailed in the
Community Engagement Strategy (Community Engagement Strategy, section 7).
Do you have any comments about the mandatory minimum engagement requirements for each of the inscope dealings and activities identified in the Community Engagement Strategy?
The check lists outlined in the resources toolkit provide a solid commencement point to ensure the engagement
aligns with the level of consultation expected. The mandatory minimum engagement requirements are fair and
reasonable.
The templates are clear and workable.
QUESTION SEVEN:
The draft Community Engagement Guidance and Resources document provides a library of resources, such as
fact sheets and a glossary of engagement activities, to support Department of Industry, Crown Lands & Water
staff and non-council Crown land managers as they deliver the requirements of the Community Engagement
Strategy (Community Engagement Guidance and Resources, Resources section).
Are there any other resources or templates that you think should be included in the resources section of the
Community Engagement Guidance and Resources to support Department staff and non-council Crown land
managers as they implement the engagement requirements of the Strategy?
The Trust has a suite of resources and toolkits which it utilises for community engagement. Whilst the toolkit
provided slightly differs, the Trust can align the provided templates as proposed.
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Step 6, on page 180, refers to posting to the departments website for 28 days. This process is not clearly
outlined:
For example, based on a POM:
1. High Impact, says at least one consult and one participate activity is required, yet it requires inform
further down in the sentence. The section does not state how many inform activities are required. Is it
just the 28 days exhibition of the POM or are one or more of the additional inform activities required?
2. Can additional inform, consult and participate methods be used, (as listed and proposed by the Trust
above in Question 5), to substitute the ones suggested? For example: where the proposed method has
an equivalent or better outcome than that outlined on page 179 of the document?

The Trust has appreciated the opportunity to comment and looks forward to the outcome.
Kind regards

Steve Edmonds
CEO
NSW Crown Holiday Parks Trust
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Draft Crown Land Community Engagement Strategy Submissions
Department of Industry – Crown Land and Water
PO Box 2185
DANGAR NSW 2309
ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

10 December 2017

Dear Sir/Madam
Draft Crown Land Community Engagement Strategy Submission
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft Crown Land Community Engagement
Strategy (CES) and Draft Community Engagement Guidance and Resources. This is a joint submission
by the Nature Conservation Council of NSW (NCC) and the National Parks Association of NSW (NPA)
and focuses solely on the Community Engagement Strategy.
Background
NCC and the environment groups we represent have been winning protections for nature in NSW for
more than 60 years. We have been at the centre of many of the state’s iconic conservation battles,
and have notched up countless wins for nature and local communities.
The NPA is a community-based organisation with over 20,000 supporters from rural, remote and
urban areas across the state. The NPA promotes nature conservation and evidence-based natural
resource management. We have particular interest in the protection of the State’s biodiversity and
supporting ecological services, both within and outside of the formal conservation reserve system.
Both NCC and NPA take an active interest in the management of Crown land because it encompasses
a wide range of natural habitats from sub-tidal and intertidal areas and coastal habitats to the arid
habitats of western NSW. Crown land contains endangered ecological communities and threatened
species in many areas of the state. Crown land often contains significant remnant vegetation in both
urban and rural areas. In the Central Division where clearing for agricultural activities has been
extensive, Crown land in travelling stock reserves and routes (TSRs) often retains significant
communities of native vegetation and fauna.
Our members also take part in a wide variety of activities on parcels of Crown land. These include
bushwalking (NPA is the largest bushwalking group in the State), bird watching, bush regeneration
1
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and other conservation activities. Our members also use beaches, riverside reserves and parks that
are Crown land.
Our primary aim in relation to Crown land is to ensure that its natural landscapes, biodiversity and
ecosystem integrity are conserved and appropriately managed. We also seek to ensure that Crown
land remains in public ownership and that existing public uses and access to Crown land are
maintained. It is particularly important that the social, cultural and environmental values of Crown
Reserves are maintained.
Our concerns with the draft Crown Land Community Engagement Strategy
NCC and NPA have three primary concerns with the draft Crown Land Community Engagement
Strategy (CES). These relate to the restrictive nature of the trigger for community consultation, the
breadth of Crown land excluded from community consultation, and the nature of community
engagement for proposals assessed as having a low impact. Given our concerns related to these
three issues we recommend that the draft CES is revised and amended in accordance with the
following recommendations:
(1) the “current use and enjoyment” trigger for community engagement is replaced with a broader
test that recognises the long-term values and significance of Crown lands including
environmental, social, cultural heritage or economic values of the land
(2) the exceptions and exemptions to community engagement be significantly reduced
(3) the three levels of community engagement be replaced with two levels of community
engagement to exclude information provision alone as a mechanism for community engagement
(4) the Strategy and regulation require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking.
(1)

Current Use Trigger

The “current use and enjoyment” trigger fails to include the environmental values of Crown land
including the protection of threatened species (of which there are over 1000 in NSW) and
threatened ecological communities (of which there are 100 in NSW), corridor connection and
cultural and heritage values, and should be replaced with a broader test that includes the long-term
values and significance of Crown lands. NCC and NPA believe that the trigger for community
engagement should be consistent with the objects of the Crown Land Management Act 2016 (CLM
Act 2016), which include
(c) “…to require environmental, social, cultural heritage and economic considerations to be taken
into account in decision-making about Crown land, and
(d) to provide for the consistent, efficient, fair and transparent management of Crown land for the
benefit of the people of New South Wales, and …
(f)

to provide for the management of Crown land having regard to the principles of Crown land
management.”

The trigger should also be consistent with the principles of land management:
(a) “that environmental protection principles be observed in relation to the management and
administration of Crown land, and
2
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(b) that the natural resources of Crown land (including water, soil, flora, fauna and scenic quality)
be conserved wherever possible, and
(c) that public use and enjoyment of appropriate Crown land be encouraged, and
(d) that, where appropriate, multiple use of Crown land be encouraged, and
(e) that, where appropriate, Crown land should be used and managed in such a way that both the
land and its resources are sustained in perpetuity, and
(f)

that Crown land be occupied, used, sold, leased, licensed or otherwise dealt with in the best
interests of the State consistent with the above principles.”

The trigger proposed is inconsistent with the objects of the 2016 Act cited above because:
•

It singles out one of the principles of land management and ignores equally important objects.
Including implementation of all the principles of land management in managing Crown land that
should be triggers for community engagement.

•

The land management principle that “public use and enjoyment of appropriate Crown land be
encouraged” only applies to a restricted set of Crown land that is considered “appropriate” for
public use and enjoyment. This would exclude the majority of Crown land including that
reserved for environmental conservation, cultural heritage or agricultural purposes.

•

We consider that the trigger effectively excludes community engagement in relation to Crown
land that is not heavily used by the community even when it is likely that the proposed dealing
or action will significantly impact the environmental, social, cultural heritage or economic
values of land.

•

By effectively excluding public comment on Crown land that is not heavily used by people and
that is not considered to be appropriate for public use and enjoyment, the trigger does not
provide “consistent, efficient, fair or transparent management” of Crown land.

We are of the view that the trigger for community engagement must be broadened to be consistent
with relevant objects of the CLM Act 2016. We suggest that community engagement should occur
when a dealing or action is likely to have a significant impact on the environmental, social, cultural
heritage or economic values of the land including Aboriginal culture and heritage.
(2)

Exclusions, exemptions and waivers from application of the CES

While acknowledging that community engagement and consultation requirements of other
legislation will apply in a number of circumstances, the exclusions, exemptions and waivers mean
that members of the public will be prohibited from commenting on many Crown land decisions and
these exclusions should be significantly reduced to ensure appropriate community engagement on
matters affecting the future use of Crown land that may significantly impact the environment, social,
cultural heritage or economic values of land. We are concerned that the current suite of exclusions,
exemptions and waivers:
(1) reduce transparency of Crown land dealings and actions
(2) reduce the accountability of managers of Crown land

3
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(3) fail to address the shortcomings identified by the Auditor-General1 with respect to giving
“meaningful opportunities” for the community to give input into decision-making about Crown
land dealings and actions, and
(4) are out of step with community expectations to input into government decision-making that
may or will have a significant impact on matters of public interest.
Specifically, we recommend that the public in general and local communities in particular, be
provided with the opportunity to be consulted on the following Crown land matters, irrespective of
whether they will also be subject of consultation under separate legislation:
(1) A long-term lease or licence is proposed for renewal, transfer or re-grant
(2) A short-term lease or licence is proposed for a purpose inconsistent with the dedicated or
reserve purpose
(3) New waterfront licences – these are likely to result in further alienation of the waterfront where
there is no public access for historical reasons and should be subject to community consultation
(4) Applications for an enclosure permit that includes a watercourse or to allow for grazing – these
applications have the potential to negatively impact on cultural heritage (including Aboriginal
cultural heritage) and ecosystems including threatened species and threatened ecological
communities
(5) Changing or revoking of a reserve purpose even though community engagement may occur
elsewhere – this already applies in other areas of land use planning and approval, and
concurrent consultation would address concerns of duplication
(6) Exemptions for dealings to permit unauthorised occupation – this could encourage unlawful
occupation of Crown land and be seen to legitimise occupation
(7) Sale of Crown land to lessees – we are unable to reference the section in the Act that provides
for automatic exemption
(8) Public interest matters and applications and dealings to purchase Crown land under leasehold
irrespective of where the Crown land is located within the state and including Travelling Stock
Reserves. With respect to the latter, it is noted that no justification is provided for the exclusion
of TSR from community engagement and that there appears to be no provision for mandatory
community consultation under the Local Land Services Act as it applies to TSRs managed under
this Act.
We also oppose the waiving of community engagement requirements “to enable the undertaking of
approved NSW Government priorities that require Crown land” (this is vague and unnecessarily
broad giving government unreasonable scope to exclude the public from consultation on the future
use of Crown land) and “where the Minister is satisfied that a Crown Land Manager (CLM) does not
have the capacity to undertake the engagement” (government should be required to support CLM to
undertake consultation where they lack either the financial or other capacity).

1

Auditor-General’s Report “Sale and Lease of Crown Land” (2017)
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(3)

Tiers of community engagement

The CES provides for different types of community engagement based on whether a Crown land
proposal is deemed to have low, medium or high impact. It appears as though proposals that will
only have a low impact will simply require a release of information to the public but no requirement
for the calling for submissions or participatory engagement. The provision of information does not
constitute consultation. The minimum level of community engagement required under the CES
should be the publication of information and the calling for submissions, with a requirement that
these be considered by CLM. This should not be used to diminish the range of Crown land matters
on which community engagement is required.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide a submission on these important documents. Please do not
hesitate to contact NCC on ncc@nature.org.au or (02) 9516 1488 or NPA on
npansw@npansw.org.au or (02) 9299 0000 should you require any further information.
Yours sincerely

Daisy Barham
Campaigns Director
Nature Conservation Council

Alix Goodwin
Chief Executive Officer
National Parks Association of NSW
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The Hon. Paul Toole
Minsiter for Lands and Forestry
GPO Box 5341
SYDNEY NSW 2001

Dear Minister Toole,
Draft Crown Lands Community Engagement Strategy
The NSW Aboriginal Land Council (NSWALC) seeks to arrange an urgent meeting with you to discuss the
Draft Crown Lands Community Engagement Strategy (CES) and the related draft Community Engagement
Guidance and Resources document (CEGR) which are currently open for public feedback and submissions.
NSWALC has a number of concerns regarding the draft CES and draft CEGR which we wish to urgently discuss
with you. Primarily, NSWALC is concerned regarding how proposals within the draft CES will impact on
Aboriginal Land Councils and Aboriginal land rights. As you would be aware, the Aboriginal Land Rights Act
1983 (NSW) (ALRA) provides recognition of the ongoing effects of dispossession of Aboriginal peoples in
NSW.
The compensatory and remedial mechanisms of the ALRA are intertwined with the Crown Lands
Management Act 2016, the Crown Lands Management Regulations, the draft CES and the draft CEGR.
Changes to the way Crown land is owned and managed, including changes to consultation and notification
provisions, have the potential to significantly affect Aboriginal land rights and the compensatory intent of
the ALRA.
NSWALC notes that the draft CES is a significant departure from the current public notification requirements
under the Crown Lands Act 1989. In its current form the draft CES pays limited regard to the objects of the
ALRA and the inter-connectedness of Crown lands management and Aboriginal land rights. In particular,
NSWALC has the following concerns with the draft CES:
1.
That Aboriginal peoples and communities appear to be treated in the draft CES and draft CEGR as
another stakeholder group. This is inappropriate given that Aboriginal peoples have inherent rights as
Australia’s First Peoples;
2.
The focus of the draft CES being notification where there is a detrimental impact on current use. This
approach means that there will no engagement for land that is not currently being used by the community.
One issue with this is that it runs counter to the ALRA in that it denies Aboriginal people a say over potentially
claimable land – that is, land not currently being used but that may well be in future;
3.
That the draft CES and the related CEGR is reliant on self-assessable codes to determine likely
detrimental impact of proposed Crown land dealing or activity. Aboriginal peoples and communities should
be afforded a say in whether or not a proposed Crown land dealing or activity is likely to have a detrimental
impact on them, rather than this being left up to self-assessing Crown land managers;
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4.
The wide ranging exemptions for community engagement of whole categories of Crown lands
dealings. NSWALC is of the view that public consultation must be undertaken relating to unauthorised
occupation licenses being granted, that short term licences should be assessed on the same basis as long
term licences, that the revocation of reserves or dedications to facilitate sale, commercial development of
other profit driven purposes should require public notification and engagement and that sales to a tenure
holder of land used for residential purposes should not be exempt from the requirement for public
engagement;
5.
Concerns regarding powers to waive requirements for public engagement.
NSWALC recognises that there is a need for efficient Crown lands management and we are dedicated to
working with the Government, wherever possible, to facilitate strategies that allow the Government to
deliver social, community and economic benefits through the objects of the ALRA.
NSWALC is concerned to ensure the draft CES and CEGR do not repeat the mistakes of the past by viewing
the administration and management of Crown land in isolation or in competition to the rights and
interests of Aboriginal peoples. While NSWALC will be submitting a submission to the public process, and
we understand that the NSWALC submission will be reviewed by a departmental team, we seek to discuss
with you our concerns. I trust you will available to meet to discuss details of the draft CES and CEGR and
NSWALC’s positions and concerns as soon as possible. Mr James Christian PSM (Chief Executive Officer)
can be contacted on
Yours sincerely,

Roy Ah-See
Chairperson
NSW Aboriginal Land Council

Date: 22 November, 2017
CC: David Clarke, Acting Deputy Director General, Crown Lands
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Overview
Aboriginal peoples’ interests in Crown land and Aboriginal land rights cannot be separated from Crown
land management. Crown land has significant Aboriginal culture and heritage values and retains
cultural and spiritual significance as well as providing important opportunities to lay the basis for a
self-reliant and more secure economic future for Aboriginal peoples.
The compensatory and remedial mechanisms of the Aboriginal Land Rights Act 1983 (ALRA) are
intertwined with the Crown Lands Management Act 2016 (CLMA), the Crown Lands Management
Regulations, the draft Community Engagement Strategy (CES) and the draft Community Engagement
Guidance and Resources document (CEGR). Changes to the way Crown land is owned and managed,
including changes to consultation and notification provisions, have the potential to significantly affect
Aboriginal land rights and the compensatory intent of the ALRA.
The draft CES is a significant departure from the current public notification requirements under the
Crown Lands Act 1989. It represents a fundamental change in approach and pays limited regard to
the objects of the ALRA and the inter-connectedness of Crown Lands Management and Aboriginal
Land Rights.
Below are some key issues that NSWALC will be raising in our submission.

Community Engagement Strategy (CES)
Compatibility with the Aboriginal Land Rights
Act (ALRA):
While the CES acknowledges Aboriginal
interests in Crown land, it does not adequately
acknowledge the interconnection between
Crown Lands Management and the objects of
the ALRA.

NSWALC’s concerns
 The CES should have the objectives of
the ALRA at the forefront which would
provide a process by which Aboriginal
Land Councils could be informed and
consulted about Crown Land that is no
longer lawfully used and occupied or
needed for an essential public purpose
 Additionally, to achieve the objects of
the CLMA in relation to comanagement, targeted consultation
with Aboriginal people for any
proposed sale, change of use,
management, opportunities etc relating
to Crown land should occur.
 Since the sale of Crown land diminishes
the claimable Crown land estate for
Aboriginal peoples under the ALRA,
there should be public consultation
about proposed sales of Crown land in
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Trigger for Community Engagement:
Under the proposed CES, community
engagement will not take place in relation to all
Crown land dealings and activities. Rather, the
CES proposes that engagement only be
triggered “where there is a potentially
detrimental impact on current community use
and enjoyment” (p. 22).





Mandatory minimum engagement
requirements and self-assessable criteria:
The CEGR is a supplement to the CES and is
intended to serve as a reference guide for
Government staff and Non-Council Crown Land
Managers when fulfilling the requirements of
the CES on the ground.
The CEGR provides instructions to Crown land
managers on: a) how to assess whether or not
community engagement is required for a given
Crown land activity or dealing; and b) if
engagement is indeed triggered, how to assess
whether the negative impacts of the proposed
activity or dealing will likely be low, moderate
or high. This in turn determines what type of
community engagement is required.
Provisions for Aboriginal engagement:
The CEGR has a section on ‘Engaging with
Aboriginal Communities’ (pp. 250-251).











all instances, such that the CLMA is not
inconsistent with the ALRA.
This approach means that no
engagement is required for land that is
not currently being used by the
community (for example land reserved
for future public requirements and land
the subject of licences). A change in
reservation purpose has significant
implications for Aboriginal people, both
in terms of the ability to claim that land
as compensation for dispossession
under the ALRA, and also to identify
opportunities to achieve the objects of
the CLMA - ‘to facilitate the use of
Crown land by the Aboriginal people of
New South Wales because of the
spiritual, social, cultural and economic
importance of land to Aboriginal people
and, where appropriate, to enable the
co-management of dedicated or
reserved Crown land.’
This approach is reactive and
inconsistent with principles of
transparency and open government.
What constitutes “detrimental impact”
is not clearly defined.
Any system reliant on self-assessable
codes is open to potential misuse.
NSWALC is concerned that there will be
inconsistencies in decision making.
It is doubtful that the likely level of
detrimental impact (Low, Moderate or
High) can be accurately predicted for
the purposes of determining whether
community engagement should be
triggered and what level of
engagement should apply.
There is little recourse available in
cases where a proposed activity or
dealing assessed as low impact, but
turns to be high impact.

No mention is made of Local Aboriginal
Land Councils in the ‘Engaging with
Aboriginal Communities’ section of the
CEGR.
Aboriginal peoples and communities
seem to be treated in the CES and CEGR
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Exemptions of whole categories of dealings
from community engagement:
In Table 1 of the CES (pp. 28-31) whole
categories of Crown land dealings and activities
are proposed to be exempted from community
engagement requirements, even when they
would otherwise be within scope.

Powers of the Minister to waive requirements
for public engagement:
Page 32 of the CES allows the Minister to waive
the requirement for community engagement in
a wide range of circumstances; for example,
“where the Minister is satisfied that a waiver is
in the public interest” or “to enable the
undertaking of approved NSW Government
priorities...” either in advance of the proposed
dealing or retrospectively up to a month
afterwards.

as a ‘stakeholder group’ among others,
alongside ‘business and commerce’,
‘environment and conservation’, etc.
This is inappropriate given that
Aboriginal peoples possess inherent
rights as Australia’s First Peoples.
NSWALC has concerns with the following:
 That unauthorised occupation licenses
are proposed to be granted without
public consultation or prior notice.
 That short term licenses are not
proposed to be assessed on the same
grounds as long term licenses (due to
the fact that a license is short-term
does not in and of itself mean that the
license will not have a “potentially
detrimental impact on current
community use and enjoyment”).
 NSWALC recommends that revocations
of reserves or dedications to facilitate
sale, commercial development or other
profit-driven purposes or any divesting
of an interest in Crown land under the
CLMA should always require public
notification and engagement.
 NSWALC recommends that sales to a
tenure holder of land used for
residential purposes should not be
exempt from the requirement for
public engagement.
 NSWALC does not support powers for
the Minister to waive public
consultation requirements.
 NSWALC has significant concerns
regarding the circumstances in which
the Minister is proposed to be able to
exercise this power. These
circumstances are extremely vague and
broad such that it could be used to
justify waiving the requirement for
public engagement for almost any
reason, even where it would not be in
“the public interest”.
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NSW Department of Industry ‐ Crown land
PO Box 2185
DANGAR NSW 2309

6 December 2017

Tennis NSW
Rod Laver Drive
Sydney Olympic Park NSW
PO Box 6204
Silverwater NSW 1811
T +61 2 9024 7600
F +61 2 9763 7655
www.tennis.com.au/nsw

Dear Minister Toole
Draft Community Engagement Strategy for Crown land management
Tennis NSW would like to thank the NSW Department of Industry for the opportunity to comment
on the Draft Engagement Strategy for Crown land management. Tennis in NSW has a number of
community venues which either hold a direct relationship with NSW Crown land or a relationship
managed by Local Government on behalf of Crown land.
Our organisation views the proposed Engagement Strategy as a positive step to ensure
collaborative engagement for all community groups as they relate to future Crown land use.
Tennis NSW Crown land context:
In 2015, Tennis NSW surveyed NSW Local Governments on a range of matters relating to tennis. A
key question within this survey, was in regards to land ownership. Of 68 Local Government
Authority respondents, 59% indicated at least one tennis venue within their municipality was on
Crown land. Following this research in 2016/17 Tennis NSW commenced a Local Government
engagement program and affiliated club engagement program, where Tennis NSW will obtain
more detailed information on the breakdown and location of Crown Land managed sites across
NSW.
With this detailed understanding Tennis NSW will obtain at the completion of our engagement, in
early 2018 we will write to NSW Crown land to formally request the engagement of our
organisations to collectively discuss the current opportunities and challenges facing our
stakeholders on subject sites and their associated leases or tenure arrangements.
Tennis NSW understands the significant role Crown lands play in the current and future delivery of
tennis, and wish to work in closer collaboration with the department, to ensure tennis’ land use
achieves leading community, social, health and participation outcomes. Furthermore tennis is
committed to ensuring the facilities on Crown land meet the needs of the community and provide
the community with great places to play.
In addition Tennis NSW has identified a number of strategically important sites where tennis
participation and community access is considered high. Tennis NSW would welcome the
opportunity to discuss a number of site specific crown lease tennis venues, to provide the
department with the contextual background on the importance and investment in renewal play in
the growth of community participation on these key tennis sites.
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Tennis NSW would also welcome a future discussion on addressing crown land tenure, through a
tennis specific model, similar to Surf Life Saving. The unique delivery and sustainability model of
tennis means there may be benefits in considering a consistent policy for tennis in the future.
Responding to: The Draft Community Engagement Strategy
From a Tennis NSW understanding of the Draft strategy, the strategy provides an engagement
framework where a proposed dealing or activity is assessed as having a negative impact on current
community use and enjoyment triggers community consultation.
From a Tennis NSW perspective (and NSW State Sporting Association) we are encouraged by the
detail of the engagement requirements when engagement is triggered, however request within this
submission that the views of State Sporting Bodies are considered as Peak Body’s for sport where a
tennis facility or use is impacted. By including State Sporting Bodies have the opportunity to
comment based on the strategic important any change in land use or tenure may have on the
participation outcomes of the sport in NSW.
Should the Department require any further information from Tennis NSW with regard to our
response we would be happy to provide this. We look forward to the evolution of the proposed
Engagement Strategy and liaising with the Department on Crown land matters as they relate to
tennis in the near future.

Kind regards

Lawrence Robertson
Chief Executive Officer – Tennis NSW & Sydney International Tournament Director
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Submission to NSW Crown Lands Community Consultation due 10/12/17.

The Agricultural Societies Council of NSW are concerned about the expectation of the adequacy of
the community consultation process under the Local Government Act for changes to Crown Lands
administered by Local Government Councils.
Not only is the Local Gov. Act community consultation outside the control of the owner of the lands
(Crown Lands/Lands Dept.) any complaints related to an instance would be in effect after the fact
and most likely after the decision was made and would need the support of the Local Government
Department and the Minister for action.
Local Government community consultation is by it’s very nature limited in spread and in almost
every case the Council concerned has a vested interest in the outcome and should not be permitted
to manage what will be the only opportunity for the community to have a say.

David Peters
President, Agricultural Societies Council of NSW.
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Thursday, 16 November 2017
Draft Community Engagement Strategy Submissions
PO BOX 2185
Dangar
NSW, 2309
Via email: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au
Re: Draft Community Engagement Strategy for Crown land management
Dear Minister for Lands and Forestry, and Minister for Racing,
At the NSW Facilities and Advocacy Unit, our role is to grow, develop and promote the game by
building, protecting and enhancing sustainable football facilities. The Facilities and Advocacy Unit is
joint venture between Football NSW and Northern NSW Football, it’s a centralised unit that provides
tangible assistance and advice to clubs and local government authorities throughout NSW.
It’s exciting that the Department of Industry has taken the initiative to develop a Draft Community
Engagement Strategy for Crown Land Management to set out procedures and other matters
concerning community engagement regarding proposed dealings and activities on Crown land.
Ensuring this strategy has community input is imperative where a proposed dealing or activity may
impact on the football community’s use and enjoyment of Crown land.
The number of children and adults playing the game are soaring, making it the most popular team
sport among children and adults in Australia. There are over 1 million football participants
(1,086,986) across the country, which equates to almost 5% of the country’s population (AusPlay,
2017). A snapshot of participation figures in NSW are as follows:
Participation Highlights - NSW
Registered Players
Registered Coaches
Registered Referees
Registered Volunteers
TOTAL PARTICIPANTS

Numbers
357,278
19,680
6,137
13,853
396,948

Football is active in every corner of NSW and enjoys the support of every ethnic group. Football
plays an unrivalled role in bringing together the different cultures in Australia. Football is a sport for
all ages and genders. The growth of female football in recent years across the state has been
remarkable, in 2017, 22% of the registered participants in NSW were female and this number
continues to grow.
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Footballs participation levels are already expecting double digit growth because of the increasing
population levels and public’s growing appreciation. The world game will continue to accelerate with
the success of the Socceroos making the World Cup in Russia 2018 and the Matildas recent
successes.
The Facilities & Advocacy Unit agrees with the Department of Industry’s Draft Community
Engagement Strategy for Crown Land and has provided several action items to be considered
under the guidance points to address the shortfall in sportsgrounds and facilities across NSW. Our
comments concerning each of the guidance points are as follows:
B1: CROWN LAND RESERVATIONS AND DEDICATIONS ENGAGEMENT
Dedicated and reserved Crown land is land set aside on behalf of the community for a range
of purposes including open space, recreation and sport.
It is important that open space is continued to be made available for recreation and sport. Football
plays a key role in local communities with many health, social and economic benefits.
Football is making substantial employment and financial contributions in all regions of NSW. Some
key economic findings relating to football are as follows:
• Football’s peak bodies (Football NSW and Northern NSW Football), Associations and
Zones contribute $58.07 million per year.
• Collectively the individual football clubs in NSW contribute $105.43 million per year.
• Expenditure by participants, members, spectators and volunteers contributes $180.4
million per year.
• The direct expenditure generated by grassroots football participation has a flow on effect to
other businesses. The contribution of the business and multiplier effect is $73.56
million per year.
Having open spaces for recreation and sport will help reinvest in local communities and generate
jobs and continue to allow local communities to thrive.
With a lack of open space many communities would suffer immensely in health ratings in the future.
Some key health findings relating to football are as follows:
• Football’s physical health benefits contribute $2.5 million per year with the prevention of
ischaemic heart disease, type 2 diabetes, stroke, colorectal cancer and breast cancer.
• 3 out of the top 6 most common diseases in Australia are preventable through physical
activity, with 6.6% of all diseases being attributed to physical activity according to the
Australian Institute of Health and Welfare.
• 92% of the burden of disease resulting from physical inactivity is borne by people aged 15
years and above – therefore it is imperative that sport participants are encouraged to play
well into adulthood.
• Whilst the minimum level of physical activity recommended to prevent disease is based upon
5 x 30 minutes per week, football participants on average play for 330 minutes per week.
Creating open spaces will be a stepping stone to help encourage communities to participate in sport
and address obesity that exists in NSW.
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Those involved in football reflect the multi-cultural nature of the community. Through connections
made in football there are a range of unique social benefits. Some key social findings relating to
football are as follows:
•
•
•
•

The cultural diversity of the football participant base is highly reflective of the cultural
diversity within the general population.
83% of football club stakeholders believe they provide an inclusive environment.
Football offers a familiar and welcoming environment from which to begin creating
strong links within a local community.
86% of football club stakeholders believe their football environment is inclusive for female
participants.

Increasing places to play will help football to contribute to a broad range of social benefits such as
community cohesion, social mobility, social inclusion and social capital.
B4: CROWN LAND VESTINGS ENGAGEMENT
Vesting of Crown land means to transfer the title of Crown land to a new owner without
conditions requiring payment of money. The Act enables the Minister to ‘vest’ dedicated or
reserved Crown land in: local councils, but only if it is suitable for local use.
Football is in favour of the title of Crown land to be transferred to local councils as a new owner, as
long as the local councils use the provided Crown land for open space and sporting fields for use by
recreation and sport.
Access to Crown land will help ease the demand on current council fields. A policy to transfer the
title of Crown land to local councils will benefit local communities having access to sporting facilities.
Councils should work closely with football associations, zones and clubs to plan for the future and
get a better understanding of what use will occur should Crown land become available.
B5: CROWN LAND SALES ENGAGEMENT
Crown land comprises around half of all land in New South Wales. Some of this land is
allocated to Sporting use.
The Facilities and Advocacy Unit agrees that at least half of the land in NSW be allocated for
sporting use and sporting fields. We encourage local government to be appointed as the committee
of management for Crown land reserved for public parkland on behalf of the State Government. This
will help in the process to advocate for Crown land that is set aside to be used for a specific purpose
and that should be for open space, recreation and sport to use.
B7: STATE STRATEGIC PLAN FOR CROWN LAND ENGAGEMENT
A State strategic plan (the Plan) for Crown land sets the vision, priorities and overarching
strategy for the management of Crown land in NSW, having regard to the objects of the Act
and environmental, social, cultural heritage and economic considerations.
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Using forecast data, there will be an additional 2,177,550 people estimated to be living within NSW
within the next 20 years, increasing the population from 7,748,000 residents in 2016 to 9,925,550
residents in 2036. The NSW total population has grown by 529,450 people over the last 6 years.
There will also be an additional 913,050 dwellings estimated within NSW within the next 20 years,
increasing the number of dwellings from 2,983,800 in 2016 to 3,896,850 in 2036. The number of
dwellings in NSW has grown by 233,100 over the last 6 years.
With the number of residents and dwellings that are envisaged over the next 20 years within NSW,
the Facilities and Advocacy Unit wants to ensure that football facilities are created with Crown land
that is made available in order to meet the demand not only initially, but in the future as well. Many
of these residents will partake in Australia's most popular organised sport, football. Currently 4.5%
of Australia’s population participate in the world game, that’s almost 1.1 million men, women and
children of all ages.
In summary, the Facilities and Advocacy Unit along with our Associations, Zones and Clubs will
work closely with Crown land managers to provide local knowledge to assess how sites are and can
be best utilised to obtain the best possible outcome for sporting use of current and future Crown
land.
The Facilities and Advocacy Unit congratulates the Department of Industry for drafting a Community
Engagement Strategy for Crown Land that will help shape the future of community land across
NSW.
Please keep the Facilities and Advocacy Unit informed as further details come to fruition regarding
the outcome of the Draft Community Engagement Strategy for Crown Land.
Please don’t hesitate to contact the Facilities and Advocacy Unit if you require any further
information related to football facilities across NSW. The Facilities and Advocacy Unit, Associations,
Zones and Clubs look forward to working with the Department of Industry to improve sporting
infrastructure within local councils to ensure that football remains the number one participated sport
in NSW.
Yours in Football,

Jas Virdee
Manager – Infrastructure, Planning & Strategy
Football NSW
E:
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AUSTRALIAN ANGLERS ASSOCIATION
NSW 2015 to 2018
President General: Robert Smith BM
Secretary General: Merv McFie
Treasurer General: Roe Martin

Re: PROPOSAL TO ESTABLISH AT CROWDY HEAD A MUSEUM, EDUCATIONAL and
RESEARCH CENTRE BASED ON FISHING AND MARINE RELATED INDUSTRIES

The Hon. Leslie Williams, MP
GPO Box 5341
SYDNEY NSW 2001

14 February 2016
Dear Minister (Leslie)

On behalf of The Australian Anglers Association I wish to bring to your attention, and also seek
your assistance, support and advice in the establishment of a Marine/fishing museum and education
centre at Crowdy Head, New South Wales.
Like all projects of this nature is important to have or establish a suitable site. The Association
believes the former Crowdy Head Public School site along with the former Crowdy Head Fish Co-op
Building with the utilization of the Crowdy Head Boat Harbour offers a unique set of Government
assets to be utilized for the greater good and public benefit. This area is also fortunate to have easy
access to The Crowdy Bay National Park.
It is important at this point to make you aware of the property at Crowdy Head, firstly with the
former Crowdy Head Public School buildings situated on 2.024 hectares of land. The school has been
closed, some infrastructure has been removed and the remaining buildings being unused and are
rapidly deteriorating. Photo attached
The second major area is the now defunct Crowdy Head Fishing Co-op building and infrastructure.
The Harbour is now a dismal and a virtually defunct fishing industry, albeit a few small lobster fishing
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operations. The old Crowdy Head Fishing Co-op building is understood to be subject to a dispute or
ownership claims. The public has been informed that the building had been sold to a Port Macquarie
Restaurant Operator for removal within two years. That is now over three years with the present legal
position unknown.
We understand that the area may have one or two Aboriginal Land Claims which are part of a long
State wide list currently being assessed.
In seeking the Federal Government, State Government and our Greater Taree City Council’s
assistance plus community support to establish a Fishing and Marine museum for this regional area
our association believes there are also opportunities to incorporate, develop and establish an education
centre along with a marine research facility. The association considers there are numerous
opportunities to involve local and external schools plus incorporating the involvement of universities
in research and their students studies. With the available land there are also opportunities to develop
accommodation for visiting students. The association believes this is a tremendous opportunity to
involve our membership, gain support of the local communities and most importantly it opens
numerous opportunities not only for the members of local and external aboriginal councils but other
involvements especially from the western regions of our state.
The Australian Anglers Association has been in continual existence since its inception in
Newcastle NSW in 1947. That was followed by some public meetings which were then formalised
with an inaugural foundation meeting at Newcastle Trades Hall in 1949. This was in conjunction with
a fishing competition in and around the Newcastle Port Stephens area.
To establish a Museum on this site for our region would be a major tourist attraction, create an
education centre whilst surrounding the history of the organised recreational fishing . The association
has a vast number of historical memorabilia and records etc……to highlight and display of the history
of recreational and commercial fishing of the region and State.
The association believes it can assist in the support of such establishment through its vast
membership,. The NSW Fishing Clubs Association has two hundred member fishing clubs alone
The establishment of a Marine Precinct at Crowdy Head would be an excellent site usage of
utilizing the available assets of Crowdy Head with its safe pocket harbour, excellent boat launching
facilities, safe and expansive beaches. The Manning River including the estuary with the uncompleted
seawalls and breakwalls along with the nearby State Park, the nearby Crowdy Bay National Park, the
Cattai Wetlands Nature Reserve, Big Swamp region and nearby forestry area all add to the magnificent
opportunities for a rich environmental study area involving and linking into our fishery resources for
the state. Therefore by the addition of the proposed project it can only add to the tourist visitations and
includes attraction for industry for this whole region, creating opportunities for additional local
employment and business investments in the area
A museum involving all facets of maritime/fishing recreational and commercial fishing, surfing ,
plus underwater diving or various groups and opportunities for training of our sea cadets all add to the
increased activity and tourism for the local region. The region has easy access to the Pacific Highway
along with excellent rail, bus and air transport through Taree and Port Macquarie.
Additionally the Crowdy Head central location to all the towns and villages of the Manning
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Region, plus easy access to the Forster, Port Macquarie, Newcastle Regions makes it an attractive
proposition for marine research for all schools in the region. Should a limited residential area be
established it would offer further opportunities for study and research, and school visits.
The establishment of the centre at Crowdy Head, would be of tremendous benefit to the Tourist
Industry and businesses of the area. This give the impetus for people to visit not only Crowdy Head
but it also opens up other tourist activities to the visitors. The manning is generally regarded a socially
and economic poor area, and this is another opportunity to create and open the door for a new business
activity. Additionally it brings into play government assets that are not being used, and creates an
opportunity for the use of those assets for the benefit of the community.
Finally as the Association is fully aware of the many Government Departments and community
interests, we do request your assistance , support and advice for the establishment of such a Museum
and Marine Centre. We believe there is an urgent need for all interested parties to be involved firstly in
establishing the availability of the former Fishing Cooperative building and availability of any harbour
facilities and secondly the status of the Crowdy Head school site.
Projects for sustaining this type of community interest have been proposed before through Taree
City Council where it is understood that similar projects of such a centre were applied for under the
Howard Government Federation Funding back around 2002.
The next step in the equation will be to register the interest and goodwill of those Departments,
Council and Community Groups, establish a working party so the as to conduct the necessary
feasibility studies, assess the financial details and management arrangements to bring this project
home in the overall interest of the community.
The Association(s) believe that this project must be seriously considered by all levels of
Government and will assist wherever possible

Personalised correspondence forwarded to the following by email.
Federal:
Prime Minister The Hon Malcolm Turnbull
Deputy Prime Minister The Hon Barnaby Joyce
Senator John Williams
Dr David Gillespie Member for Lyne
NSW
Premier The Hon Mike Baird
The Hon Duncan Gay MLC Minister for Roads,Maritime and Freight
The Hon Stuart Ayers Minister for Tourism
The Hon Niall Blair Minister for Land and Water
The Hon Leslie Williams MP Member for Port Macquarie
The Hon Stephen Bromhead MP Member for Myall Lakes
GTCC
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Mayor Paul Hogan
GM Ron Posselt
Aboriginal Land Council
MVBC
Mr Steve Attkins
Environment and Cultural Heritage Centre Working Group

On authority:

Robert Smith BM
President General
Australian Anglers Association
President
NSW Fishing Clubs Association

Attachments: Crowdy Harbour,

Co-Op building,

Crowdy School,

Crowdy Public Boat Ramp
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Transcript
NSW Parliament - Legislative Council
Budget Estimates 2017-2018
Portfolio Committee No. 5 - Industry and Transport (Uncorrected Proof)
Friday 17 November 2017
Mick Veitch MLC, CE Submission

PORTFOLIO COMMITTEE NO. 5 – INDUSTRY AND
TRANSPORT
Friday, 17 November 2017
Examination of proposed expenditure for the portfolio area

LANDS AND FORESTRY, RACING
UNCORRECTED PROOF
The Committee met at 10.45 a.m.

MEMBERS
The Hon. Robert Brown (Chair)
The Hon. W. Fang
The Hon. S. Farlow
Mr J. Field
The Hon. D. Mookhey
The. Hon. Dr. P. Phelps
The Hon. M. Veitch
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Budget Estimates secretariat
Room 812
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SYDNEY NSW 2000
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Friday, 17 November 2017

Legislative Council

Page 1

The CHAIR: It being 10.45 a.m., I declare this Portfolio Committee No. 5 examination open. Ladies
and gentlemen, welcome to this public hearing for the inquiry into budget estimates 2017-18. Before I
commence, I acknowledge the Gadigal people, who are the traditional custodians of this land. I also pay my
respects to the elders, past and present, of the Eora nation and extend that respect to other Aboriginal persons
present. I welcome departmental officials to this supplementary hearing. The Committee will examine the
proposed expenditure for the portfolios of Lands and Forestry, and Racing. Today's hearing is open to the public
and being broadcast live via the parliamentary website. In accordance with the broadcasting guidelines, whilst
members of the media may film or record Committee members and witnesses, people in the public gallery
should not be the primary focus of filming or photography. I remind media representatives that they must take
responsibility for what they publish about the Committee's proceedings. The guidelines are available from the
secretariat.
There may be some questions that witnesses could only answer if they had more time or with certain
documents to hand. We are at the end of the year and running out of time for the secretariat to prepare the
budget estimates reports. We have resolved that we will ask you to return answers to questions on notice within
seven days of receipt. I apologise for the tight deadline but we have no choice. Messages from members or staff
seated in the public gallery should be delivered through the secretariat. Witnesses can accept notes directly
across the table from any advisers seated behind them. A transcript of this hearing will be available on the web
from tomorrow morning. All witnesses from departments, statutory bodies or corporations will be sworn prior to
giving evidence. I remind Mr Smith, Ms Stone, Mr Roberts, Ms Lees and Mr Newson that you do not need to be
sworn because you have been sworn at an earlier budget estimates hearings.

Portfolio Committee No. 5

Lands and Forestry, and Racing
UNCORRECTED
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Legislative Council
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PAUL NEWSON, Deputy Secretary, Liquor, Gaming and Racing, Department of Industry, on former
affirmation
ALISON STONE, Deputy Director General, Lands and Forestry, Department of Industry, on former
affirmation
NICHOLAS JOHN ROBERTS, Chief Executive Officer, Forestry Corporation NSW, on former oath
SARAH LEES, Chief Executive Officer, Cemeteries and Crematoria NSW, Department of Industry, on former
affirmation
SIMON SMITH, Secretary, Department of Industry, on former affirmation
TIM HOLDEN, Acting Deputy Secretary, Crown Lands and Water, affirmed and examined
The CHAIR: The Committee has resolved to sit from 10.45 a.m. to 11.45 a.m. because Government
members will not be putting forward questions. As there is no opportunity for witnesses to make opening
statements we will begin with questions from the Opposition.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: My first question relates to the Community Engagement Strategy that
Crown Lands and Water has circulated. Page 10 talks about non-compliance with the strategy. What is intended
when it says that non-compliance with the strategy may result in a decision about a dealing or activity being
refused, challenged or overturned?
Mr HOLDEN: That document was produced before I started acting in this role. I might refer to
Ms Stone to see if she has anything to add on that.
Ms STONE: That was included in the draft document that has been circulated for public comment.
We have also done a number of community engagement sessions across the State. We are in the process of
receiving comment on that at the moment, as you may be aware. Statements like that are really to make sure that
we have the opportunity to say that if the department is not being compliant with our own requirements for
better community engagement, which was one of the themes that came out through the parliamentary inquiry,
we have a mechanism by which the department may be advised of that and there would be follow-up action. It
may be that the dealing is put on hold until there is a satisfactory answer or there may be other discussion that
comes out of some submissions around that.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: Why "may"? That implies that you may not do it. It seems very soft. It
seems like you may transgress but you may not have to do anything about it. Why not say that you will?
Mr SMITH: I think that is not an unusual approach. There are many pieces of legislation where an
ultimate decision is not infected by a minor defect in an earlier process. It is just wanting to make sure that we
do not set up a framework where years later someone can say a lease is invalid because step No. 23 in the
consultation process was not completely fulfilled. It does not signal any diminution of commitment to following
through with all the consultation strategies that we have proposed. It is just wanting to make sure that there
remains certainty for those people who have entered into transactions.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: This outlines the consultation process, but there is a page about waivers
that says that the Minister may waive the need for consultation.
Ms STONE: That is correct.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: What sorts of scenarios do you envisage?
Ms STONE: The most obvious one is in an emergency situation where you may need to issue a tenure
in any emergency or completely unexpected situation. Again, there will be guidelines around how that may be
invoked and certainly that would not be something that would be taken lightly.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: Would transfers to Property NSW require consultation in accordance
with this strategy?
Ms STONE: In land leaving the Crown estate, yes, definitely, that is one area where we are looking at
making sure there is a high level of engagement. As I said, the document is out for public consultation at the
moment, so we are looking at receiving some of those comments through that process.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: On page 25 the document talks about activities that are excluded from
the requirements of this strategy and lists a number of them. An example is that in granting forestry rights
categorisation of land as local land will be exempt from the consultation process. Another is that categorisation
of Crown land under the Local Government Act will be exempt from this community consultation process.
I understand that this is a draft document but there already appears to be holes in this strategy, which is a
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legislative requirement. Some people have said to me that they are concerned about this document in itself and
what it will look like after the consultation. On behalf of the community I need some commitment or
confirmation that if land is going to be transferred to Property NSW it will not be waived or excluded from the
consultation process with local communities.
Mr SMITH: If it is convenient, I think we can just accept that as an input into the consultation process
and make sure that the Minister is made aware of that view before the consultation guidelines are completed.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: Thank you. Can you confirm that the public housing stock at Millers
Point was first transferred from the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority [SHFA] to Crown Lands before it was
transferred to Property NSW?
Mr SMITH: I do not have those details to hand.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: What I am saying is did any of the Millers Point real estate go through
Crown Lands before it got to Property NSW?
Mr SMITH: I am not sure.
Ms STONE: Not that I am aware of, but we would need to check on that.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: Can you take that on notice?
Ms STONE: Yes.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: When does Lands and Forestry issue development consents? Is there a
process for that to happen and how often does it happen?
Ms STONE: Development consents are issued by local government. We issue landowner consent. As
the owner of land, as a property owner, you, as a private landowner, and the Crown, as a Crown landowner,
issue consent for a range of issues. We often issue landowner consent prior to development consent being
considered.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: So it is prior to the development consent that would be put up by
councils—by local government?
Mr SMITH: It would be the same if a tenant in a privately owned property was seeking development
consent. It would not be accepted unless the landowner had agreed.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: I need to clarify this: The Department of Lands—or whatever it is called
in its current iteration—does not issue development consent.
Ms STONE: No.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: On 27 September 2016 advice went out that says:
On 29 August 2016, the NSW Department of Industry Lands (DPI Lands) issued development consent to AusGold Mining …

You just said that you do not issue development consent, but there is a document here that says you do issue
development consent.
Mr SMITH: I am not familiar with the detail of that.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: AusGold mine is a Good Friday goldmine.
Mr SMITH: Yes, but I am not familiar with the sense in which we would be issuing a development
consent.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: Would you like to take that on notice and get back to us?
Mr SMITH: Yes, sure. Clearly, major things like approving whether a mine can go ahead under the
EP and A Act is not a Lands matter. We may have had some role in it—perhaps an agreement. I am not sure.
We would have to take that on notice.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: What would the role look like, Mr Smith? What sort of role would that
be?
Mr SMITH: Normally, if an activity was to take place on Crown lands, the proponent, who might be
a tenant or have some other tenure which gives them a right to undertake the activity, would have to go to the
relevant authority which would grant development consent—whether that is the local council or the State. We
would be a contributor to that process as a landowner. We might have to give agreement to it, or, for example,
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they may require some kind of easement over Crown land for power lines or roadways or water pipes et cetera,
and we may also have to give consent for that.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: This particular site is in the unincorporated area. Would that affect—
Ms STONE: Thank you for clarifying. In the unincorporated area there is no local government and
there is a mechanism in the Act that allows the Western Lands Commissioner to issue development consent.
You are right. My mistake.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: So you do issue development consents in—
Ms STONE: In the unincorporated area.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: Thank you. Would the Western Lands Commissioner do that under
delegated authority?
Ms STONE: Yes.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: How expansive are those delegated authorities for the Western Lands
Commissioner to issue development consent for a goldmine?
Ms STONE: As I said, where there is no local government authority in the unincorporated area it falls
to the position of the Western Lands Commissioner. I would need to explore more deeply the range of
delegations that he has.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: If the Western Lands Commissioner has delegations to approve, is there
a ceiling or a threshold point whereupon that would be removed from the Western Lands Commissioner and
may be elevated further up the pecking order for approval? Something like a goldmine is pretty substantial. At
what point does someone above the Western Lands Commissioner—
Ms STONE: There will be a range of other agencies involved in giving consents through those
processes, but, as you said, the final sign-off on the development consent would be the Western Lands
Commissioner.
Mr SMITH: We would like to take that on notice, just to check, because I expect that the
Commissioner stands in the place of what the local council would do.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: Okay.
Ms LEES: Yes.
Mr SMITH: So I think the normal thresholds of State significant development et cetera would also
intervene.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: I am happy for you to do that. That leads to my next question. At what
point is the Minister advised? What role does the Minister have in that process?
Mr SMITH: We will clarify that.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: Thank you. I would like to dwell, for a moment, on cemeteries. How
many cemetery sites have been set aside for future cemeteries in New South Wales since about 2011? Has much
work been done on planning ahead and setting aside cemetery sites?
Mr SMITH: Can I just clarify the question: Do you mean how many are available, or how many new
ones have been made available?
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: How many new ones?
Ms LEES: Since 2011 there have been no new additional Crown land cemeteries added into the
cemetery space. However, there are private cemetery operators who have purchased freehold land and
developed new cemeteries.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: What was the department's role in the refusal of a General Cemeteries
Reserve Trust request for it to use funds to purchase the Fernhill Estate in Mulgoa?
Ms LEES: No decision has been made on that proposal. In the media there has been mention of the
exclusivity period ending between Rookwood General Cemeteries Reserve Trust and the vendor of Fernhill
Estate. There has been no decision made at this point. We are announcing a review that we are undertaking with
the Department of Planning and Environment to see what alternative land may be available, the criteria that we
need to look at for cemetery space, and the need to look at planning ahead. We are releasing a capacity report
today that identifies that we need to take some action to look at future cemetery capacity. It is not a crisis but it
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is something that we need start to take action on to make sure that we identify new areas for cemetery space in
the Sydney metropolitan area.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: The request for funds from the General Cemeteries Reserve Trust goes to
the Minister. How long can that sit on the Minister's desk?
Ms LEES: It is not a request for funds. I will just clarify that. It is a request to approve the trust to
purchase land for potential cemetery use. The trust is not asking for additional money or funding. It cannot
purchase new land with the money it has generated through burial licences without the Minister's approval. We
do not have a guaranteed time frame within which that decision would need to be made. As you can appreciate,
it is quite a complex issue, which requires careful consideration. It requires us to look at a range of options to
see what might be available.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: So that could sit on the Minister's desk for quite some time.
Ms LEES: As I said there is no time frame. It is not something that can be rushed.
Mr SMITH: I think our advice to the Minister would refer to whether or not development consent was
likely to be forthcoming for the site. So if the council is not supportive of granting development consent for the
activity it would be quite unwise for the trust to purchase that land if it could not use it for that purpose.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: In that process that you do to conduct the evaluation, would you talk to
the Cemeteries and Crematoria NSW board and the Necropolis Trust?
Ms LEES: I work to the CCNSW board. The process for trusts submitting a proposal is that they work
with the CCNSW agency and the board. They have to submit quite a considered business case. We look at
whether they have the capacity to purchase the land and develop the space to be usable for cemeteries. We look
at their stakeholder management and whether or not they have engaged the interests of their key stakeholders,
and we look at whether or not they have the capacity to expand their operation.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: What role does the administrator of the General Cemeteries Trust have in
this evaluation process? Are they consulted?
Ms LEES: Part of the administrator's role is to support the trust to move forward. The role of the
administrator of Rookwood General Cemetery Reserve Trust is to work with Rookwood General Cemetery's
agency to look at all of its business needs, which may include long-term planning for land acquisition.
The CHAIR: As Mr Field has not showed up—nor let us know where he is—we will roll over to
another 15 minutes of questions from the Opposition.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: In this whole process have you spoken to the Office of Strategic Lands
about Fernhill?
Ms LEES: Not directly. I have met with the Greater Sydney Commission not to talk about the Fernhill
proposal but to say that we are now releasing our capacity report and that we have the information that we need
to identify when we are likely to run out of cemetery land within the Sydney metropolitan area. I keep repeating
that because I am not talking about the whole of New South Wales; it is the Sydney metropolitan area.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: When are we going to run out?
Ms LEES: We have looked at a number of scenarios and tested eight to determine whether cremation
and burial rates change. If we stay on our current path, which is about 70 per cent cremation and 30 per cent
burial, we do not purchase additional land and the landscape does not change, we are looking potentially at
running out of land in the Sydney metropolitan area by 2050 or 2051.
The CHAIR: That is good; I thought you were going to say next Wednesday.
Ms LEES: It is important that we take action, but it is not a crisis at this point. It takes a long time to
establish a cemetery. There is a lot of work involved and it cannot evolve overnight, so we must think ahead.
The Hon. Dr PETER PHELPS: My marble mausoleum and gift shop are still on track.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: What role do the Minister for Planning and the Department of Planning
and Environment play in this process of identifying and securing land for future cemeteries and crematoria?
Ms LEES: The Minister for Planning and Minister Toole have both commissioned a review into land
availability for cemeteries in the Sydney metropolitan area. The Department of Planning and Environment is
working closely with Cemeteries and Crematoria NSW to look at what may be available. We need to dig deep
and to look at options in the Sydney Basin and the Sydney area to find alternatives.
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The Hon. Dr PETER PHELPS: Are there still expansion plans for Marsfield?
Ms LEES: I do not know; it is first time I have heard the word "Marsfield".
The Hon. Dr PETER PHELPS: I meant "Field of Mars". I was referring to the Field of Mars
Cemetery.
Ms LEES: Now I understand. I am not sure of the plans. I have not had any conversations with them
about that.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: This is obviously an extensive process. Do you have a plan and a
timeline?
Ms LEES: The Department of Planning and Environment is leading the way in the procurement for
this planning review and the terms of reference. I understand that it is looking at finalising the review by March
next year. That is not the end of the story; it will simply be a statement of what it needs to do and to look at and
proposing some options. As I said, it takes a while to negotiate the purchase of land for cemetery use,
development applications and consents.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: I refer to board appointments to cemetery trusts. The Minister appoints
members of the Rookwood General Cemeteries Reserve Trust. Does he appoint the members of all the trusts?
Ms LEES: All bar the Catholic Metropolitan Cemeteries Trust. The Minister appoints the trust
members for the four major trusts in the Sydney cemetery landscape. The Catholic Metropolitan Cemeteries
Trust board members are appointed by Catholic Cemeteries and Crematoria, so the archbishop appoints the
board members.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: What role does the Government or the department play in the
appointment of the board members of the Catholic trust? Do they play any role, or are they appointed only on
the recommendation of the archbishop?
Ms LEES: They are appointed on the recommendation of the archbishop. The difference is that the
Catholic trust was the corporation appointed as the administrator of the land. For the others, the trust is directly
appointed. That is why the Minister approves the appointment of board members.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: Has the department been involved in any meetings with Fabrico
regarding the proposed sale or long-term lease of Crown land for cemeteries in Sydney?
Ms LEES: No, there have been no meetings.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: The department has not been involved?
Ms LEES: No.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: Have there been any meetings with InvoCare?
Ms LEES: No.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: Is the department aware of the story that broke this week?
Ms LEES: Yes.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: Were you aware that that was going on?
Ms LEES: We were aware of the story. I read the story, but that is all the information I have on the
proposal.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: I will not use the word "blind-sided"—that is a terrible term—but you
were unaware?
Mr SMITH: After we saw the report, I contacted NSW Treasury to seek advice on what had been
going on. I was advised that there had been a meeting with Treasury and that the proponents had been advised
that a proposal of that type would be best submitted to the unsolicited proposals framework.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: So it is an unsolicited proposal?
Mr SMITH: They were advised that with a proposal of the type reported in the newspaper the
Government could consider it using the unsolicited proposals framework.
The CHAIR: Given that Mr Field has joined us, we will stop the clock and allow him to ask his
questions. We will return to Opposition questions later.
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Mr JUSTIN FIELD: Mr Newson will not be surprised that I will direct my questions primarily to
him. Mr Newson, you would no doubt be familiar with the allegations made in Federal Parliament by Andrew
Wilkie concerning activity at Crown Casino in Melbourne relating to the manipulation of poker machines. What
work have you done in New South Wales to assure yourself and the community that similar behaviour is not
occurring in New South Wales casinos or in any venues such as clubs or pubs that operate poker machines in
this State?
Mr NEWSON: We are definitely aware of the allegations made by Mr Wilkie, I understand under
parliamentary privilege. I understand that Crown has strongly refuted those allegations. The lead agency
investigating the allegation is the Victorian Commission for Gaming and Liquor Regulation, given that the
allegations focus very much on Victoria. In part answer to the question, we have a very close relationship and
constant dialogue with the Victorian regulator, which is investigating the substance of those allegations. We do
not have any information that suggests those allegations are relevant to New South Wales. However, I will
pause and say that we have a robust engagement framework with a range of players.
You would appreciate that responsibility for oversight of the casino operator in particular, but gaming
at large is shared by a number of State and Federal agencies. We have robust engagement with the Australian
Transaction Reports and Analysis Centre—Australia's financial intelligence unit—and the regulator responsible
for anti-money laundering and counterterrorism financing oversight. We meet with them regularly. We also
have robust engagement with the NSW Police Force. Clearly, we have ongoing and significant engagement with
the casino operator. I make this point to stress that a key part of our oversight is that cooperation and
collaboration across Federal and State agencies. We have a key role; I would suggest we are the custodian in
partnership with the Independent Liquor and Gaming Authority to ensure that the Casino Control Act and the
framework for casinos are resistant to criminal infiltration. That is, the casino operator is resistant to infiltration
by serious organised crime.
Mr JUSTIN FIELD: That is sufficient. To be clear, you have no information or evidence to suggest
that similar practices might be going on in the New South Wales casino or in any venue that has poker machines
in this State?
Mr NEWSON: I will answer that in two parts. I stress again that the allegations have not yet been
properly tested; the investigation is ongoing. We are liaising with the appropriate regulator to understand those
inquiries. We have no information to suggest that the issues that have been raised and the allegations that have
been made are a problem in New South Wales, whether that is in the casino or within the club industry. That has
not prevented us from actively engaging with and looking at our level of oversight and activity.
Mr JUSTIN FIELD: I refer specifically to the allegation about changing payout rates to coincide with
paydays. Is it possible for a poker machine operator in New South Wales, whether it be the casino or a hotel or
club, to change the payout rate of a machine without the regulator knowing?
Mr NEWSON: I would not want to talk in any sort of absolutes. I do not think I have that level of
technical depth and knowledge to assert a complete answer to the question. However, I can say that in New
South Wales we have a central monitoring system, and every gaming machine in New South Wales is linked to
it. The purpose, at least in part of that system, is to ensure the integrity of the network of gaming machines. So
without talking with absolute certainty—and I certainly would not say there is no risk in the environment—the
purpose of that system is to safeguard the integrity of the machines; the purpose of that system is to alert the
regulator should there be any interference with any of those machines. It also has other ancillary functions
around revenue assurance and the like.
Mr JUSTIN FIELD: I assume also reducing harm to the users of the machines if we are changing the
payout rates and they do not know about it. Is it illegal to change the payout rates of machines in New South
Wales?
Mr NEWSON: You cannot interfere with a gaming machine in New South Wales.
Mr JUSTIN FIELD: Sure, but these can be set by an operator. There is a regulation that sets an upper
limit—or a lower limit, I guess, as far as payouts are concerned—but is an operator, an individual owner of a
machine—a club, a pub, a hotel or the casino—able to change the payout rate, as long as it does not go over the
regulated level set in New South Wales, without notifying the regulator and without notifying patrons?
Mr NEWSON: I would like to take that question on notice because I do not want to introduce
information here which is not precise. Because you are asking is there any universe of opportunity for somebody
to lawfully change, I want to get that technical advice.
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Mr JUSTIN FIELD: I appreciate that. The Minister's office released recently a report that the
Minister, the Government, has been sitting on for a couple of years with regard to gambling harm in New South
Wales. There was a specific recommendation in that report to remove the features of machines generally known
as disguising a loss as a win. Given that report has been with the Government for so long and given there was a
clear recommendation, have there been any recommendations by the department to make those changes to
machines?
Mr NEWSON: Without cavilling with your assertion, I would like to make a correction. That report,
in its final form, was received by Liquor and Gaming NSW in April last year—an extensive report; it was
commissioned in 2013, so a significant amount of effort and research went into that report, and clearly it is a
serious issue. The matter of losses disguised as wins, as it is couched, is one to which the industry is alive.
Certainly the industry argues that there is already very substantial differentiation between the different types, the
different amounts of wins that a player might receive. That is the industry perspective.
In regard to your specific question, the Prohibited Features Register, and I am sure you are familiar
with that instrument, is the current mechanism where a feature or a function like that could be proscribed. The
Prohibited Features Register is to be reviewed in 2018 as part of a broader review of gaming-related approvals.
We have certainly noted the recommendation in the report; it is one that requires further investigation. The
current mechanism to proscribe it is the Prohibited Features Register. The Prohibited Features Register is being
comprehensively reviewed in 2018, so we need to consider it within the context of that review.
Mr JUSTIN FIELD: In relation to that review—I know it has been mentioned in light of the report
released recently—what will the review look like? What opportunities will the public have to make submissions
to that review, when do you expect it to report and when would you expect any outcomes from that review to be
implemented?
Mr NEWSON: I do not have that level of detail about when we expect it to report. I can say that it
will commence in early 2018 and that there will be extensive stakeholder consultation. We consistently adopt an
inclusive approach to stakeholder consultation and we want to hear views from that continuum of stakeholders.
Whether that is an industry voice, whether that is an advocacy or community stakeholder group, there will
certainly be extensive consultation and an opportunity to make a submission and contribute a view.
Mr JUSTIN FIELD: There is one other element that I notice has recently started to be discussed in
some material issued by the clubs industry. It seems that it is concerned that revenues might start to fall from
poker machines because of changes in demographics. I point out that budget estimates do not make that
suggestion; the Government seems to think that revenues are going to escalate significantly, but it has started
talking about introducing new types of gaming machines into our clubs and pubs. What would the process be for
the Government or the regulator to approve new types of gaming machines in hotels and pubs in New South
Wales? What process would need to be gone through to do that?
Mr NEWSON: I would prefer to give you a more detailed fact sheet of the precise process but,
essentially, the Independent Liquor and Gaming Authority [ILGA] has the final determination whether or not to
approve a gaming machine.
Mr JUSTIN FIELD: This is an application by an industry group or by a particular operator
introducing a new machine. Would that be how it starts?
Mr NEWSON: It would generally be by a manufacturer or a dealer and they would apply to the
Independent Liquor and Gaming Authority. There is a group of four independent authorised testing facilities
that I understand generally operate internationally. Those testing facilities provide an independent insight,
independent objective advice, about the suitability of the machines that the application is relevant to. Ultimately,
the Independent Liquor and Gaming Authority makes a decision that is informed by an independent advice from
an authorised testing facility. But I would prefer to give you a more detailed fact sheet around the precise
process, if that assists.
Mr JUSTIN FIELD: What sort of criteria does the regulator or the Government consider when
assessing these applications? It is not just whether or not it functions correctly and how it operates; it obviously
interfaces with the gambling public—and we are talking about in our corner pubs and clubs here. What criteria
do you base your assessment on when considering whether or not these machines are suitable to be introduced
to the general public?
Mr NEWSON: There is a comprehensive national technical standard which—
Mr JUSTIN FIELD: I am not so much talking about the technical standard; I am talking about the
impact it has on the community. If we are going to be introducing a new machine that is going to cause loss and
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harm to the community, how do you weigh that up? Is there a set of criteria? Is that something you can provide
on notice?
Mr NEWSON: First, the Independent Liquor and Gaming Authority makes these decisions, but if I
can just challenge that premise behind your statement. You cannot separate the national standard from this
discussion. That is the standard, the comprehensive standard that any gaming machine introduced in New South
Wales or Australian jurisdictions must meet. That prescribes all the different requirements that a gaming
machine must meet. In New South Wales we also have the Prohibited Features Register. Each jurisdiction then
has appendices to the national standard. You cannot separate those two discussions. The machine must meet the
national standard, it must meet the independent testing process from the authorised testing facility, and then
ILGA makes a determination.
Mr JUSTIN FIELD: Are you saying to me it is literally a technical decision, that there is not some
sort of political interface that decides whether or not we want that sort of proliferation of gaming machines in
our community?
Mr NEWSON: The Independent Liquor and Gaming Authority is independent from government
when it comes to determining liquor and gaming applications. It is arms-length from government. The Minister
has discretion to issue broad administrative directions around reporting requirements should dealing with
applications be overdue or the like; so there is a possibility for a Minister to issue administrative directions, but
otherwise the Independent Liquor and Gaming Authority is an independent statutory body with an eight-person
board.
Mr JUSTIN FIELD: I might move on. There are clearly gaming machine entitlements. But the
discussion that I have heard going on within the clubs industry, we are not just talking about poker machines.
There will be other types of machines; there will be electronic gaming machines. We do not know what they are,
to be honest. They are having a discussion. It was part of the memorandum of understanding between the
industry and government. Now a discussion is going on within industry. There are entitlements that each venue
has. Will these new machines have to fit within those entitlements or are we talking about a different
classification of machine? My question is: The Government has made a big deal about saying it is reducing the
number of machines. Are we just going to see a proliferation of a different type of machine into our local hotels
and clubs?
Mr NEWSON: The framework is clear. There is a clear gaming machine entitlement framework and a
clear transfer system for gaming machine entitlements around the different clubs in New South Wales.
Mr JUSTIN FIELD: Will any new machine fit within those existing entitlement frameworks? They
are not going to be additional to any existing electronic—
Mr NEWSON: We have to be careful not to conflate the two things. A club must have a lawful
gaming machine threshold and sufficient gaming machine entitlements before it can access a physical gaming
machine. They are very different concepts. Industry, as you would expect, has conversations around the type of
products it is thinking about introducing or would like to introduce in the future. It is a lawfully regulated
industry. It does not surprise me. But the machines have to be approved by the Independent Liquor and Gaming
Authority [ILGA]. That is a discrete process. The movements of gaming machine entitlements and thresholds
and of the machines around New South Wales are a completely separate process. As Secretary Smith alluded to,
that is where ILGA has regard to the social impact. There is a very clear regard to the comprehensive national
standards.
The CHAIR: Mr Field, you can come back to those questions. I now move to Labor, who has nine
minutes.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: I return to the cemeteries. Earlier this week, Brad Norington broke the
story about the proposal to essentially lease the cemeteries long term. You have not been involved with
meetings with Fabrico and InvoCare. Is that a fair summary of what we explored?
Mr SMITH: That is correct.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: Since the article, have you been in touch with Treasury to explore how it
is proceeding? Did Treasury tell you that on 4 July Treasury met with the Catholic Archdiocese, Catholic
Cemeteries and Crematoria, Fabrico and InvoCare?
Mr SMITH: Yes. I am not sure whether it was Treasury that met with them on 4 July. The
information I have is that they met with Treasury in October.
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The Hon. MICK VEITCH: Sorry, they met with the Treasurer on 4 July. This has been in play for a
little while.
Mr SMITH: My understanding is that Treasury heard that there was an earlier meeting in July and
that Treasury was subsequently asked to meet with the proponents, and that that meeting occurred much later in
October.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: Was this is an unsolicited proposal?
Mr SMITH: It would appear so, yes. Treasury advised me that when it had that meeting, it advised
the proponents that there was a particular framework that Government had for considering unsolicited proposals
and that it was administered by the Department of Premier and Cabinet [DPC].
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: Does that change the way you are going about planning the long-term
cemetery requirements, land purchases and acquisitions for cemeteries?
Mr SMITH: No.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: Is it business as usual?
Mr SMITH: There has been a meeting but we have our work to be going on with. There is no
proposal or plan. We have our duties and we are getting on with them.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: This unsolicited proposal suggested the sale of $1 billion worth of our
cemeteries could happening over here but you seem to be operating in a void. It must be frustrating for the
public service.
Mr SMITH: There have been two meetings that I am aware of, so it does not have any status.
Someone has talked to the Government with an idea—that is all it is, as far as I am aware.
The Hon. DANIEL MOOKHEY: When you say that you were in contact with Treasury, was that
with the Commissioning and Contestability unit?
Mr SMITH: No.
The Hon. DANIEL MOOKHEY: Who in Treasury was it?
Mr SMITH: It was the Secretary.
The Hon. DANIEL MOOKHEY: Are you are aware of whether or not the Commissioning and
Contestability unit of Treasury has ever prepared an assessment or evaluation, or has obtained consultants for
the effect of obtaining an assessment or evaluation, of the value of the cemeteries portfolio?
Mr SMITH: No, I am not aware of that. But we did receive a letter from Treasury inviting us to work
with it on a number of unrelated issues that are important to the cemeteries department. We are not fully in the
dark. We have been invited to work with Treasury on some other things.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: But not this one?
Mr SMITH: No.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: What are the tax implications if Crown Lands' cemeteries are privatised
or go into private operator hands under a 99-year lease? Would there be a change in the process?
Mr SMITH: There are some issues around the taxation treatment of the existing trusts. There is a
question around whether or not they will be able to retain the charitable status they enjoy under the
Commonwealth taxation laws as a result of accounting rules. That is one of the issues that Treasury wants to
work with us on because it would be an unintended consequence. The change in accounting rules could have
that flow-on consequence. It is important to the trust to not lose the ability to attract charitable donations and to
benefit from the other related provisions. We have not looked at the proposal that was reported in the media—
that is jumping way ahead. The Government has no plan to do anything in this space that I am aware of.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: I move now to forests. Does the department receive much
correspondence from members of Parliament around forestry matters?
Mr SMITH: I do not know. We would have to take that question on notice.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: How many times has the Minister discussed the river red gum parks with
the department?
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Mr SMITH: I have discussed it with the Minister a couple of times over the course of my normal
meetings with him.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: It became a bit of an issue in the recent by-election. My good friend on
the right, the Hon. Robert Brown, would be interested in the position—
The Hon. Daniel Mookhey: Well on the right.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: Yes, way right. It was a by-election issue and, as Mr Wes Fang would
know, the person who won the seat is proposing to introducing a private member's bill to convert the river red
gum parks back into forest. Has the department done any work on that suggestion?
Mr SMITH: Not to my knowledge.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: Has the Minister asked you to do any work to convert river red gum
parks back into forest?
Mr SMITH: Not to my knowledge, no. Those are mainly political matters that members of the
Government would discuss between themselves to develop new policy.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: Yes, but at some point the public service is asked to act on that
information.
Mr SMITH: If the Government changes its policy we will be asked to produce some advice and so
forth.
The Hon. DANIEL MOOKHEY: Has any request for that advice been made?
Mr SMITH: Not to my knowledge. But we will take the question on notice because I do not know
everything that goes on in the department.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: We appreciate that it is a big department. How does Mr Holden envision
splitting up his time after the restructure of the Department of Primary Industries, specifically with Water and
Lands?
Mr SMITH: It is probably more appropriate for me to answer that question. Previously, Crown Lands
and Water was within the Department of Primary Industries. Some time back, I made the decision to take Lands
out of the Department of Primary Industries because I felt that it deserved more focus within the department.
More recently, I have made the decision to also move Water out of the Department of Primary Industries for the
reasons that have been published. In my view, the role of Crown Land and Water is somewhat different to the
role of the Department of Industries because those functions exist to perform a stewardship function on behalf of
the people and Government of New South Wales, who are the owners of the assets of Crown Land and Water. It
has the job of securing and optimising economic, social and environment benefits through the stewardship of
those assets. On the other hand, the Department of Primary Industries is more focused on advancing the success
of primary industries, particularly agriculture. The role of the deputy secretary will be to be responsible for both
of those. Tim Nelson is currently responsible for both of those functions and how they will be looked after will
be worked out as we go. Both of them need to be looked after. It is a senior role and I put it together so that
would be the sole focus of the deputy secretary.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: What sort of skill sets did you have in mind when you created the
position for the restructure?
Mr SMITH: We created a role description which was advertised and we have been going through a
selection process to find someone who meets all of those skills. It is a stewardship role. It is important to be able
to comply with all the legislation to be able to produce all of the systems that are necessary to fulfil the
legislative mission and operate them.
The Hon. MICK VEITCH: It is a senior strategic position. Are you looking for someone to do macro
planning?
Mr SMITH: The role is also a people leader and to ensure that we work with all the staff to create a
new normal that addresses issues that have arisen in Crown Lands in the past through, for example, the upper
House inquiry or the Audit Office and so forth and also so we have the capability to address the issues that came
out of the Ken Matthews review. It is both a policy lead and a people lead and the leadership of the use of all the
resources that are available. It is also a lead in being connected with the various stakeholders who care about
these issues.
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Mr JUSTIN FIELD: Are any current applications or processes underway for new types of gaming
machines to be assessed for use in New South Wales casinos, clubs or pubs? I think we were getting a bit
confused before. I am not talking about just new types of poker machines. The discussion in the memorandum
of understanding, which I am sure you are aware of, and in the club bible Club Life Magazine—I am a regular
reader of it—is that they are looking for new revenue streams, new types of machines. I am not talking about
poker machines necessarily; I am talking about new types of machines. That is where the discussion has been
going. Are you aware of any current applications?
Mr NEWSON: The short answer is I am not personally aware of any current applications, but what
I can and probably should say is that there is discussion of that nature—if I understand correctly—around
potential new forms of gaming machines or other forms of entertainment or gambling opportunities happening
all the time across all industry players domestically and internationally. I do not find it surprising that they
would want to look at what product they were able to introduce into the Australian market. But if it is a
gambling activity and it is covered by our laws a gaming machine cannot be introduced unless it goes through
that rigorous process that we step through.
Mr JUSTIN FIELD: I am trying to get to the question of how this relates to the current sets of
entitlements and whether a different type of machine that is considered to be an electronic gaming machine but
not a poker machine would be an additional entitlement that might be considered. Have there been any
discussions between government or the department and industry for new types of entitlements to enable new
machines?
Mr NEWSON: The short is answer is no, Mr Field. Under the current policy settings it would have to
fit within the very rigid environment of each venue having a gaming machine threshold and each venue needing
to have a gaming machine entitlement before it can import a machine, and that is monitored very closely.
Mr JUSTIN FIELD: There has been a lot of discussion about transparency in reporting regular
throughput of expenditure and losses on machines. In my discussions with the Minister I had the sense that there
would be changes to transparency arrangements. Thankfully, for whatever reason, I have not been charged for
my recent request for information. Most people are surprised to know you have to buy that sort of data. Is there
a plan to make this information available freely on an ongoing basis? Maybe the secretary was not aware I was
not being charged and is now wondering why.
Mr NEWSON: A general observation is that there is a want and a commitment to transparency and
access to information. As I am sure you understand, the New South Wales legal framework provides some
limitations to what can be disclosed but there is a commitment to transparency and disclosing information where
we can. We are certainly considering how our current arrangements benchmark against other arrangements
across different Australian jurisdictions and providing advice to government accordingly.
Mr JUSTIN FIELD: You only have to read my second reading speech on my bill to see how they
compare. We are not super transparent. We do not provide venue-by-venue data and the public by and large still
has to pay to access the data that is aggregated. Are you considering making those quarterly and annual reports
available for free? I am not asking for additional information at this stage, just the existing reports. It can cost a
couple of thousand dollars to get all of those reports on an annual basis.
Mr NEWSON: We certainly understand that those sorts of costs, if that is what is getting levied—
Mr JUSTIN FIELD: That is what is getting levied. You have a form that you tick and it is $450 a
time.
Mr NEWSON: But, through your own statement, it was not charged to you on this occasion. Your
advocacy around that has certainly caused us to rethink. If I can make one observation, I do not agree with how
you have framed the issue around our transparency. There is only one jurisdiction in Australia that provides the
level of detail that I think you are inclined towards. That is not a norm and it is not something that we are
advocating for at this stage, but we are still considering it. We have certainly taken on notice your commentary
around affordability of access to the information and we are giving advice to government accordingly.
Mr JUSTIN FIELD: That level of transparency is relative to the numbers of machines and the level
of loss within the community. The comparable State is Victoria and it does provide venue-by-venue information
in the public interest. I know these are ultimately decisions of government but from the point of view of the
department is there a consideration that the venue-by-venue information is in the public interest? The Minister
has the capacity to release it under current laws for that reason.
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Mr NEWSON: Without diving into a discussion on the lawfulness or otherwise, that is not consistent
with my understanding of the advice we have received around the interaction of the New South Wales
legislation. There are some impediments to that information being released in New South Wales.
Mr JUSTIN FIELD: Are they commercial-in-confidence impediments?
Mr NEWSON: No, legal impediments. Also you have to have regard to the fact that it is
extraordinary level of disclosure of confidential information that other industries are not subject to. It is certainly
a live issue under consideration. We have taken note of your point around the access and the cost. As you say,
you were not charged on this occasion. It is under active discussion and we are giving advice to government.
Mr JUSTIN FIELD: The guidelines with regard to ClubGRANTS have recently been changed. In
particular, I am interested in the category 3 ClubGRANTS and the changes to how the Minister or the
department receives advice around what grants should be given. The committee that was in place has been
abolished. Can you talk me through how operationally the decisions around category 3 ClubGRANTS will be
made? Who will ultimately sign off on those now?
Mr NEWSON: The changes that have been made are intended to provide a level of independent
authoritative advice to assist the Minister to make a decision. There was previously a ClubGRANTS Fund
Committee and at one stage I was a member of it. There was also at one stage a two-part application process,
which, on thinking at the time, was to improve access and approve considerations so that persons interested in
applying could at least make an expression of interest at first and did not have to go through a full application
process. The changes now go from a two-part process to a one-part process. The view is that it is more
accessible, it is less cumbersome. There are now independent expert advisory committees, which just seems to
make sense. If you are having an arts and culture round we go to Create NSW and ask them to give us their
appropriate experts, and they should be a part of the recommendation and advice that goes to the Minister.
There was previously a ClubGRANTS Fund Committee and there was previously a two-part process.
There is now a one-part process. Depending on the round, if it is arts and culture it will go there and if it has a
sports focus it will go to the Office of Sport. They will give advice as to who are the suitable independent
experts. They will review the merits of the different applications and they will ultimately inform the advice that
goes to the Minister.
Mr JUSTIN FIELD: For each round will an independent expert panel be formed or will there be
permanent appointees for a time? How is it formed, for how long is it formed and who decides who is on it?
Mr NEWSON: It is chosen for each round, depending on the focus and the circumstances of the
round. Of those that come to hand, if it is arts and culture it would be Create NSW; if it is sport and recreation it
would be the Office of Sport.
Mr JUSTIN FIELD: I would like to go back to transparency and link that to ClubGRANTS. These
are often substantial buckets of money that are being played with. The clubs often use it for public relations. It is
a public service but it is foregone government taxes which enable those grants to be made. I have asked before
for information about the grant applications that are not successful. I wonder why they are not published. Often
it is the choices that were not made that tell the story about how the decisions were finally arrived at. Why are
they not published? Do you think there are reasons that you might consider publishing unsuccessful applications
in the future?
Mr NEWSON: We could certainly take that contribution into consideration. I am not immediately
sure that everyone who has made an application would want their application published. There are commercialin-confidence, sensitive pieces of information that are contained in those applications.
Mr JUSTIN FIELD: These are community grants of what would otherwise be public funds. We
enable the funds to put this into a single bucket for the benefit of the community. Why would anyone not want
their application published?
Mr SMITH: I think we could take your suggestion and discuss it with the Minister. Mr Newson has a
point, which is that we would have to ask people who are applying if they would agree to the subsequent release
of who they are and what they have sought funding for. If we have their agreement at the start I do not think it
would be a big problem.
Mr JUSTIN FIELD: I appreciate that, thank you. On category 1 and category 2 grants, where there
are local decisions made, often there are council-based committees that make these decisions. Some councils
choose to publish that information and some do not. Is there a regulation around that or is that just up to
individual councils to decide?
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Mr SMITH: I would like to take that on notice.
Mr JUSTIN FIELD: Thank you.
The CHAIR: Thank you all for taking the time to come here today. Some of you have not had any
questions, but thank you for showing up. Hopefully, we will get answers to those questions within seven days of
you being notified in writing of them by the secretariat. The secretariat will do its work quickly because it is in
our interest to get the answers back as soon as we can within those seven days. Thank you very much for your
time.
(The witnesses withdrew)
The Committee proceeded to deliberate.
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Reference: Y#256942

30th November 2017
Draft Community Engagement Strategy Submissions
PO Box 2185
Dangar NSW 2309
Email: Ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au
Dear Sir/Madam
Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback on the Draft Community Engagement
Strategy for Crown Lands.
The Hilltops Council welcomes the clarity with which the Department has set out how
community engagement is to be undertaken on various dealings pertaining to Crown Land.
The templates which have been provided are thorough and provide a systematic approach
to community engagement.
Hilltops Council makes the following observations:
1

2

Councils and CLM’s will be required to undertake engagement activities. Most of
the CLM’s in the Hilltops LGA are Category 2 CLM’s with limited ability to engage
in a manner envisaged and/or required under the strategy. Council seeks
clarification on the support and assistance Crown Lands will be providing to
Category 2 CLM’s to ensure adequate community engagement is undertaken.
While most of the resources contained in the Draft Community Engagement
Guidance and Resources are based around a 28-day timeframe for engagement
there is little guidance on appropriate timeframes for engagement with Local
Aboriginal Land Councils or individuals. If there is an unwillingness on either
party to engage the guide is unclear on the process for expediting engagement.

Council would be happy to discuss the observations it has made in this submission. Council’s
Executive Director Corporate and Community can be contacted on 6380 1200.
Yours Faithfully

Anthony McMahon
General Manager
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Community Engagement <community.engagement@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

worried
1 message
Bruce Weller <bruceweller5@gmail.com>
To: community.engagement@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Thu, Dec 7, 2017 at 3:01 PM

Dear Person. I am part of the Nabiac Village Futures Group (NFG), looking after village matters in concert with Mid
Coast Council. I have been, I think, accidentally included in an email from our State Member, Steve Bromhead
concerning the "Crown Land Community Engagement", whatever that is, which concludes on Friday 10th ( not Friday
8th). This is the first our group have heard of this and are extremely worried that it might involve the removal or worse
still, sale of Crown land that should be retained for future village use. Evidently "community information sessions"
have been held in Newcastle, Ballina, Wagga Wagga, and Dubbo. None in this area or any information provided to
our group.
In my lifetime of community involvement, many years ago, the local aboriginal community engaged some clever
lawyers (and good luck to them) and were granted large portions of Crown Land in our village. This land is now being
put up for sale and we are now buying it back. Is this happening again?
Our fear is that several large portions fronting the Wallamba River and smaller portions within the village may share
the same fate, particularly one block in Clarkson street on which stood many years ago, the local School of Arts. This
block is vacant and the NVG have been attempting (without success) to get Council involvement to convert it into
parking which is desperately in short supply in Nabiac.
Am I overreacting? Your help would be greatly appreciated.

Bruce Weller.
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Ms C Badcock
589 Newmans Rd
Wootton NSW 2423
10 December 2017
Mr P Toole
Minister for Lands and Forestry
NSW State Government
Dear Minister Toole,
The Wootton Community Network and Wootton Hall Committee, a Section 351 Committee of Mid
Coast Council, are currently working with Council to create a community Trust to manage Crown
Land in Wootton. On that basis we have reviewed the currently draft Community Engagement
Strategy under the Crown Land Management Act 2016 (draft Strategy) and make the following
comments.
While we agree that ‘current use and enjoyment’ is an important aspect for consideration in
community engagement, we are concerned that this test does not appropriately consider
environmental values or future community use opportunities. Further, ‘current use and enjoyment’
fails to consider situations where current use does not meet current community desires and
expectations.
We are also concerned that the current test for requiring further community engagement, i.e.
whether the activity will negatively affect current use and enjoyment, will not result in adequate
community consultation. This is particularly true given the high number of exceptions and
exemptions from community engagement that are proposed. We are particularly concerned about
exemptions relating to enclosure permits, proposals to allow a change of reserve purpose, permits
to allow unauthorised occupation of Crown Land, and sale of Crown Land to lessees. We do not
support the broad range of exceptions and exemptions proposed and believe that only those
exceptions and exemptions required by legislation should be maintained in the final Strategy. We
also do not support waivers for community engagement ‘to enable the undertaking of approved
NSW Government priorities that require Crown land’. This appears to be in conflict with allowing
continued community use of these Crown lands.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the draft Strategy and we hope you find
these useful.
Yours faithfully

Caro-Anne Badcock
Chair, Wootton Hall Committee
(on behalf of the Wootton Hall Committee and the Wootton Community Network)
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Wonnarua Nation Aboriginal Corporation
Ground Floor 254 John St Singleton
PO Box 3066, Singleton Delivery Centre NSW 2330
Phone: 02 6571 8595 Fax: 02 6571 8551
Mobile: 0412 593 020
Web Site: www.wonnarua.org.au
Email: wonnarua@bigpond.com
ABN: 50 012 829 925

Email Submission :

ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

The Wonnarua Nation Aboriginal Corporation (WNAC) makes this submission for the purpose of ensuring
crown land management is as transparent as a sustainable public resource management needs to be.
WNAC is established under the Corporations (Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander) Act 2006 (CATSI
Act). Its purpose is to ensure that the interests of the Wonnarua People are protected, and to represent and
advocate on behalf of all people who are the original people of the land known as Wonnarua. The
Corporation is governed by a Constitution and welcomes all people who can assert their Wonnarua
descendence through family links, oral history or research, to claim their ancestral birth rights. It focuses on
nurturing the history and culture of the Wonnarua Nation, improving the health and education of our
members and managing investments to sustain the Corporation’s work. WNAC owns freehold land on
which it is building a network of commercial and community activities to engage in tourism, land
rehabilitation/Bush Food and Medicine Nursery, and youth activities. WNAC appreciates that to maximise
these investments in time as well as size it must ensure the communities in which it lives, works, moves and
inter-relates are as healthy and interconnected between each other as they possibly can be and in general
continue to support any effort ensuring the environment in which we all live is cared for sustainably.
In general :


we commend the development of the DRAFT COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY but
while ever crown land dealings (eg licenses) continue to be opaque, we have concerns about the
completeness of its fundamental trigger philosophy : “engagement about Crown land will generally occur
where a proposed dealing or activity is likely to have an adverse impact on current community use and
enjoyment of Crown land”. In particular we are concerned about crown roads. Unless the community is able
to discover there is a current legal license or enclosure permit operating, the four exceptions listed in table 1
on page 28 risk entrenching unfair advantage at the expense of the interests of the wider community.

Australia as the lucky country has long been a controversial idea for those not in the winners’ circle.
Globalisation and technological change continue to bring more viable threats to that circle and although
Australia’s “fair go” social fabric makes it a more pleasant place to live (and visit!) than many other
countries, it means we have to be smarter than other societies to produce similar goods with higher labour
cost. Increasingly our economic propositions need to attract custom and people based on the associations
that Australia presents : Pristine, Fair, Sunny, Relaxed, Healthy, Fair dinkum (authentic).
This branding is compromised by the realities of stress, inequity, pollution, violence and obesity and to
their collective credits, Australian governments have realised that some systems allow these compromises on
our way of life to flourish.
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Shifting the Dial Economists point to evidence that we are “shifting the dial”1 towards more inclusive
economic growth policy with Healthy Australians front and centre. Communities (as well as the
International Monetary Fund, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, and traditional
conservative institutions eg Bank of England) are learning that it is better to manage for everyone. Far from
being a recipe for regulated socialism, it is a recipe for sustainability and sensible risk management. Along
with that stronger focus on health, it recommends better use of information and urges more transparency
rather than less with reforms on state and local level planning.
Transparency helps ensure wider community needs are recognised and catered to.

According to Ross Gittins in his discussion about it, “What's new is sorting through a list of old potential
reform topics to find those that tick the efficiency box and the fairness box”.
Fairness Ensures people stay engaged. We believe that although the purposing of this Crown Lands
Engagement Strategy carefully avoids any reference to fairness, we believe this is likely to be an implicit
aim of the reforms of which this draft Strategy is a part. Fairness should apply to Crown Law reform and we
note that recent Crown Lands legislative changes appear to accommodate Aboriginal Land Rights and
Native Title. This goes some way towards redressing past inequity.
Not just Indigenous Australians We believe there are also other groups suffering inequities in tenure
besides Indigenous Australians. The correlation between economic disadvantage and people identifying as
Indigenous does not entirely overwhelm correlations with other groups – those lacking educational
opportunity, certain non-Indigenous cultural groups and people in remote and rural areas. These correlations
draw into question any perceived over-reliance on the operation of Aboriginal Land Rights and Native Title
to ensure fairness.
In fact, WNAC contends that it is just as important that systems for creating economic value take into
account the fact that diverse cultures as well the desire of many people to enjoy remote and rural experiences
are in themselves of economic value to the community. It probably makes sense to try to create opportunities
for such people.
Encourage Local Identities WNAC is not the shiest of voices but in enshrining the importance of
contribution by the shiest in our modus operandi we feel equipped to suggest that where land use is
1 SMH “Comment : Few noticed we just saw a radical shift in reform thinking” Ross Gittins 5 Nov 2017
http://www.smh.com.au/business/the-economy/few-noticed-we-just-saw-a-radical-shift-in-reform-thinking-20171104gzex8x.html
Inquiry Report No. 84 SHIFTING THE DIAL 5 YEAR PRODUCTIVITY REVIEW 3 AUGUST 2017
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concerned, what is good for a group of people whose acknowledged identity, good health, equity and
happiness will serve to attract tourism to rural areas is good for the whole rural community. Proximity to
teeming Asia, suggests that what is good for a rural community in Australia may also be good for the
economic prospects of the whole of Australia.
Cultural Pride I would not be alone in attributing Australia’s “cultural cringe” to the ambiguity of its
colonisation. Now that the value of authentic Australian identity for attracting tourists is better understood, it
is in everyone’s interest that the bodies of law designed to redress inequity for Indigenous Australians work
properly so that we have the best chance of creating an economic proposition with our culture.
Our cultural identity is a function of our Country and for us these are quite inseparable. As our recent
ancestors were so completely dispossessed of their Country, we descendents are now only able to establish
identity to post-European settlement sites in the way demanded by Native Title law. Unfortunately these
sites are now crown land parcels designated as travelling stock routes (TSRs) as shown here :-

“Blackscamp”
TSR
TSR
R96752

Redbournberry Hill Mission

St Clair Mission

The law is complex but our years of effort continue to indicate that WNAC’s only means of establishing
permanent tenure on the lands that its members know to be their traditional home is by freehold purchase.
This seems to be because :


Key portions of the land being lawfully used or occupied by government as Travelling Stock Route Lots or an
essential public purpose are precluded from claims under Aboriginal Land Rights Act 1983 (ALRA 36 (1)(b,c));
Identity based on a post-settlement locations (as is the case for members of WNAC) precludes WNAC from
prosecuting a successful native title claim.

It is an inconvenient failure of justice that Australia’s state and national laws only manage to give an
organisation like ours access to our traditional lands via the same “level” playing field as everyone else.
Further, it is a failure of leadership that the opportunity to express our identity through sustainable business
still remains out of reach two years after we entered into the “solution” process via Aboriginal Place
legislation within the NPW Act 1974 s84. We have advanced stages of plans to develop this very important
piece of land which holds close connection to our ancestors on the Redbournberry Hill former mission site.
It will bring together people of all ages and abilities, from all over the country to learn more about our
history, possible Youth Camps and health programs as well as residential forums for careers and information
stemming from the services provided? How much longer will it take?
Building Enterprise on Identity It’s not all bad news. Back in 1999 we discovered a small acreage
surrounding the St Clair TSR which came up for sale. We were able to purchase it through an Indigenous
Land Fund. On the gateway to the TSR is a sign “Blackscamp”, the proximity to which in combination with
other items of evidence, suggests St Clair was a hub of cross-cultural economic activity for the Wonnarua
people as early as 1888. WNAC’s true object of purchasing and then recreating the Mission at St Clair on
the two titles south east of the TSR has been to recreate social connections between the members of its
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community more than the buildings or the past landscape of the site. Now on the cusp of making the whole
financially viable, we are mindful that this only occurs as a happy byproduct of processes that commenced
over 65 million years ago, and concluded with the enlightenment of those whose economic story depends on
coal – NSW government and the worlds big mining businesses.
Thought Experiment #1 : What if the Hunter Valley had not been a coal area? Although it is taking an
inordinate amount of time, we would have had to rely on Aboriginal Places here too. Had the advent of coal
never occurred we would not have been cashed up for purchase of adjacent land. In that case : If the people
who already owned the land around the St Clair TSR, had quietly locked the gates to let vegetation grow
over the road leading to “Blackscamp”, our status as an Indigenous culture organisation would not have
helped us create the economic proposition we have nearly completed today.
Due to a lack of transparency in NSW crown land licensing, if the fences had been removed we might have
simply accepted that the TSR was legally ‘land locked’ but for the watercourse. The cost of bridging that
watercourse would have made the proposition too cash-hungry and therefore just too hard (remember, in this
experiment there is no coal mining compensation anywhere). A good solicitor – had we optimistically
persisted that far - should have noted the illegality of this neighbour’s unauthorised enclosure, but who’s to
say we’d have gotten to that stage? It is entirely possible that we’d have let it all drop. We wouldn’t have
started anything, let alone the recreational park that we are establishing to economically support St Clair
Mission (and which will bring further vitality to the district of St Clair as the Hunter continues into its more
service oriented future). It would never have occurred.
The corollary to this thought experiment is that
1. in some circumstances, the operation of ALRA and Native Title can totally fail with respect to creating
economic growth for Indigenous people where legislators might have assumed it would be able to be
realistically created. In some areas of NSW where there have been no compensation packages, this would
really matter.
2. It seems that the DRAFT CROWN LAND ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY is assuming that : The State Government will ensure illegally enclosed crown roads are always identified, triggering a
possible assessment against the potential of possible economic development benefitting the wider
community; &/or
 Councils (or The Minister in certain cases) will asynchronously identify crown road tenures for their
contribution to possible economic value even if they are locked away as undeveloped crown roads.
Further, that it/he would then connect a reasonable interest in this value with a potential developer’s
enquiry about possibility of such a development to suggest that termination of the relevant licenses,
permissive occupancies or legal enclosures is possible if the business case proved strong enough.

This may not be a realistic expectation. We believe the Engagement Strategy as it stands is insufficient
unless there is permanent transparency about all extant licenses on crown roads via online maps.
Why Crown Roads are important - More “Rail” Trails We understand it is now possible to create rail
trails in NSW and we hope then, that any reticence to developing Hunter Trails is also evaporating. Much of
the Hunter Trail network already exists in and near national parks but there are sections on crown road fire
trails and even some apparently enclosed crown roads. The Hunter needs new cultural attractions. The
existing tourism districts are predominantly domestic and at risk of stagnation unless a wider range of
products attractive to foreign tourists with their deeper pockets can be developed. Evidence overseas points
to higher prospects for economic trickledown where ‘railtrail’-type ventures and soft adventure type tourism
are developed.
Our cultural connection to sites on these trails plus our prior relationship with the mining industry and
pivotal position within “Synoptic Planning” for the post-coal future that already exists around Cessnock
(where we can already capitalise on ecological and biodiversity outcomes imbued by the history of
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underground mining in the area) means this project may assist in the creation of a truly spectacular
proposition for Closing the Gap. We think it may yield economic dividends in NSW for a wider range of
communities than the several Aboriginal Nations with links to the Hunter. It is an integrated proposition,
with HUNTER TRAILS as just one of many employment creating possibilities that can be funded privately
to create over 11 jobs per every 1 million dollars spent on these off-road trails stretching from Newcastle
and Lake Macquarie over the Watagans National Park and State Forest, over the Pokolbin Tops (Connecting
to the Cessnock Vineyards) through to significant cultural sites near Wollombi, Yengo National Park, north
to Milbrodale and south to the Upper MacDonald.
Not all Hunter Trails are suitable for families but this does not mean they should be automatically
deprioritised in terms of making sure current tenure blockages are removed. Some of those same trails have
fences and gates blocking crown roads that are now only partly open as fire trails because of trail
deterioration that should possibly be bypassed by currently enclosed (?) crown roads. The situation reduces
options for fire evacuation of a village just north of the Abernethy Pinnacles fire trail system. Are the
blockages legal? They show as crown road connections on sixmaps but that is all we know.

Fig:
HUNTER
TRAILS
as a tourism
proposition
has
disaster
planning,
government
cost savings,
and health
benefits
too.

WNAC and its network of partners have even bigger plans integrated into the Hunter Trails proposition that
promise a more prosperous economic future based on identity tourism and health - not just for the Hunter
but regions further afield. The projects we are considering have the capacity to build stronger relationships
with our Australia’s major trading partners and also save millions of dollars of government expenditure
every year. We hope this will be incentive enough to ensure that community engagement where a proposed
dealing or activity could have an adverse impact on FUTURE trails for community use and enjoyment of
crown land will always occur.
Further to the attractive tourism based economics, these projects will help address historic inequity that
has already nearly obliterated several languages and cultures in regional in NSW. Apart from ours in the
Hunter we have evidence of one other that we may be in a position to do something about through this larger
project, having similar land tenure issues. With transparency addressed, projects like those we hope to
kickoff here in the Hunter (but with benefits across the whole state) will be more likely to be identified to
allow Australian communities to redress past inequity to original Australians, commence their community’s
healing and bring more economy to some of these rural communities that are drying up before our eyes.
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And... These projects will also increase governments’ opportunity to reign in the $87.7 billion2 waste that
has been projected over the next 10 years in Australia due to obesity. We conjecture an even greater amount
is wasted due to mental health problems exacerbated by poor community connectivity and changes in the
economy. Those who lack access to capital face these structural changes with great fear. Trails are a very
important part of the future of rural NSW.
We therefore applaud this crown land process rationalisation, hope for the increases in transparency we’ve
discussed here and look forward to engaging with you about it further.

Faithfully yours,

Laurie Perry
CEO WNAC
26th November 2017

2

Cost of obesity in Australia in 2005 estimated as $3.767 billion (Diabetes Australia). Obesity to Australian society was
conservatively measured in 2011-12 by PwC as $8.6billion per annum and rising in its study “Weighing the cost of obesity: A
case for action - PwC Australia”. For comparison, there was $8.4b total expenditure on housing in 2011/12 by all governments in
Australia combined.
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Eden Creek Public Hall and Recreation Trust submission
1 message
Maggie May
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sat, Dec 9, 2017 at 12:32 PM

With regards to the draft strategy on crown lands, our main concern is that affordable insurance for the property
continues to be provided by the State Government managed trust. Our building is over 100 years old and over the
last eight years we have fund raised and applied for grants to renew and maintain the hall and grounds and now have
a new roof and footings as well as renewed kitchen, insulation and ceiling fans, electrical renewal and paint inside the
hall. Our next projects are to paint the outside of the hall and renew fences. We need to devote our fundraising to
these efforts rather than to paying insurance costs and we note that other halls in the district that are not on crown
land have mostly struggled to do this as and a result have closed down. We value our hall very highly as the only
piece of community infrastructure in our area and we do not want to see this community asset lost. A preschool
operates out of the hall every week as do other activities such as Yoga and dance. We owe it to the returned
servicemen and community members who built and maintained this place for over a century to make sure it is
available for future generations.
regards
Maggie May
Secretary Trustee
Eden Creek Hall and Public Recreation Trust.
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Young Showground Trust
Due to only receiving this information last few weeks, I feel that inadequate time was given to
correctly go through all the information required to make an informed decision. No previous
correspondence has been received by me in regards to this matter, making me feel pressured to
complete the survey without proper consultation.

My major concern is how this will affect the Trust bookings that have been made to use the facilities
into March 2019 with deposits already paid. I feel that more notice should have been given
personally to each trust as it is hard for us to get where the information days were held and maybe a
personal discussion with the Trust would have been a better way to progress with this Strategy.

A Trust has been running the Showgrounds effectively for the community since 1895 and has always
had community involvement in what we are doing. Our Main Pavilion is often used for community
functions including local Agricultural show, Weddings, HSC exams, all day sales, community fund
raising, dormitory for the local Pony Club Camp and much more. The centre arena and surrounds
are used regularly for equestrian event including regular harness racing.
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POPI President John Riggall

10 December 2017
The Honourable Paul Toole
Minister for Lands and Forestry
Dear Sir
Re draft Communications Strategy for Crown Land management
Submission by Protect Our Parks Incorporated (POPI)
Thank you for extending the exhibition period until midnight 10 December 2017.
Protect Our Parks Incorporated (POPI) is a community-based non-partisan
organisation formed in 2015 by residents of the Wollongong area, with the Aim of
ensuring that the public interest is always given priority over private profits on
public parks for public recreation.
We made a submission in July 2016 to the Parliamentary Inquiry into Crown Land
Management in NSW, which noted that there are significant concerns throughout
the communities in NSW about the management of Crown land, proposed
changes to the Crown Lands Act and some apparent perceptions that all Crown
Land is a tradable commodity to be dealt with at will to generate income for the
government of the day, despite historic circumstances for creating the land, such
as for public recreation, which is even more essential now.
Our submission detailed a case study re the apparent (mis) management of
Dedicated Crown Reserve D580060 at Stuart Park North Wollongong, which was
created 130 years ago and is arguably the most used and cherished local and
regional coastal park on the NSW South Coast.
In September 2016 the NSW Auditor General’s report on the sale and lease of
Crown Land reinforced community concerns and stated that: Negotiations are
commonly held directly with selected applicants, with 97 per cent of leases and 50
per cent of sales directly negotiated over the past four years.
Since then the situation at Stuart Park has deteriorated even further by
Wollongong City Council (who manage the affairs of the Stuart Park Reserve
Trust) directly negotiating solely with the skydiving company in secret, to the
detriment of the public interest and the people of NSW.
Also the A-G’s report points out that consultations are not meaningful and
decision-making is not transparent, and its conclusion includes that: the
Department complies with statutory requirements to notify the public about its
decisions, but does not provide consistent opportunities for people to understand
or have a say in decisions about the sale and lease of Crown land.
One of the report’s Recommendations for the Department to implement by July
Draft Communications Strategy for CLM – submission by POPI
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2017 is: Improve consultation with stakeholders to provide opportunities for
involvement in decision-making about Crown land sales and leases, especially in
cases where a change to the way the land is used is proposed.
But unfortunately there are serious concerns about the resulting draft
Communications Strategy for Crown Land management, thus the POPI
submission is as follows:
1

The proposed trigger for community consultation current use and enjoyment
is manifestly inadequate and needs to be expanded to address the basic
principles of Crown Land Management, ie that Crown Land should be used
and managed in such a way that both the land and its resources are
sustained in perpetuity;

2

The renewal of leases, licences and enclosures are referred to in the A-Gs
report and must be required to be publically exhibited, not excluded;

3

Genuine Community Engagement must occur before land is sold, not only
after it is sold and at development application stage;

4

Crown land managers must be required to fully consider community
submissions when making decisions, to ensure that public participation is
meaningful, trusted and accountable;.

5

Crown land managers must provide documentation to show how public
submissions were taken into account and influenced the outcome of
decisions.

We trust the NSW Government will amend the draft Communications Strategy for
Crown Land management accordingly, and re-exhibit it, to achieve fundamentally
essential transparency and accountability to the NSW public.

Yours Faithfully
John Riggall
President POPI

Draft Communications Strategy for CLM – submission by POPI
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Submission Community Engagement Strategy:

Thank you for providing The Red Rock Preservation Association Inc. an opportunity to
provide comments for the NSW Crown Lands Engagement Strategy. What follows is a brief
description of the area and the role of the RRPA.
Mission Statement:
The Red Rock Preservation Association Inc. (RRPA) the leading group in Red Rock, addressing
heritage and conservation issues in the village and surrounds. The RRPA has a long history
of negotiation and consultation between the Red Rock community and state Governments,
as well as the Red Rock Trusts.
The RRPA does this by:
Developing and implementing conservation measures to protect the natural and built
environments.
Engaging our associated groups of Collection of Red Rock History and Landcare.
Promoting public participation in local and state government planning processes for Red
Rock and surrounding area.
Comments:
We have reviewed the current document and appreciate the Government efforts in
attempting to make the NSW Crown Land Management Act 2016 more user friendly for the
community.
We are particularly impressed with the Objects and Principles of the Act that ensure public
input and consultation. Crown Land plays a significant role in providing and protecting the
amenity, cultural heritage and environment that make the village of Red Rock and
surrounding area a very special place.
The village is largely self‐sustainable. Dwellings tend to be sensitive to the amenity of the
village and few are imposing or ostentatious. Residents rely on rain water tanks for drinking
and many have small bores to provide water for other purposes; all have self‐contained
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sewage treatment on their properties. The sewage systems are regularly inspected by
council and the village is keen to ensure that they continue to maintain a small footprint on
the natural environment of the area.
There is a small caravan park and shop in the village that provides simple accommodation
for visitors and tourists and maintains the public reserve in our area. Red Rock is a favourite
week end destination for many in the Local Government Area and beyond.
We are fortunate to be situated across the river from Yuraygir National Park and the
collective ethos of the village is to create as little impact as possible on the flora and fauna
of the area.
We recognise, support and appreciate those sections of the Act that strive to protect the
heritage, amenity, environment, integrity and cultural heritage of Crown Land and its
contribution to the village and surrounds of Red Rock.
Gwyn Austen, OAM
Secretary
23rd November, 2017
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Neighbourhood
Forum 5
Wollongong’s
Heartland

Coniston, Figtree,
Gwynneville, Keiraville,
Mangerton, Mount
Keira, Mount St
Thomas, North
Wollongong, West
Wollongong,
Wollongong City.

Sunday, 10 December 2017
The Honourable Paul Toole, MP
Minister for Lands and Forestry
ces.submission@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Dear Sir
Crown lands Community Engagement Strategy
This Neighbourhood Forum has been set up by Wollongong City Council to reflect and
advise on community concerns and aspirations.
We welcome the opportunity to comment on this strategy and offer following;
1
2
3
4
5

The Managers of Crown Land be legally required to consider submissions when
making decisions.
The managers of Crown Land be required to give reasons for their decisions and how
these respond to submissions.
Licence renewals, leases and enclosures should not be exempt from exhibition.
Consultation should take place at the initial stage of any proposal to sell land and not
be delayed for a Development Application.
Consultation should take place whenever it appears that the land may not be used or
managed in such a way that both the land and its resources are sustained in perpetuity.

Yours faithfully

David Winterbottom
Secretary
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The Honourable Paul Toole MP,
Minister for Lands and Forestry
ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au
Dear Sir
I am vitally interested in the government’s draft Community Engagement
Strategy and appreciate the opportunity to comment on the draft. I do not
require my information to be private or confidential.
I am deeply concerned that excluded from the Community Engagement
Strategy are local councils. Searching the Local Government Act 1993 I
have found it difficult to locate Gazetted recent changes to their legislation
for their community engagement requirements. I believe a rigorous
comparison be required between both strategies before Crown Land
absolves authority. Recently there have been questionable decisions made
by local councils that have been found illegal in the LEC whilst supposedly
using community engagement strategies. Frequently a Public Voice session
appears to be another tick the box exercise.
I have engaged with departmental representatives at a drop-in session.
Read the draft Community Engagement Strategy and draft Community
Engagement Guidance and Resources document. After reading online,
factsheets and discussing comments made by the Auditor General along
with the Mr Nari Sahukar, EDO NSW’s excellent submission.
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SUBMISSION
There are two overarching problems with the Community Engagement
Strategy as proposed, one is that the trigger for community involvement is
too narrow and the second is that there are numerous exceptions to public
consultation that mean that wide raging changes to Crown Land can be
railroaded through.
COMMUNITY USE AND ENJOYMENT
Part 4 Page 22:
• Current Use and Enjoyment is too shortsighted a definition to
trigger community consultation. It fails to embrace the principles
of Crown Land Management that have been informing the
management of Crown land for the past 150 years, that is
that Crown Land should be used and managed in such a way
that both the land and its resources are sustained in perpetuity.
It’s a vision for the future and should be the criteria for
community consultation not just “present use and enjoyment”.
This should be the consideration for community consultation not
the short-term view.
EXCLUSIONS, EXEMPTIONS and WAVERS
Part 5 Page 25:
• Exclusions, exemptions and wavers from community consultation are
far too broad. Leases, licences renewals and enclosures should not
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be exempt from public exhibition. In October last year the Auditor
General delivered a highly critical report about the management of
Crown Land in NSW. It stated that “97 per cent of commercial

leases are approved through direct negotiations, which can create
opportunities for dishonesty or bias. It goes on to say that decision
making is not transparent.” The proposed exclusions for public
scrutiny will perpetuate this. The Auditor General’s report needs to
be addressed and should be seen to be addressed.
• An exemption because consultation should occur elsewhere is not
satisfactory. It is a chance to push through changes that are
damaging to the conservation of Crown Land. If land is to be sold
and then developed it is not enough to invite consultation for the DA
process.
• In the present document, revocations of a reserve or dedication
does not require community consultation (Page 30) Community
consultation would only occur at the sale process or the awarding of
a claim. Public consultation should be mandatory in the initial stage
and will help to engender public trust in the system.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT and CROWN LAND
Part 6 Pages 35 -37
• Often in the past community engagement has been just a tick the
box affair. The process needs to be accountable and responsive
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and we propose that you give effect to this with the following
inclusions by the addition of two more clauses to table 3, page 37:
Crown land managers are legally required to consider community
submissions when making decisions, to ensure that public participation is
meaningful, trusted and accountable.
Crown land managers are required to give statements of reasons for their
decisions on dealings and activities and to state how public submissions
were taken into account and influenced the outcome of a decision.

Thank you for this opportunity to affect the draft Community Engagement
Strategy and have meaningful input.
Yours sincerely
Jennifer Hamilton Langbien
(Public Officer, Friends of King Edward Park)
6 Ordnance St
The Hill NSW 2300
Phone 49297647 or 0408297647
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Community Engagement strategy ...comment to the Minister
1 message
Kim Ostinga
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 4:22 PM

From. KIM OSTINGA
10.12.2017

The Honorable Paul Toole.
Minister for Crown Lands.

Dear Sir,
thank you for the opportunity to comment on the government’s draft Community Engagement Strategy.
As a committee member of the Friends of King Edward Park ( FKEP), I was deeply involved in the community struggle through
the Court to enforce the Dedication of the King Edward Headland Reserve for public recreation, according to the 1989 Crown
Lands Act. I emerged with a very poor impression of the attitude of State and Local Government departments that demonstrated a
disturbing single-minded advocacy for the developer’s commercial interest over those of the public, or even the Law. As Judge
Biscoe said, FKEP Inc. vs. NCC May 2012.
63. I am satisfied that the proceedings have been brought in the public interest having regard to the following.
a. the applicant is seeking to enforce public law obligations on the part of the council and the Minister.
b. the proceeding relates in part to heritage items including aboriginal heritage items.
c. the proceedings have been brought to preserve the Reserve for its dedicated purpose of public recreation
and to preserve the park which is a public park.

In 2016, the Auditor General’s Report into Crown land management by Government reinforced my concerns. This
report confirmed that closed door negotiations with selected applicants are normal when it comes to signing away the
rights over public land. It stated that 97 percent of commercial leases approved on crown land over the last four years
were directly negotiated with just one player. Direct negotiation means there was no public announcement of a
proposed lease, no call for tenders and only a chosen few even being aware that a deal was about to be cut on public
land.

https://www.audit.nsw.gov.au/publications/latest-reports/sale-and-lease-of-crown-land

Ultimately the FKEP won its arguments in Court with costs, and the Dedication of the land for public recreation
according to the Rutledge verdict of the High Court was sustained.

https://www.caselaw.nsw.gov.au/decision/554ac56ce4b0fc828c996ed4
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It was only through community action that the Principles of Crown land Management that had been established for
150 years from previous legislation was added to the new bill, expected to become active in 2018, and it is of deep
concern that these principles are not more prominent throughout the presentations.

I strongly support comment along the following lines.

Part 4 page 22: Current Use and Enjoyment community consultation should not be limited by this narrow perspective. It
disregards the principles of Crown Land Management that form part of the new Act. Crown Land should be used and managed in
such a way that both the land and its resources are sustained in perpetuity. This should be the consideration for community
consultation not the short-term view.

Part 5 Exclusions, Exemptions and Waivers page 25 from community consultation are far too broad. Leases, licences
renewals and enclosures should not be exempt from public scrutiny and comment. And as mentioned above, it is this very item in
the October 2016 Auditor General report that provoked such criticism about the management of Crown Land in NSW. To repeat,
it stated that 97 per cent of commercial leases are approved through direct negotiations, which can create opportunities for
dishonesty or bias. It goes on to say that decision making is not transparent. The proposed exclusions for public scrutiny will
perpetuate this. The Auditor General’s report needs to be addressed and seen to be addressed.

An exemption because consultation should occur elsewhere is not satisfactory. If land is to be sold and
then developed it is not enough to invite consultation after the DA process has begun. In the present
document, Revocations of a reserve or dedication does not require community consultation (Page
30). The revocation of a reserve or dedication is a most serious matter and must surely require
gazetting by the Minister and community consultation. It is unacceptable for Community
consultation only at the sale process or the awarding of a claim. Public consultation should be
mandatory in the initial stage. Don’t expect public trust with anything less.
Part 6 Community Engagement pages 35
So often in the past community engagement has been just a tick the box affair. The process needs to
be accountable and responsive and we propose that you give effect to this with the following
inclusions by the addition of two more clauses to table 3, page 37:
Crown land managers are legally required to consider community submissions when making decisions, to ensure that public
participation is meaningful, trusted and accountable.
Crown land managers are required to give statements of reasons for their decisions on dealings and activities and to state how
public submissions were taken into account and influenced the outcome of a decision.
Yours Sincerely.
Kim Ostinga.
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Submission to the Draft Community Engagement Strategy
1 message
Margaret Ostinga <kosting@ozemail.com.au>
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au
Cc: Margaret Ostinga <kosting@ozemail.com.au>

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 9:36 PM

The Honourable Paul Toole
Minister for Lands and Forestry
PO Box 2185 Dangar NSW 2309
By email: legislation@crownland.nsw.gov.au
10/12/17
Dear Sir
Re: Draft Community Engagement Strategy
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the department’s draft Community Engagement Strategy.
Friends of King Edward Park is a community organisation that was formed to promote and protect the historic
values and public recreational purposes of King Edward Park and the King Edward Headland Reserve. The
Friends have been involved in litigation with the Crown in the Land and Environment Court where the court
upheld the High Court principle of Rutledge:
‘that land dedicated for public recreation should be accessible to the public as of right and not available
for private profit.’
We understand from the previous Minister that this principle still holds under the new Crown Land Act 2016.
We have taken a deep interest in each stage of public consultation involving the new Crown Land legislation
and have made submissions to:
The NSW Government’s 2014 Crown Lands White Paper
The 2016 parliamentary inquiry into Crown Lands
The draft Crown Lands Management Regulation 2017.
Our submissions have emphasized the Rutledge principle and the value to the community of Crown Lands
and the necessity of preserving and conserving them in an environmentally sustainable way in perpetuity.
From this perspective, we make the following comments.

Part 4 page 22: Current Use and Enjoyment
We are most concerned that the trigger for community consultation is current use and enjoyment. This trigger
for consultation fails to embrace the Principles of Crown Land Management that are part of the new Act and
have been informing the management of Crown Land for the past 150 years, that is that Crown Land should
be used and managed in such a way that both the land and its resources are sustained in perpetuity. This
vision for the future should be added to the criteria for community consultation.
We ask that you broaden the present criteria for public consultation so that it reads:
Current Use and Enjoyment and Consideration of the Principles of Crown Land Management.
Part 5 Exclusions, Exemptions and Waivers (page 25 - 32) from community consultation are far too broad.
The renewal or regranting of leases, licenses and enclosures should not be exempt from public exhibition. In
October last year the Auditor General delivered a highly critical report about the management of
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Land in NSW. It stated that 97 per cent of commercial leases are approved through direct negotiations, which
can create opportunities for dishonesty or bias. It goes on to say that decision-making is not transparent. The
proposed renewal of leases without public scrutiny will perpetuate this. The Auditor General’s report needs to
be addressed and needs to be seen to be addressed and these exclusions removed.
An Exemption Because Consultation Should Occur Elsewhere is also a chance to push through changes
that are damaging to the conservation of Crown Land.
For example if land is to be sold and then developed it is not enough to invite consultation for the DA
process.
In the present document, revocations of a reserve or dedication do not require community consultation (Page
30). Community consultation would only occur at the sale process or the awarding of a claim. Public consultation
should be mandatory in the initial stage and will help to engender public trust in the system.

In the case of the King Edward Headland Reserve were the dedication for public recreation to be revoked, the
Department, at the moment, would not have to advise the public of this change in status. This would be contrary
to Principles of Crown Land Management that is part of the CL Act 2016.
Lack of community consultation would be ignoring the judgement of the Land and Environment Court that
recognized the Park’s significance to the community and placed certain caveats on it. It would be ignoring the
recommendation of the NSW Heritage Council that recognized the importance of conserving it for future
generations.
Exceptions and Waivers need to respect the Principles of Crown Land Management.
Part 6 Community Engagement pages 35
So often in the past community engagement has been just a tick the box affair. The process needs to be accountable and
responsive and we propose that this be given effect by the addition of two more clauses to table 3 on page 37:
·
Crown land managers are legally required to consider community submissions when making
decisions, to ensure that public participation is meaningful, trusted and accountable.
· Crown land managers are required to give statements of reasons for their decisions on dealings
and activities and to state how public submissions were taken into account and influenced the
outcome of a decision.
There are two problem with the Communication Strategy as proposed, one is that the trigger for community
involvement is too narrow and the second is that there are numerous exceptions to public consultation that
mean that wide ranging changes to Crown Land can be railroaded through and previous poor or corrupt
decisions can be perpetuated.
Public trust and confidence in the system will be increased if the proposed amendments are adopted and it
will mean that the full intention of the Act will be carried through and that the vision for Crown Land to exist
for the enjoyment of future generations will be fulfilled.
This submission is also attached as a word file.
Yours faithfully

Margaret Ostinga

For Friends of King Edward park Inc.
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Re: King Edward Park Newcastle Submission
1 message
Rose Cogger
Mon, Dec 11, 2017 at 9:40 AM
To: "ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au" <ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

This is my submission on the above park
Part 4 page 22: Current Use and Enjoyment
At the moment current use and enjoyment is the present trigger for community consultation. It fails to
embrace the principles of Crown Land Management that have been informing the management of Crown
land for the past 150 years, that is that Crown Land should be used and managed in such a way that both
the land and its resources are sustained in perpetuity. It’s a vision for the future and should be the criteria
for community consultation not just present use and enjoyment.
Part 5 Exclusions, Exemptions and Waivers (page 25) from community consultation are far too broad.
The renewal of leases, licences and enclosures should not be exempt from public exhibition. In October
last year the Auditor General delivered a highly critical report about the management of Crown Land in
NSW. It stated that 97 per cent of commercial leases are approved through direct negotiations, which can
create opportunities for dishonesty or bias. It goes on to say that decision making is not transparent. The
proposed renewal of leases without public scrutiny will perpetuate this. The Auditor General’s report
needs to be addressed and seen to be addressed and these exclusions removed.
An Exemption Because Consultation Should Occur Elsewhere is also a chance to push through
changes that are damaging to the conservation of Crown Land.
For example if land is to be sold and then developed it is not enough to invite consultation for the DA
process.
In the present document, revocations of a reserve or dedication does not require community
consultation (Page 30). Community consultation would only occur at the sale process or the
awarding of a claim. Public consultation should be mandatory in the initial stage and will help to
engender public trust in the system.
In the case of the Headland Reserve were the dedication for public recreation be altered, the
Department would not have to advise the public of this change in status!
Part 6 Community Engagement pages 35
So often in the past community engagement has been just a tick the box affair. The process needs to be
accountable and responsive and we propose that this be given effect by the addition of two more clauses
to table 3 on page 37:
Crown land managers are legally required to consider community submissions when making
decisions, to ensure that public participation is meaningful, trusted and accountable.
Crown land managers are required to give statements of reasons for their decisions on dealings and
activities and to state how public submissions were taken into account and influenced the outcome
of a decision.
Regards
Rose Cogger
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Submission: Draft Community Engagement Strategy for CL Management
1 message
<campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 10:59 PM

Please keep my personal details confidential
Thank you for the opportunity to make this submission.
I strongly oppose the proposed changes and cannot understand how the proposed changes, to the management of
Crown Lands, can be positive or improved by moving the responsibility of that management to Local Government.
As this government has, unwisely, proposed that the management of Crown land will be transferred, it is essential that
the government takes all necessary steps to ensure that those entrusted with Crown land management are
trustworthy and properly informed of all their responsibilities in this regard. Self-benefiting opportunities, such as the
proposed sell-off of Crown Land, as occurred at King Edward Park, Newcastle, must not be allowed to ever again
occur.
At the time, much community concern was raised about the ‘‘selling, leasing and private development’’ of such sites.
Minister Blair said the government had completed the review of Crown land management, and was examining
recommendations including ‘‘proposals to retain strategic land in state ownership and devolve local Crown land to
local government or other suitable community-based bodies. Could such process provide opportunity fror unintended
consequences such as graft and corruption?
The draft Strategy appears to, wrongly, allow the sale of Crown land to lessees without either prior
community consultation or proper notification on the basis that the lessee has a right to purchase. I
strongly disagree with this proposed change, and urge the government to disallow the proposed purchase
of Crown Land. Additionally, communities must have the right to comment on all public interest matters
and those relating to proposed future sales must be conducted in a fully transparent manner, prior to
any ministerial approval being awarded.

Additionally, the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to act in a transparent manner and act in an
open, consultative manner calling for public submissions prior to the decision-making process; and the structure of
the Strategy must be part of a wide consultative process, clear-cut and fully transparent.
Furthermore, it appears that the proposed Strategy reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant
number of activities and dealings, and, unwisely, presents the Minister significant discretion to make some activities
and dealings exempt. I urge you to ensure that there is proper community consultation in the decision making
process, which is an area that this government needs much improvement.
Yours sincerely,
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Burrumbuttock Anglers Club Inc
“Gunnado stony park Rd
jindera NSW 2642
Email

10/12/2017
The Community Engagement Strategy On Crown Lands NSW
The Burrumbuttock Anglers Club would like to express the following views on our submission.
We feel that as part of the community we use crown lands as a means to camp and as access to our many
rivers and impoundments throughout the Murray / Murrumbidgee areas.
The Burrumbuttock Anglers Club believe any crown lands that are beside water/rivers etc and allow
access thru TSR’s or such must be retained for future generations to use.
A quick sell off of these lands is always an option of the Government of the day, however whoever is in
Government at the time is in fact only a custodian for a short period in the scheme of things and should
maintain the lands.
The Burrumbuttock Anglers Club wish to bring to your attention to the many years/decades of use we
have had at the following TSR’s/Crown Lands,
The Twelve Mile reserve ( Howlong)
The Tennis Courts 7 Mile Creek (Talmalmo)
The land south of Talmalmo known as Bowtels Bend
Memorial Park Howlong
Berembed Weir road and Reserve
In conclusion we have no objection to the sell off of Paper roads and Lands that allow no access thru them
or to water.
Regards Chris Beale
President Burrumbuttock Anglers Club
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CES Submissions <ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

Draft Community Engagement Strategy
1 message
djctrixon@gmail.com <djctrixon@gmail.com>
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au
Name:
Organisation:
Postal address:
Town or suburb:
State:
Postcode:
Email:
Stakeholder group:
Comments:
Upload your
comments:
I would like my
submission to be
treated as
confidential:
I would like my
personal details to
be treated as
confidential:
Stakeholder group:
Stakeholder group:
Other - please
specify:

Fri, Nov 10, 2017 at 2:42 PM

Daryl Rixon
Jindera Anglers Club
PO Box 25, Jindera NSW 2642

djctrixon@gmail.com
Jindera Anglers Club want TSRS to remain open for community use, we use the 12 mile
reserve, west of Albury and the tennis court reserve at Talmalmo for several of our clubs
competitions and we camp and fish as a group. We regularly clean and remove rubbish from the
12 mile reserve.
No file uploaded

No

No

Crown land user
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CES Submissions <ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

Draft Community Engagement Strategy
1 message
djctrixon@gmail.com <djctrixon@gmail.com>
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au
Name:
Organisation:
Postal address:
Town or suburb:
State:
Postcode:
Email:
Stakeholder
group:
Comments:
Upload your
comments:
I would like my
submission to
be treated as
confidential:
I would like my
personal details
to be treated as
confidential:
Stakeholder
group:
Stakeholder
group:
Other - please
specify:

Tue, Nov 14, 2017 at 12:15 PM

Stuart Montgomery
Jindera Anglers Club
po box 25 Jindera nsw 2642

djctrixon@gmail.com

I object to any closure of crown land and TSRS in NSW, THESE ARE CRITICAL for Australian
families to access and utilize these for access to rivers and it is a part of our Australian heritage.
Australian families love to camp and enjoy the Australian bush. The reserves i wish to nominate are
the 12 mile reserve near Albury and the Tennis courts at Talmalmo.
No file uploaded

No

No

Community member
fisherman and camper
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Draft Community Engagement Strategy
1 message
a-prowse@hwy.com.au <a-prowse@hwy.com.au>
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au
Name:
Organisation:
Postal
address:
Town or
suburb:
State:
Postcode:
Email:
Stakeholder
group:

Comments:

Upload your
comments:
I would like
my
submission
to be treated
as
confidential:
I would like
my personal
details to be
treated as
confidential:
Stakeholder
group:
Stakeholder
group:
Other please
specify:

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 9:06 PM

Andrew Prowse Hon. Secretary m: 0407 327 327
Windamere Recreational Park Reserve (No. 190112)
Po Box 841, Mudgee NSW 2850

a-prowse@hwy.com.au

The management of the Windamere Recreational Park Reserve (WRPR) is a "corporation managed"
Trust by volunteers from Windamere Regional Shooting Complex Inc. Please contact the Hon.
Secretary of WRPR Trust for any discussions relevant to any relevant changes to the current inplace
Act/ PoM / operations so a meeting may be arranged with DPI management & if equired, DPI staff in
Mudgee NSW. We have had a Plan of Management in place since 2004 and if the current DPI
Administration or Act changes, we are concerned it will disrupt our Environmental and/or land
management usage requirements. As we are all volunteers, we do not have time to formulate a
resolution without a "face to face meeting" to resolve any implication or modifications required to
attempt to match the new requirements of CLMA 2016. Due to work commitments, we could not
attend the nearest forum to Mudgee. Having read the Seven Questions (listed below in the input site),
some of these questions need further explanations and possibly are irrelevant to the operations of
WRPR Trust. For further discussion on these issues it is requested we to hold a meeting with sufficient
advance notice so those concerned can attend (the time frame previously advertised & sites for the
Forums were not sufficient to enable attendance, as mentioned above, due to work commitments). As
the managers of the WRPR Trust we endeavour to comply with all government acts and regulations.
This requires adequate instruction and backup from the relevant Departments when changes are
enacted or needed. We aim to maintain the current stable management of WRPR Trust. Our preferred
method would be to meet with relevant departmental officials if changes are found to be necessary to
our current Plan of Management. regards, Andrew Prowse Hon. Secretary WRPR Trust.
No file uploaded

No

No

Non-council Crown land manager
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CES Submissions <ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

Draft Community Engagement Strategy
1 message
Sat, Dec 2, 2017 at 4:30 PM
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au
Name:
Organisation: Cumborah Recreation Reserve Trust
Postal
address:
Town or
suburb:
State:
Postcode:
Email:
Stakeholder
group:
Having read the proposed draft we (representing our Board Trust members) offer the following
comments: We feel that Reserves need assurances that local industry or authorities will not affect our
reserve that offers free camping, safe playground access and community hall and sporting activities.
For us, an example would be the extension of a road base quarry that is adjacent to our reserve. This
applies to other reserves so your Department needs to be aware of encroaching industries or actions
by councils and using local knowledge should be of paramount concern. Regarding decision making,
including exemption areas, Reserve Boards and community stakeholders need to be informed prior to
Comments:
action being taken. An example for us would be land clearing by the Fire Dept and environmental
issues especially birdlife in our area. We believe that more relevant workshops for remote and isolated
reserves (such as ours) would be beneficial for all stakeholders as we rely on community support to
maintain our reserve’s activities. We have a positive relationship with our local Lands Council and
recently successfully negotiated a Lands Claim application that ensure our activities can continue. We
are very appreciative of the services and resources that your department does provide and hope good
communication will continue. Thank you for the opportunity to participate in this survey.
Upload your Having read the proposed draft I.docx, type application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.
comments: wordprocessingml.document, 13.5 KB
I would like
my
submission
No
to be treated
as
confidential:
I would like
my personal
details to be Yes
treated as
confidential:
Stakeholder
group:
Stakeholder
Other
group:
Other please
Trust Board Secretary and Board Member
specify:

Having read the proposed draft I.docx
14K
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CES Submissions <ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

Feedback on draft Crown Land Community Engagement Strategy
1 message
Thu, Dec 7, 2017 at 5:35 PM
To: "ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au" <ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

Dear Crown Land,

Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback on the draft Crown Land Community Engagement Strategy (the
Strategy).

The NSW Telco Authority would like to highlight and support the following points identified in the Strategy including:
i.
The Strategy acknowledges there are many activities which will have minimal impact on
community use and enjoyment, such as licences for communications sites which occupy limited space.
ii.
There are existing legislative requirements for community engagement for communications sites,
for example, the Infrastructure State Environmental Planning Policy 2007 and the Environmental
Planning and Assessment Act 1979.

Given this background, could Crown Land provide more clarity within the Strategy on who the ‘Exemption’ from
community engagement applies to, identified on page 29? The Strategy currently reads as though the exemption
would apply to the proponents of communications sites, (which the NSW Telco Authority would support). However
following discussion with Crown Land, the exemption of community engagement is understood to apply to the
relevant Managers of Crown Land only. There is still however, uncertainty around the discretionary licence conditions
that require proponents to undertake community engagement which should be addressed in the Strategy.

Could Crown Land consider applying the exemption to public authority proponents of communications sites, who
undertake the development of critical social infrastructure.
This would be a consistent approach, and in balance with the risk of impact to community use and enjoyment.

Thank you for your consideration, and if you would like to discuss the above, please do not hesitate to contact myself
or Nick Maxwell.

Kind regards,

Senior Environmental Consultant
NSW Telco Authority
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|www.telco.nsw.gov.au

**********************************************************************************
This email message and any attached files is confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. If you have received this email in error, delete all copies and notify the sender.
This email is subject to copyright. No part of it should be reproduced, published, communicated or adapted without
the copyright owner's written consent. No employee or agent is authorised to conclude any binding agreement on
behalf of the Department of Finance, Services and Innovation (DFSI) by email without express written confirmation.
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8 December 2017

Hon Paul Toole MP
Parliament House
Sydney NSW 2000
office@toole.minister.nsw.gov.au

Dear Mr Toole,
Re: Draft Community Engagement Strategy Submission

Thank you for the opportunity to present a submission to the Draft Community Engagement Strategy
which is currently on public exhibition for community feedback until 10 December 2017.

The following examples as seen below are not the only occasion’s upon which Council directly
impacts on our community’s use and enjoyment of Crown Land:
1. Illegal removal two viewing platforms at Angels Beach,
2. Illegal fore-dune vegetation destruction at Angels Beach,
3. Neglect of Lake Ainsworth and failure to progress a holistic Coastal Management Program,
4. Local government staff’s lack of due process and transparency.
The above examples demonstrate it’s not enough to have upfront public consultation and approved
Plans of Management, as Council has so many in-built back doors to change, ignore, use safety or the
lack of safety or maintenance or the lack of maintenance to do whatever they want regardless of an
agreed plan of management. It’s called “that’s an operational decision” by Council vs an agreed,
gazetted Plan of Management. As seen below an agreed plan of management or plans count for
very little, and always comes off second best to the “that’s an operation decision”, whatever form it
takes. Couple these back doors with numerous piecemeal decisions or approvals outside of, and
inconsistent with, a plan of management and what do you have? NO TRUST of Council! This is the
challenge!

How can the community obtain sign off and accountability commitment from every relevant
government agency for the duration of a plan of management, with meaningful drivers of
encouragement and discouragement, while the tyranny of Council’s so called small “operational
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decisions” add up to Local Government staff failure to comply with Reserve Trust Plans of
Management resulting in the community’s diminished use and enjoyment of Crown Land?

As user and custodian of Crown Land for more than 3 decades, advocate of the benefits of
walking/riding the Coastal Recreational Path - Ballina to Lennox Head, we sincerely and earnestly
implore you to consider the contents of the attached letter and notes and extracts from previous
submissions expressing our genuine concerns and for you to successfully implement appropriate
strategies to overcome these issues which are so sensitive to locals and visitors alike. For this we all
would be forever grateful.

Please feel free to contact David Fuller if you need any further information.
Thank you

Yours sincerely
BEACHFRONT PARADE DUNE CARE GROUP

David Fuller

Robyn Driscoll

This message contains confidential information and is intended for the individual named only. If you
are not the named addressee you should not retain, disseminate or copy this e-mail.
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Attachment 1

29/11/2017

Att: Corey Ryan
Assets Engineer
Civil Services Group
Ballina Shire Council
P. O. Box 450
Ballina, 2478

Dear Mr Ryan,
Re: Draft Strategic Asset Management Plan for Viewing Platforms, Walkways and Beach Access
Points, Submission 1

I refer to the General Manager’s letter dated 16 August 2016, addressed to myself, wherein he stated
“This decision was made by Council’s Open Spaces Section, without consultation with the Group
Manager – Civil Services (Mr Truman), and Mr Truman would not have allowed the platforms to be
removed without prior reporting to the elected Council, as Mr Truman is very aware of community
interest, such as yours, in this type of infrastructure. Mr Truman has subsequently advised staff to
ensure that this type of infrastructure removal does not occur again unless Councillors have been
advised beforehand.” (General Manager Letter dated 16/08/2016).

To date, these Angels Beach viewing platforms have not been reinstated.

The decision to remove the Angels Beach viewing platforms (major Crown Reserve infrastructure)
is a RESERVE TRUST DECISION but this DID NOT happen and is inconsistent with “prior reporting to
the Reserve Trust Manager and elected Council” and approved plans of management. If removal
of the two viewing platforms at Angels Beach was about risk management, then it is an extreme
option that staff have chosen and the way they have gone about it by grossly and unnecessarily
removing one piece of major community infrastructure followed by another. In both cases repairs
required were of a MINIMAL nature. (See letter 21/08/16 sent to BSC.) CCA materials can have an
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economic life expectancy of up to 50 years, achievable, given that such structures were situated in
sand. This brings into question Council staff’s decision to make such operational decisions to
remove major Crown Land infrastructure where they allegedly considered it to be a safety risk to the
community. Responses to any complaints about the maintenance of major assets like our viewing
platforms should result in maintenance or, where necessary, consultation.

There is a serious lack of respect for Plans of Management, community values and appropriate
consultation, particularly when one takes into account that these assets were constructed,
successfully maintained and partly funded by the community for many years before Council’s formal
involvement as Reserve Trust Manager. From past experience, we know the minimal maintenance
required for these decks and the costs. If Council couldn’t handle the limited maintenance costs,
perhaps it’s time to hand the Reserve Trust Management role back to the State/community.

The subsequent resolution arising from the illegal removing of two viewing platforms predates the
General Manager’s statement above (Letter dated 16/08/2016) and the resolution is as follows:
“That Council receive a report that provides a draft strategic asset management program for
viewing platforms, walkways and beach access points within the Coastal Reserve.”
This resolution is from Council's Ordinary meeting, held 28 July 2016.
Where is the procedural fairness in this failure? It is now quite clear neither the community nor
the Councillors had knowledge of, or any chance to respond to, the decision to remove these major
community or crown reserve assets. This directly impacts on our community’s use and enjoyment of
the Crown Land Reserve without the benefit of due process.

Your attention is drawn to a total of 281 individual letters (01/07/16) sent to Ballina Shire Council
(now on file) showing strong and broad community support for COUNCIL NOT TO CLOSE ANY
BEACH ACCESS OR REDUCE THE NUMBER OF VIEWING PLATFORMS at Angels Beach.

Immediate replacement of the two Angels Beach Viewing Platforms is required. Council was never
authorized to demolish same and further, their replacement should be included in the Draft Strategic
Asset Management Plan for Viewing Platforms, Walkways and Beach Access Points.

Please note the following:


Immediate replacement in their previous situation is required of the two Angels Beach
viewing platforms. (Angel Beach Car Park and southern end of Angels Beach).
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How can Councillors be asked to endorse a Draft Foreshore Asset Management Plan for
public exhibition/approval which is incomplete and does not address the issue that triggered
it? For example:
Comments from the Business Papers


The unauthorised removal of two viewing platforms as indicated in the General
Manager’s statement above (Letter dated 16/08/2016);



“However there is still a need to develop a plan for rock revetments, boardwalks
and the like and the Open Spaces Plan primarily deals with parks with play
grounds and sporting facilities.” (BSC Ord. Meeting 28/09/2017);



“As all of our Asset Management Plans are a continuous process of developing
maturity, it is considered beneficial for this plan to be stand alone for the
moment while we advance the further work on condition assessment and so
forth. Incorporation into other plans can be considered when our plans are at a
more sophisticated level.” (BSC Ord. Meeting 28/09/2017);

and


Also, how can Council endorse a plan that makes NO reference to the Ballina Coastal Reserve
Plan of Management 2003 for the subject Crown reserve, but can reference numerous other
Council plans;



There is no clear identification of the viewing platforms or assets and their related budgets,
particularly at Angels Beach;



There is no clear identification of the Angels Beach Disabled Ramp’s related budget,
particularly as a full maintenance works budget is urgently required. This has been requested
for the last four years to no avail;



There is no clear identification of a four-wheel drive access budget at Angels Beach;



Still waiting for feedback re proper asset identification from Assets Engineer Civil Services
Group.



Responses to complaints about the maintenance of any of our viewing platforms should
result in maintenance and not be the sole decision of “outdoor staff”;



“Council staff will now prepare a report to the elected Council in response to the above
resolution. The matter you raise will form part of that report.” (General Manager’s Letter
dated 16/08/2016). The matter I raised at the time was the illegal removal of two viewing
platforms, major infrastructure that required a reserve trust management decision verses
General Managers operational decision. The matter I raised has not been addressed in the
Draft Asset Management Plan Beach Access, Walkways, Viewing Platforms to date.
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We sincerely and earnestly implore you to consider the contents of this letter expressing our genuine
concerns and for you to successfully correct these issues which are so sensitive to locals and visitors
alike for this we all would be forever grateful.
Please feel free to contact David Fuller if you need any further information.

Thank you

Yours sincerely
BEACHFRONT PARADE DUNE CARE GROUP

David Fuller

Robyn Driscoll

This message contains confidential information and is intended for the individual named only. If you
are not the named addressee you should not retain, disseminate or copy this e-mail.
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Attachment 2

The previous example is not the only occasion that Council directly impacts on our community’s use
and enjoyment of Crown Land.

1. Illegal Fore-Dune Vegetation Destruction at Angels Beach

On 15 September 2017, I wrote to the Hon Paul Toole MP to draw his attention to Ballina
Shire Council’s illegal fore-dune vegetation destruction and to Council’s role as Trustee for
Crown Land.

Ballina Shire Council is the body responsible for the care, control and management of Crown
land at Angels Beach, East Ballina. The unauthorised total destruction (13/09/17) of an
extensive area of healthy fore-dune trees which formed part of a (State Government’s Coast
Care approved) tree lined canopy of the Angels Beach Disabled Ramp/walk is
deplorable. This is a Reserve Trust decision only and Council had no authority to destroy
these trees or the plans of a treed walk. Council also failed to engage in community
consultation regarding these destructive works. If council wishes to perform complete land
clearance they must do so through the appropriate Land Manager proposing
recommendations for future works and allow community consultation. These are
community owned and funded assets that were previously maintained by our community.
Council fails to put its Reserve Trust Manager’s hat on.

Members of the community, Beachfront Parade Dune Care Group, planted many have been
nurturing these trees since they built the Federal Government funded Angels Beach Disabled
Ramp project in 2002 (approx.). The reason for the extensive illegal cutting down of trees,
as opposed to the previous tree trimming approach is not clear. The community is
committed to nurturing this important natural resource (trees) and the scenic qualities of a
tree lined ramp while maintaining ocean views from the State Government funded
(December 1998) viewing deck built by the community. In keeping with the community’s
strong values and commitment to maintain the natural beauty and healthy environment of
this area, Council should cease unapproved destruction of this kind.
entersise
We ask that the State Government takes steps to ensure Council is aware of the ramifications
of illegal destruction of vegetation and lack of respect in the management of Crown Land.
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Council did not solicit input from the community regarding complete tree removal. Council’s
decision-making is not transparent, consultative or consistent and Council is confused about
which hat it wears, Reserve Trust Manager hat or Council hat. As Reserve Trust Manager,
Council must keep the public informed prior to and follow due process regarding any change
to an approved plan, important natural resource (trees) and scenic qualities. The public
must perceive the process of decision-making to be consistent and equitable, so that under
similar circumstances, the same decision will always be made. Council must manage this
natural resource of the State in the best interests of its people and through the Crown Land
Act. It now begs the question: Who in Council’s senior staff authorised the destruction of
trees instead of trimming the trees?

The subsequent debris has been left laying across the area in a thick layer. This creates a
severe fire hazard with resultant destruction of the disabled ramp and extensive coastal
forest.

Crown lands need to be protected against this environmental destruction and improper or
illegal decision-making.

Please protect the public interest and public benefit.
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2. Re: Neglect of Lake Ainsworth and Failure to Progress a Holistic Coastal Management
Program

Council’s Lake Ainsworth transformation plans equate to:


No road access (Closed 13 February 2016, currently TBA)



Less public access / denial of visitor vehicle access



The destruction of cultural heritage (locals and visitors, indigenous and non
indigenous)



Separating frail and non-ambulatory lake users from the eastern side of lake



Sending people to the western side of the lake



Resultant loss of vegetation on the western side of lake



Council not listening to the broader community – (4000 approx signature petitions)
and catering to a very few



Less parking now and no provision for future population increase



Loss of parking: pushes vehicle parking onto residential streets of Ross, Stewart,
Gibbons and Pacific Pde



Increased risk of anti-social behaviour



Threat to the lake turtles



No single Trust Management system over the whole of the lake area etc.

Community wants to maintain Lake Ainsworth’s accessibility and facility not transformation
it:


Retain the eastern road access,



Maintain undiminished access to lake,



Maintain existing informal parking,



Restore by retrieving Lake Ainsworth’s eroded foreshore (20m +, doubling open
space),



Regain family friendly open space,



Save all Paper Bark (Melaleuca) trees not just some (Songline trees) etc.



Council to fulfil its duty of care to maintain Lake Ainsworth not transform Lake
Ainsworth,



Council fulfil its obligations under the Lake Ainsworth Plan of Management 2002,
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Council needs to progress a single, holistic Lake Ainsworth Coastal Management Program
(LACMP) for the whole lake area, with upfront community and other stakeholder
involvement to solve the many and varied issues involved. For example:


Set up a Trust Management Agreement for the whole lake area,



Identify all stakeholders of the lake area, including lake users and Office of Sport,



Maintain full community consultation, particularly during scope planning,



Obtain sign off and accountability commitment from every relevant government
agency for the duration of the plan, (with meaningful drivers of encouragement
and discouragement),



Progress funding for such a plan (LACMP) and its related works,



Cease all parallel works and be fully engaged with the community for the duration of
a comprehensive Lake Ainsworth Coastal Zone Management Plan process,



Install a single Community Trust Manager for the whole lake area,



Restore Lake Ainsworth’s eroded foreshore (20m +)which will significantly increase
open space,



Regain community friendly open space,



Save the paper bark, Melaleuca, (Songline) trees by putting power lines
underground,



Protect the turtles,



Improve the water quality,



Maintain parking etc.,



Thereby restoring Lake Ainsworth.

Council should cease all current proposed works/investigations relating to the removal of the
eastern road. They should engage in all works and investigations pertaining to a single, Lake
Ainsworth Coastal Management Program for the whole lake area under an independent
Community Trust.
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3. Re: Local government staff’s lack of due process & transparency

On 10 August 2016, I wrote to the Hon Paul Green MLC to make a late submission to the
Inquiry into Crown Land – Parliament of NSW, arising from evidence given by Ballina
Council’s General Manager in relation to Council’s role as Trustee for Crown Land proposed
for a Coastal Recreational footpath.

These are some of the then current examples that show community desire and local
government staff’s lack of due process and transparency. (Details were emailed separately)
1. Ensure alternative options to the Coast Road option get effective and transparent
assessment - Coastal Recreational Path (Chainage 0 to 175M).
2. Adequate emergency services and authorised vehicle access essential at Angels
Beach.
3. Illegal removal of two viewing platforms at Angels Beach and denial of procedural
fairness.
4. Community support for the old Sand Mining Road/Existing Pathway Route and
Community rejection of decision to revegetate same.

Conclusion
It’s the tyranny of these so called small decisions that add up to Local Government staff
failure to comply with Reserve Trust Plans of Management (April 2003), Lake Ainsworth
Management Plan, the Crown Lands Act 1989 or strong community desire. Decision making
significantly improves with reviews of environmental factors/facts and when due
consideration is given to plans of management and the Crown Lands Act 1989. This
significantly assists Councillors to be satisfied that there are no crucial adverse impacts from
any recommended staff proposal but in Ballina there is a lack of efficiency in delivery of these
facts and due process. The Department of Industry - Lands best understands the importance
of Reserve Trust Plans of Management, the Crown Lands Act 1989 and the community’s
desire for access to and enjoyment of Crown Land. Also where appropriate, the multiple use
of Crown Land. Their service is consistent and dependable. For common sense to prevail
Councillors’ leadership is imperative.
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Recommendations:
1. Management decisions regarding Crown Land must be made in the interests of all
people of NSW.
2. State Government actively seek the best use of Crown Land, maximise the
community benefit and protect the public interest.
3. Crown Lands Manager’s ensure Crown Land Reserve facts are made
clear/transparent.
4. Local Government staff receive Reserve Trust training in the following areas:


Who makes Reserve Trust decisions.



Roles, responsibilities and Reserve Trust decision making.



Respect for Plans of Management, Crown Lands Act 1989.



Fair and proper community consultation.



In difficult decision making – timely, fair and proper review of environmental
factors be obtained, such clear/transparent facts then made freely available to
the community.



Ensuring alternative options get effective and transparent assessment.



Synergistic public use, enjoyment and multiple use of Crown Land.



Appropriate risk management decisions.



A system of fair and proper asset maintenance.



A system of accountability to State Government and community.



What it means when land is contained within Ballina Coastal Reserve (being
Reserve No. 1010068), the purpose of which is for ‘Public Recreation, Access and
Coastal Environmental Protection’ (as notified on the 13th August 2004).



WHY IS IT SO HARD TO PROTECT THE PUBLIC INTEREST?

Minister, we ask for your assistance in ensuring sign off and accountability commitment from every
relevant government agency for the duration of the Plan of Management, with meaningful drivers of
encouragement and discouragement, advoiding the tyranny of Councils so called small “operational
decisions” that add up to Local Government staff failure to comply with Reserve Trust Plans of
Management, purposes of Crown Reserves and resulting in the community’s diminished use and
enjoyment of Crown Land.
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Minister, we ask for your assistance in ensuring sign off and accountability commitment from every
relevant government agency for the duration of the Plan of Management, with meaningful drivers of
encouragement and discouragement, advoiding the tyranny of Councils so called small “operational
decisions” that add up to Local Government staff failure to comply with Reserve Trust Plans of
Management, purposes of Crown Reserves and resulting in the community’s diminished use and
enjoyment of Crown Land.
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NSW APIARISTS’ ASSOCIATION INC.
ABN: 89 417 216 326

Response from the NSW Apiarists Association to:the invitation to comment on Draft Community Engagement Strategy: A
new approach to engaging about Crown Land.
1. Background to respondent organisation.
The NSW Apiarists Association (NSWAA) is responding to the invitation to comment on the
Draft Community Engagement Strategy: A new approach to engaging about Crown Land. The
NSWAA is aware and supportive of the fact that this response will be made publicly available.
The NSWAA is the peak industry body for NSW commercial apiarists and has provided over a
century of service to its members. The NSWAA represents a majority of the states commercial
beekeepers and the NSW apiary industry is characterised by: Being the nation’s leader in production of honey and ownership of hives accounting
for 40 – 45% of the national honey crop.
 Having approximately 5,500 registered beekeepers accounting for 313,636 registered
hives.
 Contributing $36 million annually to the NSW economy from the value of honey and
associated bee products.
 Contributing to $94 million of national gross value of honey and associated bee
products.
 Providing the greatest number of commercial pollination hives nationally that service
the 35 agricultural industries dependant on honey bees for their production. On a
national basis the economic value of the pollination of agricultural industries is
estimated to be in a range of $4 - $6 billion.
2. The importance of Crown land in NSW to NSW Apiarists
The NSWAA acknowledges the significant economic and environmental use and value to their
commercial members of Crown land in NSW. Areas of Crown land provide apiary sites or the
potential for apiary sites, that either directly through the provision of floral resources on the
reserve, or where the site can provide access to floral resources further afield as honey bees
can forage up to 3 kilometres from their hives.
In an environment of declining floral resources access to Crown lands is essential in the
provision of a diverse range of flora that are unique in their capability to be highly productive
in terms of nectar and pollen resources for honeybees. This high level of resource production
with its diversity allows honeybees to develop strength, vigour and health before and after
pollination events.
NSW as the nation’s leading apicultural state is ideally located to capitalise on the growth of
paid pollination services that has significant benefits to regional economies and the State as a
whole. To meet predicted demand from the almond industry alone will require 270,850 hives
Page 1 of 3
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by 2025 or 60 % of Australia’s current total number of hives. This one industry, that is
completely dependent on honeybees, achieved a farm gate value of $ 1 billion in 2015 from
82,000 tonnes of almonds produced. Almonds accounted for a third of Australian horticultural
exports.
This prediction of hives required to service the almond industry in 2025 would not be currently
achievable and every one of these predicted hives required needs to have had time exposed to
the nectar and pollen resources from flowering native plants and woodlands found in areas
such as Crown land and the surrounding private and public lands.
3. NSWAA aim is to continue in its efforts to progress the objective of streamlining the
process and system involved with access to and maintenance of apiary sites on public
lands in NSW.
NSW AA is supportive of Minister Toole's move towards meaningful engagement with the
community when dealing with the management of Crown land. The NSW AA regards itself as
a key stakeholder in Crown lands as well as a member of the broader NSW community.
It is the intention of the NSWAA to continue its efforts to progress the objective of
streamlining the process and system involved with apiary sites on public lands in NSW. A
position paper was developed in February 2015 titled “Apiary Sites on Public Lands”. In the
foreword the then President of the NSWAA, Mr Casey Cooper, highlighted that access to
floral resources was of greater significance to the commercial beekeepers of NSW than any
other issue.
However he also highlighted that “The extreme variability between government departments
in their view of commercial beekeeping and willingness to work with our association has made
our job extremely difficult”.
This call for help from a peak industry body whose commercial apiarists’ activities are on a
scale that requires access to public lands cannot be ignored. The position paper, “Apiary Sites
on Public Lands”, clearly stipulated six requests to government.
1. Provide an “all of government approach” to dealing with apiary sites on government
land tenure.
2. Provide a policy on beekeeping from each government agency managing lands
traditionally utilised by apiarists for apiary sites.
3. Provide a consistent set of apiary site use permit conditions across all government land
tenures.
4. Grant access to any government lands for apiary sites where this does not cause public
risk or undue damage to the area in gaining access.
5. Recognise the “National Best Management Practice Guidelines for Beekeeping in the
Australian Environment”.
6. Provide long term permits of 5 years or greater.

NSW APIARISTS’ ASSOCIATION INC.
www.nswaa.com.au
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4. Comments on prompt - Question 4
The draft Community Engagement Strategy specifies which Crown land dealings and activities
are proposed to be exempt from the requirement to engage before a decision about a proposed
dealing or activity is made.
For example, enclosure permits and domestic waterfront licences issued by the Department
(Community Engagement Strategy, section 5).
Do you have any comments about the categories of dealings that are proposed to be exempt
from engagement before a decision is made?
Table 1 on page 28 of the draft strategy provides broad categorisation of cases of engagement
and non engagement. Further on page 47 of the draft strategy the simplified Table Engagement Requirements for In- Scope Crown Land Dealings and Activities further
simplifies categorisation. A more detailed categorisation that would provide clarity and inform
licence and lease holders such as commercial apiarists would be useful and valued.
5. Conclusion
Crown land apiary sites in NSW are of significant importance to commercial apiarists. These
public assets that are available to apiarists in areas where they do not infringe upon
recreational and or public amenity are highly valued and respectfully cared for by the apiary
industry. Loss of such vital resources cannot be countenanced by the apiary industry.
Pollination by the honey bee is essential to 35 agricultural industries for the majority of their
production. To enable this pollination to occur access to Crown land and their surrounds with
their diversity of floral resources and nectar that is free from pesticide, insecticide and
herbicide impacts is essential. This access allows the honey bee to build up health and vigour
before and after pollination events.
Commercial apiarists requirement for access to public land is not predicated on a recreational
need, it is based on a need to sustain healthy honey bee stocks that are gentle on the
environment. Beekeeping has extensive benefits for all of the citizens of NSW and their
communities, environment and economy. This need is not to be ignored or trivialised but
supported and enhanced. The comments provided in this response heighten the need for a clear
unambiguous way forward for the State of NSW in how it engages with the apiary industry as
a component of the NSW community and their ongoing need for access to Crown land with
benefits accruing to Government and the whole NSW community.
References
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CES Submissions <ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

Draft Community Engagement Strategy
1 message
Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 5:42 PM
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au
Name:
Organisation: Grassy Head Nursery Reserve Trust
Postal
address:
Town or
suburb:
State:
Postcode:
Email:
Stakeholder
group:
We make the following comments on the draft community engagement strategy. The proposed stategy
appears to be comprehensive in detail but it is quite complicated although states it is simpler and
clearer. It presupposes that everyone has access to a computer and internet access. It relies on staff
Comments: and the CLLMS having all the information,resources and training required to implement. Decisions will
be made by staff on the level of consulation and engagement required, these judgements may be
subjective. When consulation and community input is required the engagement activities listed seem
comprehensive.
Upload your
No file uploaded
comments:
I would like
my
submission
No
to be treated
as
confidential:
I would like
my personal
details to be Yes
treated as
confidential:
Stakeholder
group:
Stakeholder
Non-council Crown land manager
group:
Other please
specify:
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CES Submissions <ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

Community Engagement Feedback Crown Land - Spring Hill Recreation Park
1 message
Beth Mills
Mon, Nov 27, 2017 at 12:40 PM
To: "ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au" <ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

Good Afternoon,
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to provide feedback.
In our little village of Spring Hill NSW, located between Orange and Millthorpe, I would like to flag the fantastic
resource of our Recreation Ground managed by long term residents which is under utilised.
This is a true asset to our Village which isn't used to its full advantage.
With a growing population around the area, the use of the oval is only occasionally throughout the year. The tennis
court is managed by a particular few and under lock and key. Village residents would like to see it available for all
residents and people who wish to book out the facility. It should be utilized as an overnight stay area for passing 'grey
nomad's' (which are mainly all self sufficient) and brings money into the struggling hotel and local post
office/shop/milk bar. Between Bathurst and Molong, there is no pull overnight stay areas. It is only 4 kilometres off
the Mitchell Highway.
An upgrade of the current toilets, (enviro toilet) would be suffice. This is a great resources, with limited expenditure,
for a great outcome.
Thanks for the opportunity.
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Mr Lance Randall

10 December 2017
Department of Industry
Crown Lands & Water
P O Box 2185
DANGAR NSW 2185
Draft Community Engagement Strategy Crown Land
ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Draft Community Engagement Strategy Crown Land
My name is Lance Randall. I am a Yaegl man connected to country through my mother and father. I am also
connected to Gumbaynggirr land through my grandmother. Professionally, I have worked as a Property Valuer for
33 years. I live in Grafton and work in Coffs Harbour.
I understand the draft Community Engagement Strategy Crown Land applies to Department of Industry, Crown
Lands & Water staff and non-Council Crown Land Managers (CLM). And the local councils will engage with the
community under the requirements of the Local Government Act.
I am very pleased to express my concerns at what I see as the lack of demonstrated ability of local councils to
consult with Aboriginal people in the areas I work and live.
Having worked in the property industry for 33 years I have high-level concerns that Aboriginal people across the
state may not be involved in equitable discussions and solutions regarding the future of Crown Land that is deemed
to be local and should be managed at a local level. My personal experience to date as a member of the Yaegl
Traditional Owners is that, despite being granted Native Title, we are still ‘asking the man’ for permission to exercise
economic rights to Crown land that has been returned to the Yaegl people.
For Aboriginal people, whether land is granted via NSW or Federal legislation, the connection to land is not
different.
I am not confident people representing local councils in the areas I work and live have demonstrated the capacity to
understand and then show respect for the Aboriginal connection to and significance of land.
I draw your attention to the recent matter regarding a proposed wind farm at Bullecourt.
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-11-08/french-wind-farm-proposed-for-wwi-battle-site-where-diggers-died
‘Brendan Nelson pleads with France over wind farm proposed near WW1 battle site…
“In April and May of 1917, our worst year ever, 10,200 Australians were dead, missing or taken prisoner in two
battles at Bullecourt trying to break the Hindenburg Line….”
"I think what also would be helpful would be for the relevant French authorities to give Australia and Australians a
very clear explanation of what is being proposed…
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"Is it too much to ask the French authorities to take into account our war dead fighting and dying for French freedom
in two wars by not putting a wind farm on one of our most significant sites?"
And,
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/11/21/australia-welcomes-scrapping-plans-wind-farm-major-first-world/
“Australia has welcomed as "very touching" the scrapping of a planned French wind farm on the site of a World War
I battlefield where thousands of the country's soldiers died alongside their British comrades....
Nearly 9,000 British troops were also killed, injured or captured. Of the tens of thousands of British, Australian and
German soldiers who died there, it is believed the remains of 3,000 to 4,000 were never recovered..
The planned site for the wind farm is a natural burial ground near the Bullecourt memorial that is visited regularly by
Australian families…”
I support the scrapping of the windfarm at the war grave site.

I borrow from Uncle Archie Roach to shine a light on Aboriginal connection to land…
Into the Bloodstream
“Well my body, is like this land
And this land, this land, this
Land, this land’s the same
And the heart beat
Keeps on pumping
Oh, sweet precious life
Through your veins…
Well the river is like my veins
Carrying sweet precious life
To the muscles and the Brain..” Archie Roach 2012
May I suggest listening to the song to feel the fusion between the person, the past, and the land. A totally integrated
connection.

Demonstrating cultural sensitivity and commitment to aboriginal economic, cultural and social wellbeing
Question: If councils are not fully capable of communicating with Aboriginal people and understanding what they are
saying, how can they engage to discuss the future of parcels of Crown Land from an equitable platform?
Question: How can local councils demonstrate their cultural sensitivity and commitment to local Aboriginal people?
Could this be by:
•

Having developed cultural protocols and integrating these protocols into everyday business practices?

•

Having an Aboriginal Employment Strategy and showing how this Strategy has improved the number and rank
of Aboriginal employees within the organisation?
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•

Having an Aboriginal Community Development Officer and showing how this employee has been allowed to
influence processes and outcomes within the organisation?

•

Having an Aboriginal Community Development Officer and showing how this employee has been consulted, as
a community representative, on significant Council decisions?

•

Having a dedicated Aboriginal person working in Human Resources?

•

Having a Reconciliation Action Plan?

•

Having regular forums or events with Aboriginal groups within the community to gain a broad cross-section of
views from the community?

•

Publicising the achievements of partnering projects with Aboriginal community groups?

•

Having Aboriginal community groups regularly visiting Council to participate in Council business?

•

Having an Aboriginal Advisory committee and being able to demonstrate the positive impact the committee has
had on Council decisions, priorities and processes?

Looking at examples of Local Government Engagement
I have looked at a number of local government websites for information on their engagement with local Aboriginal
communities. I have listed a few examples of what, at a surface level, appears to be a genuine commitment to
economic and cultural respect for Aboriginal people.
1. Byron Bay Council – extract from website. Further information in Attachments, page
http://www.byron.nsw.gov.au/statement-of-commitment
“The Agreement involving the Sandhills Estate, Taylors Lake and Broken Head Caravan Park, 2003
On Tuesday 1 July 2003, Byron Shire Council signed a historic Land Transfer Agreement with the local Arakwal Bundjalung people and
the State of New South Wales. The Agreement was signed by the Arakwal Elders, Lorna Kelly and Linda Vidler, Mayor Tom Wilson,
Council General Manager Pamela Westing and the Minister for Natural Resources (Lands) for the State of New South Wales. The
parties agreed to:
•

a Native Title claim by the Arakwal Bundjalung people over land in the Sandhills Estate Byron Bay,

•

the transfer of a parcel of land in the Sandhills Estate to Byron Shire Council for a new library in exchange for
land at Taylors Lake,

•

Council handing over the management of Broken Head Crown Caravan Park to the Arakwal Bundjalung people,

•

the Minister transferring the title of the Broken Head Crown Caravan Park to the Arakwal Bundjalung people.

•

The Agreement was an important precursor to Indigenous Land Use Agreements 2 and 3.”

2. Bellingen Shire Council
www.bellingen.nsw.gov.au/news/bellingen-shire-votes-proceed-native-title-application
“Bellingen Shire Votes to proceed with Native Title Application
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On Monday 6 November 2017 Council voted to sign a Section 87 Agreement under the provisions of the Native
Title Act 1993 in respect to an application for determination of native title at Wenonah Head at Urunga….
Council voted to sign an agreement that signifies its acceptance of the proposed access arrangements which
will allow the matter to proceed to final determination in December 2017….
3. City of Sydney
Towards Prosperity for Sydney’s Aboriginal Communities
http://www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/business/business-support/business-in-your-sector/cross-sectorthemes/aboriginal-employment-enterprise
see attachments
4. Eastern Region Local Government
See attachments

5. Moree Plains Shire Council
Reconciliation Action Plan
“The Moree Plains Shire has a population of 13,429 of which 2,791 (21%) (ABS 2011) identify as Aboriginal or
Torres Strait Islander people. MPSC is proudly the largest locally based employer in the Shire and has a
workforce of 210 full time equivalent staff of which 35 (17%) are Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander people. (p7)
“Moree Plains Shire Councils journey to the development of our first Reconciliation Action Plan began approximately
fifteen years ago.” (p6)
“Mr Johnson also explained that the Moree Plains Shire Council is the number one employer of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander employees out of all Local Government authorities in NSW.
“Our Council has achieved this through a continued focus on meeting the goals set out in our Aboriginal
Employment Strategy.” said Mr Johnson.
Over the last decade, the percentage of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander employees has increased from 6%
in 2001 to 19.1% at the end of 2013. In addition, 50% of all current Apprentices, Trainees or School Based
Trainees identify as being of Aboriginal descent.”
www.facebook.com/MoreePlainsShireCouncil/photos/a.150023695030642.29311.137945366238475/82469914
4229757/

6. Orange City Council
http://www.orange.nsw.gov.au/site/index.cfm?display=147086

Aboriginal Services
Orange City Council has demonstrated its commitment to the Orange Aboriginal community in many ways
including:
•
•

Developing the Statement of Commitment
Developing the Orange Aboriginal Development Strategy
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•
•
•
•

Conducting an Aboriginal Employment Strategy
Growing the Bush Babies concept through the Orange Supported Playgroup
Providing support in the development of the Aboriginal Community
Social Development Plan
Producing the Orange Aboriginal Heritage Report which can
be downloaded here.

Orange Aboriginal Services Directory
The Council also maintains, promotes and distributes the Aboriginal Services
Directory on behalf of the Aboriginal community. This directory provides
information on Aboriginal specific services or Aboriginal workers and contacts for
mainstream and government agencies. Should you wish to gain specific information or contact details, please
contact the Central West Aboriginal Community Engagement Officer for Orange City Council, Jordon Moore
on: JMoore@orange.nsw.gov.au or phone: 6393 8052 or 0427 293 753
Orange Aboriginal Social Development Plan 2014-2024, extracts
http://www.orange.nsw.gov.au/client_images/1750974.pdf

“To create an Aboriginal community that fosters unity, ownership, participation and leadership, while
contributing to the social, cultural and economic activities of the wider community in Orange.”
“Yindyamarra” ‘Respect and honour and to go slow – get knowledge and understanding to be wise in your
work with teaching of others’ Wiradjuri Council of Elders
Welcome to Country
Murrugay Ngadhi yindayamali wiradjuri mudyigang-gu yanhi-bu dhanydu.
First, I pay my respects to Wiradjuri Elders past and present.
Ngadhi yindyamarra-bu mudyigang-gu ngurambandiguwal nginha yiradhu.
I acknowledge and pay respects to Elders and members of other nations here today.
Yinaagalangbu gibirbangbu, ngiyanhi mayiny mugil mugil gu gawaymbanha ngiinyalgir wiradjuri-gu
ngurambang-gu ngiyani gadhaang ngindhugir nginha yiradhu.
Ladies & Gentleman, we the Wiradjuri people of Orange, welcome you to Wiradjuri country, we are glad
you are all here today.
Ngindi-Dundhu winhanghaha Nganha wiradjuri garraydya yiradhu.
I want you to remember that you are on Wiradjuri Land today.
Ngiyanhi-gingunha mayiny ngadhuri-nya nginha garray maradhal ngiyanhigingunha mayiny widya-dhuraydya wagani bamirgu nginha ngurambang-gu.
Our people cared for this land, for a long time, our people have lived on and danced for a long time on this
land.
Ngiyanhi-gingunha garray winhanghaha garray bulangumbaay bilagalang, Galari, Marrumbidya, wambuul.
Our land is known as the land of the three rivers, the Lachlan, Murrumbidgee and the Macquarie.
Gawaymbanha nginyalgir
Wiradjuri-gu ngurambang-gu ngiyani gadhaang ngindhugir nginha.
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With this welcome, we ask that you will respect the law of the country. The law of the land says the
following things;
Gawaymbanha nginha-dhuray ngayarra ngiyani nginyalgir yindayamalgirri buyaa ngurambang-gu gila
yarra ngindhugir yindamalgirri mayiny-galang-bu Ngurambang-bu.
You must respect and honour, all the people and all part of the country. Give honour, be respectful, be
polite and patient with all, then the people will respect you.
Yindamala mayiny-galang-gu, yandhu mayiny-galan-dhu yindyamalgirri nginyalgir.
Hold fast to each other, empower the people.
Marra-gala-dha, walan-maya maying galang.
Respect everything, living & growing.
Yindamala yambuwan murun-dhuray-bu buwu-dhuray ngang-dha garray bila-galang-gu, yandhu garray-bu
bila-galang-bu nganga-girri nginyalgir
Look after the land and rivers, then the land and rivers will look after you.
Yinaagalang bu, Gibirbangbu, nhila, marambang bilang ngaagi ngyianhigin-ghu baayi ngurra dhaagundha
wiradjuridya garraydya. Nginha bawamarra, nganha mayiny-gu, yanhagubu, wadhang-galanha, gila,
maldali mawang marrali, minya-minyambul marang ngiyanhi-gin-gu mayinygu.
It is wonderful to see our footprints side by side in the soil on Wiradjuri land. This indicates that people are
walking and talking together, so lets work together to make everything good for our people.
Our Values
The OACWP supports the Orange City Council’s “Values Charter” as follows:
1 A secure community
2 A workable community
3 A best balance of city and country
4 A healthy, green. Colourful, living community
5 A community with a valued past and a real future 6 An inclusive, accepting, connected community
7 An enterprising and prosperous community
8 A community that appreciates and rewards contribution
9 A supportive and caring community
10 An entertaining and enjoyable community
11 An eminently visible community
12 A community with options
Additional Aboriginal Values that are shared among and between the different language groups in Orange
are:
Unity - in the sense of one voice representing the whole Aboriginal community of Orange, including
different tribes.
Togetherness – representing people standing, working and being together for a better community.
Respect and Leadership – respect for each other regardless of age or gender and strong leadership by
respected community members in the interest
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Local Government and re-classifying and rezoning land
My interest in the future of Crown Land was heightened earlier this year after Coffs Harbour City Councillor
announced the following:

The Advocate

Jetty Foreshores to be built up on Crown land
30th May 2017 6:00 PM

COFFS Harbour City councillor Sally Townley confirmed the NSW Government was in negotiations over a multistorey development of Crown land on the Jetty Foreshores.
"The State Government has commissioned a project control group to develop concept plans for the Jetty Foreshore
area," she said.
"This project has been in existence for well over six months."
Cr Townley said the plans included concepts of several buildings to be built up to 10-storeys on the eastern-side of
Jordan Esplanade
She said the council had known about the plans for more than six months and had called on the State Government
to make them public.
Cr Townley said she would probably face a backlash over the announcement but believed it was "high-time" the
wider community was shown these plans to develop public land.
"We've been waiting several months now, and I think it's really not fair on the community. This is public land after
all, it does belong to the people."
"So I call on the State Government now to come clean and make the concept plans public and make them available
to comment."
Cr Townley said she believed the community was very attached to the Jetty Foreshore area as a recreational space
and would be surprised if the community thought the sell-off of public land was a good idea.
She said about 40 people, including some Coffs Harbour business people, knew of the plans.
And the development would almost certainly be for commercial purposes and contained to three
options.
"What we're looking at is the sell-off or lease of large tracts of public land, coastal foreshore reserve
to private enterprise on a scale that has to be significant enough to attract large private investment."
"I think the scale of the development suggests a public-private partnership, a private partner who would bring
significant, large amounts of capital to the project."
Cr Townley said the State Government had decided to hold back the concept plans until they had reached a more
developed stage.
But she said the plans had been well developed for the past six months and needed to be released on the basis of
them being public interest.
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Coffs Harbour MP Andrew Fraser said Coffs Harbour City Council had breached a confidentiality agreement
surrounding the development.
He said the State Government intended to put a document forward to the public by July, which it would continue to
do.
Mr Fraser said he opposed any development east of Jordan Esplanade and was assured by the NSW Government it
would not happen.
"I will rally against it. If it did, I would cross the floor," Mr Fraser said.
He said he envisioned a development, with a maximum of three-storeys, so not to block the views of pre-existing
properties.
"People paid big money for views over there," he said.
Mr Fraser said if development was to reach the maximum height of 10-storeys, it would be north of Marina Dr.
He said the Jetty Foreshores had been ignored for 40 years and it was time for action.
"I'm quite happy to have tourism and private investment so long as it doesn't impede public use."
Listed below are extracts from the LEP showing the zonings at the Jetty.
I have also looked at Council’s Community Engagement Policy which I presume is required by the Local
Government Act.
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The broader Jetty area has a number of zonings:

Zone E1 National Parks and Nature Reserves
1 Objectives of zone

• To enable the management and appropriate use of land that is reserved under the National Parks and Wildlife
Act 1974 or that is acquired under Part 11 of that Act.
• To enable uses authorised under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974.
• To identify land that is to be reserved under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 and to protect the
environmental significance of that land.
2 Permitted without consent

Uses authorised under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974
3 Permitted with consent

Nil
Zone SP2 Infrastructure
1 Objectives of zone

• To provide for infrastructure and related uses.
• To prevent development that is not compatible with or that may detract from the provision of infrastructure.
2 Permitted without consent

Environmental facilities; Environmental protection works
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3 Permitted with consent

Roads; The purpose shown on the Land Zoning Map, including any development that is ordinarily incidental or
ancillary to development for that purpose
Zone IN1 General Industrial
1 Objectives of zone

• To provide a wide range of industrial and warehouse land uses.
• To encourage employment opportunities.
• To minimise any adverse effect of industry on other land uses.
• To support and protect industrial land for industrial uses.
• To enable other land uses that provide facilities or services to meet the day to day needs of workers in the
area, but only if they do not compromise the land being used for industrial purposes.
2 Permitted without consent

Building identification signs; Home occupations
3 Permitted with consent

Agricultural produce industries; Depots; Dwelling houses; Freight transport facilities; Funeral homes; Garden
centres; General industries; Hardware and building supplies; Industrial training facilities; Kiosks; Landscaping
material supplies; Light industries; Liquid fuel depots; Neighbourhood shops; Places of public worship; Roads;
Rural supplies; Take away food and drink premises; Timber yards; Vehicle sales or hire premises; Warehouse
or distribution centres; Any other development not specified in item 2 or 4

Zone RE1 Public Recreation
1 Objectives of zone

• To enable land to be used for public open space or recreational purposes.
• To provide a range of recreational settings and activities and compatible land uses.
• To protect and enhance the natural environment for recreational purposes.
2 Permitted without consent

Building identification signs
3 Permitted with consent

Boat launching ramps; Boat sheds; Business identification signs; Camping grounds; Caravan parks; Charter
and tourism boating facilities; Community facilities; Eco-tourist facilities; Emergency services facilities;
Environmental facilities; Environmental protection works; Flood mitigation works; Information and
education facilities; Jetties; Kiosks; Markets; Recreation areas; Recreation facilities (indoor); Recreation
facilities (major); Recreation facilities (outdoor); Research stations; Restaurants or cafes; Roads; Take away
food and drink premises; Water recreation structures; Water supply systems
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Zone SP3 Tourist
1 Objectives of zone

• To provide for a variety of tourist-oriented development and related uses.
2 Permitted without consent

Building identification signs
3 Permitted with consent

Amusement centres; Boat sheds; Camping grounds; Car parks; Caravan parks; Charter and tourism boating
facilities; Community facilities; Eco-tourist facilities; Entertainment facilities; Environmental facilities;
Environmental protection works; Flood mitigation works; Food and drink premises; Function centres; Helipads;
Home businesses; Information and education facilities; Kiosks; Markets; Moorings; Recreation areas;
Recreation facilities (indoor); Recreation facilities (major); Recreation facilities (outdoor); Research stations;
Roads; Signage; Tourist and visitor accommodation; Water recycling facilities
Zone R1 General Residential
1 Objectives of zone

• To provide for the housing needs of the community.
• To provide for a variety of housing types and densities.
• To enable other land uses that provide facilities or services to meet the day to day needs of residents.
• To encourage the provision of appropriately scaled tourist and visitor accommodation and tourist-related
development in locations where it can be adequately provided with services and where the scale and
intensity of the development does not detrimentally impact on adjoining, predominantly residential land
uses.
• To support active and safe mixed uses at street level compatible with residential living.
2 Permitted without consent

Building identification signs; Home-based child care; Home occupations
3 Permitted with consent

Attached dwellings; Boarding houses; Camping grounds; Caravan parks; Centre-based child care facilities;
Community facilities; Dwelling houses; Eco-tourist facilities; Emergency services facilities; Entertainment
facilities; Environmental facilities; Environmental protection works; Exhibition homes; Exhibition villages;
Flood mitigation works; Food and drink premises; Function centres; Group homes; Helipads; High
technology industries; Home businesses; Home industries; Hostels; Information and education facilities;
Kiosks; Markets; Multi dwelling housing; Neighbourhood shops; Passenger transport facilities; Places of
public worship; Recreation areas; Recreation facilities (indoor); Recreation facilities (outdoor); Registered
clubs; Residential accommodation; Residential flat buildings; Respite day care centres; Roads; Semidetached dwellings; Seniors housing; Service stations; Shop top housing; Signage; Tourist and visitor
accommodation; Veterinary hospitals; Water supply systems

Zone R3 Medium Density Residential
1 Objectives of zone
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• To provide for the housing needs of the community within a medium density residential environment.
• To provide a variety of housing types within a medium density residential environment.
• To enable other land uses that provide facilities or services to meet the day to day needs of residents.
• To ensure that medium density residential environments are of a high visual quality in their presentation to
public streets and spaces.
2 Permitted without consent

Building identification signs; Home-based child care; Home occupations
3 Permitted with consent

Attached dwellings; Backpackers’ accommodation; Bed and breakfast accommodation; Boarding houses;
Business identification signs; Centre-based child care facilities; Community facilities; Emergency services
facilities; Environmental facilities; Environmental protection works; Exhibition homes; Exhibition villages;
Flood mitigation works; Group homes; Home businesses; Home industries; Information and education
facilities; Kiosks; Multi dwelling housing; Neighbourhood shops; Places of public worship; Recreation
areas; Recreation facilities (indoor); Recreation facilities (outdoor); Residential accommodation; Respite
day care centres; Roads; Seniors housing; Water storage facilities

Question:
What if Council, having an interest in the future management of the Jetty foreshores, (or other economically
valuable or potentially valuable land) reaches an agreement with local Aboriginal people and later rezones part of
the land and develops, sells or leases that land?
What recourse would Aboriginal people have in such an instance?

It is my understanding that Federal and State laws are required to be applied uniformly across the jurisdiction to
which they apply. Given my current understanding of community engagement with Aboriginal people by Clarence
Valley and Coffs Harbour City Councils, I am not sure how this can occur. I am also concerned there may be other
local government organisations may not be adequately able to engage with local Aboriginal people.
Thank you for taking time to read my submission
With regard
Lance Randall
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Fwd: DRAFT Community Engagement Strategy - Crown Land, Lance Randall
1 message
Lance Randall
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Mon, Dec 11, 2017 at 2:15 AM

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Lance Randall <l
>
Date: 11 December 2017 at 01:51
Subject: Fwd: DRAFT Community Engagement Strategy - Crown Land, Lance Randall
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au
Good morning
I would like to provide additional comment, if possible, to my previous submission.
I have provided additional attachments highlighting:
The level of commercial interest in any development at Jetty district
Coffs Harbour City Council's satisfaction questionnaire from 2012, 2014 and 2016.
There are no questions that directly relate to Aboriginal or Indigenous interests or concerns
Clarence Valley Council's Ordinary Meeting notes relating to the redevelopment of two Holiday Parks
A general rezoning proposal including remediation works to rezone Community Land to Operational Land. I
understand this will
allow for the land to be sold. Also advice of a further 176 parcels to be rezoned.
withregard Lance
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Lance Randall <
>
Date: 10 December 2017 at 23:59
Subject: DRAFT Community Engagement Strategy - Crown Land, Lance Randall
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au
Good evening
I am very pleased to submit my comments on the Community Engagement Strategy.
My main area of interest is with local councils. I am aware this strategy does not cover local councils, however, I wish
to stress the importance and significance of negotiations for future uses of Crown Land for Aboriginal people.
Thank you
Yours faithfully
Lance Randall
Email: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Attachments, Randall, Response to Community Engagement Strategy.docx
18559K
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Community Engagement <community.engagement@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

How Life Should Be
1 message
Susan
To: community.engagement@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Nov 19, 2017 at 4:45 AM

Dear Sir,
It is hoped the “new” crown land community engagement policy will correct the preposterous
situation that exists in Narooma on the South Coast of New South Wales where a festival of
hunting (HuntFest) has been licenced to take place on Crown land and in a public Sports and
Recreation Centre in the heart of our peaceful seaside town. This celebration encourages
recreational hunting by amateur shooters and is designed to promote animal killing in nearby
bushland or on overseas safaris, as as a fun activity for the whole family. This idea is
anathema to most people who live here and who treasure our reputation as the Nature Coast,
but WE WERE NEVER CONSULTED.
The festival started in 2012 as a photographic competition run by the South Coast Hunters
Club, and was extended the following year to allow extra shooting activities, and THE SALE OF
GUNS.
The event is now run by the Sporting Shooters Association of Australia, who promote it under
the logo of NAROOMA/ HOW LIFE SHOULD BE.
This is not how life should be for the people who live here and enjoy the peace and beauty of
Narooma as a holiday or retirement home, and who cherish the surrounding bushland as a
nature lovers paradise, not as a shooting gallery.
Petitions, submissions to parliament, presentations to council and to state and federal
organizations would indicate that this activity is contrary to the wishes of the majority of the
people, but two councils have been dismissive of the event as “no more important than a teddy
bears’ picnic”and the crown land department and state parliament claims it is not their
responsibility, but up to the council to decide!
How can it be our democratic decision when we have never been consulted? Community
consultation? Bah Humbug! The only time an attempt was made to allow community views to
be heard was when we were invited to make a submission on whether or not guns should be
sold. 81% of respondents said NO, but council then decided the word “community” should be
extended to mean all shooters in Australia!
A resounding victory to the gun lobby, and not to the people who live here!
This is surely a time for state/federal intervention to support democratic decision making on a
matter as serious as gun proliferation, and wildlife destruction.
Susan Cruttenden
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---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Paul Recher <
>
Date: Tue, Oct 17, 2017 at 6:23 AM
Subject: submission fees
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au
Currently when selling unused crown roads the dept divides the hectarage by the VG. This results in a ripoff as the amount is more than the VG value.
This is because the VG values house and surrounding five acres and then asks what would a buyer pay for
the remaining curtilage.
Using myself as a recent example of forced purchase of crown road. I had to pay out at a rate of $12,500 /
ha for
land based kon formula used by crown lands. IF Lands Dept had followed the formula of the VG
the price would have been $4000-5000 per ha.
Dr. Paul Recher
Einstein — 'Once you can accept the universe as matter expanding into nothing that is something, wearing
stripes with plaid comes easy.'
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Headland park (old bowling club site)
1 message
camhickey
Sat, Dec 9, 2017 at 11:09 AM
To: "ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au" <ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

These proposed changes to crown land act would seem to me to be an example of how not to legislate in NSW.
The terms are vague and likely to cause confusion and subsequent outrage when decisions are made by venal
councils trying to please
Developers and possibly their own enrichment. If land is given to the people for their enjoyment it is forever not for
periods
That council might deem appropriate by using vague terms like popular useage. Councils should never be deemed
exempt
From accountability when handling extremely expensive and irreplaceable assets such as crown land.
We have lived through a period of gross misallocation of State assets by corrupt government ministers and we do not
want
To spend the next decade exposing corrupt councils all in the interests of removing “redtape”.
I would suggest a rewrite with considerable tightening up of guidelines to improve transparency and accountability of
councils.

Andrew Hickey

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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The Honourable Paul Toole MP
Minister for Lands and Forestry
Dear Sir
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the government’s draft Community Engagement
Strategy. I would like to make the following comments.
Part 4 page 22: Current Use and Enjoyment is too shortsighted a definition to trigger
community consultation. It disregards the principles of Crown Land Management that form
part of the new Act. Crown Land should be used and managed in such a way that both the land
and its resources are sustained in perpetuity. This should be the consideration for community
consultation not the short-term view.
Part 5 Exclusions, Exemptions and Waivers page 25 from community consultation are far
too broad. Leases, licences renewals and enclosures should not be exempt from public
exhibition. In October last year the Auditor General delivered a highly critical report about
the management of Crown Land in NSW. It stated that 97 per cent of commercial leases are
approved through direct negotiations, which can create opportunities for dishonesty or bias. It
goes on to say that decision making is not transparent. The proposed exclusions for public
scrutiny will perpetuate this. The Auditor General’s report needs to be addressed and seen to
be addressed.
An exemption because consultation should occur elsewhere is not satisfactory. If land is to
be sold and then developed it is not enough to invite consultation for the DA process. In the
present document, revocations of a reserve or dedication does not require community
consultation (Page 30) Community consultation would only occur at the sale process or
the awarding of a claim. Public consultation should be mandatory in the initial stage and
will help to engender public trust in the system.
Part 6 Community Engagement pages 35
So often in the past community engagement has been just a tick the box affair. The
process needs to be accountable and responsive and we propose that you give effect to
this with the following inclusions by the addition of two more clauses to table 3, page 37:
Crown land managers are legally required to consider community submissions when making
decisions, to ensure that public participation is meaningful, trusted and accountable.
Crown land managers are required to give statements of reasons for their decisions on dealings
and activities and to state how public submissions were taken into account and influenced the
outcome of a decision.
Yours Sincerely

Anne Redman
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Submission re Community Engagement Strategy
1 message
Bruce Wilson
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 12:11 PM

The Honourable Paul Toole,
Minister for Lands
Dear Minister Toole,
This submission is in response to your very welcome Community Engagement Strategy re the Crown Lands Management
Strategy. I respectfully wish to make the following points:
1. I am concerned at the number of exclusions, exemptions and waivers permitted given that the recent Auditor General’s
report stated that 97% of commercial leases are approved through direct negotiations which can create opportunities for
dishonesty or bias. There is widespread awareness throughout the state that developers may have access to unfair methods of
influencing decisions so in the interest of open governance it is better to keep everything as transparent as possible and
encourage as wide a participation rate as possible.
2. The concept of current use and employment does not take into account the use and employment by future generations.
Crown land is a public treasure not to be dispersed at the whim or will of a current government. All crown lands changes in
management need to be discussed with the community.
3. i am impressed by efforts your government has made to be more open and consultative with communities but, as
governments change, I submit that crown land managers should always be required to consider community consultations and give
reasons for their decisions stating how public consultations were taken into account.
Yours sincerely,
Bruce Wilson
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December 10, 2017
The Honourable Paul Toole MP
Minister for Lands and Forestry
GPO Box 5341
SYDNEY NSW 2001
Dear Minister
Submission on the draft Community Engagement Strategy under the Crown Land
Management Act 2016 (NSW)
Whilst I appreciate the opportunity to make comment on the NSW Government’s draft
Community Engagement Strategy for Crown Land, in essence the strategy in its current form
is extremely disappointing. This is notable because contemporary expectations of community
engagement regarding long-term interests and diverse public lands have largely been
overlooked.
In its current form the draft Strategy has a very narrow focus on present “use and enjoyment”
giving no recognition to the importance of Crown land’s long-term values and significance. A
far more open and inclusive approach to community engagement is required to ensure
informed decision-making and guarantee that the objects of the new Act, and the management
principles that have been carried over from the existing Crown Lands Act 1989 (NSW) are
achieved.
I provide the following comments on the draft strategy and where appropriate refer to the
relevant Parts and pages.
With regards to Part 4 page 22: Current Use and Enjoyment
The “current use and enjoyment” test is just far too shortsighted a definition to trigger
community consultation, especially as it completely disregards the principles of Crown
Land Management that form part of the new Act. A broader trigger for community
engagement is required that better recognises the values and significance of a particular
Crown land area, whether or not it is “currently used” or “enjoyed” for these values or
significance.
For example, given the scale of Crown lands many areas have so far not been accurately
studied for their plants, animals and ecosystems and consequently their biodiversity
significance. The Department or other land managers should therefore not be able to
change the use of Crown land without that specific knowledge. Nor should this land be
sold to a private interest. In effect, any of these significant areas may not, under the
proposed “current community use and enjoyment” test, be considered.
In addition, the Strategy should not be limited to “detrimental impacts”. It also should be
triggered where local engagement can encourage positive change, informed decisionmaking or improved conditions of use.
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Crown Land should be used and managed in such a way that both the land and its
resources are sustained in perpetuity. This should be the consideration for community
consultation not the short-term view articulated in the draft Strategy.
With regards to Part 5 page 25: Exclusions, Exemptions and Waivers
Leases, licences renewals and enclosures for Crown Land should not and must not be
exempt from public exhibition. Transparency with regards to this the people’s land must
be upheld
In October 2016, the Auditor General delivered a highly critical report on the
management of Crown Land in NSW. It stated that 97 per cent of commercial leases are
approved through direct negotiations, which can create opportunities for dishonesty or
bias. It goes on to say that decision making is not transparent. It is critical that this finding
of General’s report be addressed and the proposed exclusions for public scrutiny be
reversed. To ignore this finding is unconscionable and a failure of Government to act both
responsibly and accountably.
I believe that it is of huge concern to our NSW community that the present strategy
document on page 30 allows for the revocation of a Crown Land reserve or dedication by
the Government without requiring any community consultation. This certainly will not
engender public confidence and trust. Public consultation must be mandatory from the
outset for any proposed change, as Crown Land belongs to the people and not the State.
Further, community consultation must begin well before any sale process or the awarding
of any Crown Land claim. If consideration is being given to Crown Land being sold and
then developed, it would be negligent and insufficient to invite consultation only for the
DA process. No exemption should be made just because consultation will occur
elsewhere. Consultation must occur at the outset.
With regards to Part 6: Community Engagement
The community has become very cynical about the way in which the community
consultation/engagement process has been used by Government in most cases as nothing
more than a tick the box exercise, a sham.
As a result, it has become blatantly apparent that Government has absolutely no interest in
truly understanding the views of its people. Arguably this is a major failing of our
democracy and in effect making our political system unresponsive and lacking in
accountability. The existing draft Crown Lands Consultation Strategy in its current form
just perpetuates this farcical situation.
Why does this draft strategy perpetuate the status quo and fail to make Crown land
managers legally and fully accountable so that they must consider community submissions
when making decisions? Surely it is not impossible to ensure that public participation is
meaningful, and the process is both accountable and trusted?
Why are there not checks and balances in this draft strategy requiring Crown Land
managers specifically to explain the reasons for their decisions and importantly clearly
explain how public submissions were taken into account and how they influenced the
outcome of their decision.
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To ensure public trust in the Strategy and the new Act as a whole, the community must be
assured that engagement requirements are binding and enforceable. However, the current
draft Strategy lacks clarity in both style and language as to which requirements are
mandatory (‘must’, ‘required to’); which are voluntary (‘should’, ‘could’, ‘such as’);
which are tied to provisions in the Act that cross reference the Strategy; and how a land
manager would demonstrate they fulfil the mandatory requirements.
Further, clear and objective decision-making criteria are also missing. In its current form
the Strategy allows broad discretion thereby creating corruption risks and the potential for
misconduct (particularly when this is combined with low transparency).
Thank you for considering this submission. I can only hope that input on this draft
Community Engagement Strategy will disprove my belief that government consultation
with the community is disingenuous. The proof will in fact be evident if the draft Strategy
is revised so that it focuses on the inherent and recognised importance of Crown land’s
long-term values and its significance to the community, and if it perpetuates a more open
and inclusive approach to community engagement than is currently evident.
Yours Sincerely
Dr Liz Gill
Draft Community Engagement Strategy
Submitted by email: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au
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Comment on the draft Community Engagement Staregy
1 message
Virginia Reid
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Fri, Dec 8, 2017 at 4:23 PM

DR VL Reid

Firstly thanks for the opportunity to comment on the draft Community Engagement Strategy. I feel compelled to write
as a concerned citizen as the Crown land Management Act 2016 is a very significant reform that will affect the use of
large amounts of land for future generations to come.
I would like to provide comments on the draft strategy briefly to ensure that safe guards are put in place to ensure the
areas in question are not exploited for the good of a few at the expense of many , for generations to come.
In brief , I would like to make the following recommendations
1. Replace proposed “current use and enjoyment” with a broader test that recognises the long-term values and
significance of the Crown
lands to which these changes apply.
2. Community engagement and other criteria should inform impact assessment by Crown land managers.
3. Significantly reduce exceptions and exemptions from community engagement.
4. Engagement principles - I support the principles of engagement outlined and would like to add two more.
That Crown land managers are legally required to consider public submission and that his is given effect in the
Regulation.
That Crown land managers are required to give statements of reasons for their decisions on dealings and
activities, and to state how
public submissions were taking into account and influenced the outcome of
a decision or if they were ignored , why?
That mandatory information notices go beyond the Department website.
I believe 42 days of public comment on “high impact” proposals and on detailed draft plans of management are
more appropriate
(regardless of current use).
5. The Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decision-making.
6 Format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Dr VL Reid
GP and concerned citizen for the principles of healthy living which I believe includes maintaining healthy land spaces.
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CES Submissions <ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

Comment Draft Community Engagement Strategy
1 message
divers
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sat, Dec 9, 2017 at 4:51 PM

To whom it may concern:
Crown Land proposed for sale, whether leased or not, should be open to community
discussion/engagement. As with planning regulations, neighbours and the community
surrounding the proposed blocks for sale should be notified by post (not everyone monitors the
departments website), so that the community has a fair opportunity to comment on whether
their community use and enjoyment would be adversely impacted by the proposed sale of a
Crown Lands Block.
Sale of Crown Land In brief:
All sales of Crown Land should be open for community engagement.
Community Engagement should involve direct contact via post with neighbours and the
surrounding community.
Crown Land proposed for sale, whether it is leased or not, should be open for community
discussion/engagement.
There is an unfair advantage if the leasee has the ﬁrst op on to purchase the land, when the land
may have had, or may have, the poten al for community use and enjoyment.
Plans of Management in Brief:
Plans of Management need to consider and involve surrounding neighbours, so that the uses and
values of the surrounding community can be considered when preparing the Plan of
Management. Eg. Recrea onal use of Crown Land may be encouraged, but if these ac vi es
impact adversely on neighbouring proper es, compliance measures for these ac vi es,
monitoring and media on needs to be considered carefully within the plan of management.
Proposed Plans of Management should be posted to neighbours and the surrounding community,
so that they have an opportunity to fairly engage and comment on the proposed plan. Not
everyone monitors the departments website.
Plans of Management should be necessary for each piece of Crown Land.
Thank you,
Joanne Diver
Joanne Diver
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Draft Community Engagement Strategy for Crown land management
1 message
Kevin Moore
To: "ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au" <ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

Sat, Dec 2, 2017 at 2:25 PM

No fracking for coal seam gas on crown land or sold crown lands.
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Crown LandsDepartment Community Engagement Strategy
1 message
Mary Holley
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 6:28 PM

The Honourable Paul Toole
Dear Sir
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the government’s draft Community Engagement Strategy. I
would like to make the following comments.
Part 4 page 22: Current Use and Enjoyment is too shortsighted a definition to trigger community
consultation. It disregards the principles of Crown Land Management that form part of the new Act.
Crown Land should be used and managed in such a way that both the land and its resources are sustained
in perpetuity. This should be the consideration for community consultation not the short-term view.
Part 5 page 24: Exclusions, Exemptions and Waivers from community consultation are far too broad.
Leases, licences renewals and enclosures should not be exempt from public exhibition. In October last
year the Auditor General delivered a highly critical report about the management of Crown Land in
NSW. It stated that 97 per cent of commercial leases are approved through direct negotiations, which can
create opportunities for dishonesty or bias. It goes on to say that decision making is not transparent. The
proposed exclusions for public scrutiny will perpetuate this. The Auditor General’s report needs to be
addressed and seen to be addressed.
An exemption because consultation should occur elsewhere is not satisfactory. If land is to be sold and
then developed it is not enough to invite consultation for the DA process. In the present document,
revocations of a reserve or dedication does not require community consultation (Page 30)
Community consultation would only occur at the sale process or the awarding of a claim. Public
consultation should be mandatory in the initial stage and will help to engender public trust in the
system.
Part 6: Community Engagement
So often in the past community engagement has been just a tick the box affair. The process needs to
be accountable and responsive and we propose that you give effect to this with the following
inclusions by the addition of two more clauses to table 3, page 37:
Crown land managers are legally required to consider community submissions when making decisions,
to ensure that public participation is meaningful, trusted and accountable.
Crown land managers are required to give statements of reasons for their decisions on dealings and
activities and to state how public submissions were taken into account and influenced the outcome of a
decision.
Yours Sincerely
Mary Holley

10 December 2017
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The Honourable Paul Toole MP,
Minister for Lands and Forestry
Dear Sir,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the government’s Draft Community
Engagement Strategy.
I would like to make the following comments.
Part 4 page 22: Current Use and Enjoyment
This is too shortsighted a definition to trigger community consultation. It disregards the
principles of Crown Land Management that form part of the new Act. Crown Land should be
used and managed in such a way that both the land and its resources are sustained in
perpetuity. This should be the consideration for community consultation not the short-term
view.
Part 5 Exclusions, Exemptions and Waivers page 25
The definition for community consultation are far too broad. All Crown Land Leases,
licences renewals and enclosures should not be exempt from public exhibition.
In October last year the Auditor General delivered a highly critical report about the
management of Crown Land in NSW.
It stated that:
“97 per cent of commercial leases are approved through direct negotiations, which can
create opportunities for dishonesty or bias. It goes on to say that decision making is not
transparent.”
The proposed exclusions for public scrutiny will perpetuate this. The Auditor General’s
report needs to be taken into account and measures put into place that give the community
confidence in this process. This can only occur if the community is given notice and these
leases, licence renewals and enclosures are placed on public exhibition.
An exemption because consultation should occur elsewhere is not satisfactory.
If land is to be sold and then developed, it is not enough to invite consultation for the DA
process. It should be at the initial stage when a proposal is being considered. The community
must be given notice of proposed sale or development at the initial stage and be given given
the right to put forward submissions concerning the proposed sale or development.
In the present document, revocations of a reserve or dedication does not require community
consultation (Page 30). Community consultation would only occur at the sale process or the
awarding of a claim. Public consultation should be mandatory in the initial stage and will
help to engender public trust in the system and help ensure the community has a voice in this
process before the decision is made.
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Part 6 Community Engagement pages 35
Unfortunately, in the past, community engagement has been just a tick the box affair.
The process needs to be accountable and responsive and this process can be made much
more effective. I would like to see the following inclusions to table 3, page 37:
1. Crown land managers are legally required to consider community submissions when
making decisions, to ensure that public participation is meaningful, trusted and
accountable.
2. Crown land managers are required to give statements of reasons for their decisions
and be required to state how public submissions were taken into account when
reaching these decisions and how community submisions influenced the outcome of
any decision.

Yours sincerely,
Patrick O'Connor

10/12/2017
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Submission Crown Lands Community Engagement Plaza car park port Macquarie
1 message
Paul Dirago
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Mon, Dec 4, 2017 at 5:04 PM

This submission shows concern about any planned dealings by Crown Lands with the Port Macquarie Plaza car park.

The land is Crown Land and managed by Port Macquarie Hastings Council.

It is a prime site for development. The local community has legitimate interest in any potential changes to
use/sale/lease etc.

I would appreciate confirmation that the Community Engagement Strategy provides for timely consultation with the
local community whenever any changes for the site are considered.

Paul Dirago
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Concerns re crown land act
1 message
Dee Roberts
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Mon, Dec 11, 2017 at 8:11 AM

To the Honourable Paul Toole,
Dear Sir,
One of the really great foundations of a happy society are opportunities for all of us to enjoy the natural pleasures of
time out in the most favourable physical environments close to coast,urban parks, etc regardless of our financial
position and so I’m concerned to see that this new act adequately protects us from those who would like to use
crown Land for their own enrichment.
I am now 80 years old and know how important it is to have these benefits continuing in this age of overpopulation
and development which leads to increased incentives to find ways to circumvent due process with so much to gain
therefore we must carefully provide adequate and fair community real consideration before eroding or providing ways
around our previous security of Loved Crown Land assets.
With increased apartment living protection of Crown land is significant for families and healthy living.
I cannot see how we are being protected on p30 when consultation only takes place far down the track at Sale
process.
In the exclusions,exemptions and waivers there are too many ways around these objections to revocations of
precious assets..
These are a few of my reservations and as Im not an expert but as you are in a position of responsibility to really
ensure the integrity of the Act so it continues to protect the communities best interests for equitable consultation and
safeguarding of these basic societal joys. One only has to see at weekends how new australians to our country
gather with families around our parks and coastal Crown land places to know its value to our continuing welbeing.
Yours Sincerely,
Dezjon Roberts
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The Honourable Paul Toole
Minister for Lands and Forestry
PO Box 2185Dangar NSW 2309
10/12/17
Dear Sir
Re: Draft Community Engagement Strategy
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the department’s draft
Community Engagement Strategy.
Public trust and confidence in the system will be increased if the
proposed amendments below are adopted and it will mean that the full
intention of the Act will be carried through and that the vision for Crown
Land to exist for the enjoyment of future generations will be fulfilled.
Part 4 page 22: Current Use and Enjoyment
I am most concerned that the trigger for community consultation is
current use and enjoyment. This trigger for consultation fails to embrace
the Principles of Crown Land Management that are part of the new Act
and have been informing the management of Crown Land for the past
150 years, that is that Crown Land should be used and managed in such a
way that both the land and its resources are sustained in perpetuity. This
vision for the future should be added to the criteria for community
consultation.
I ask that you broaden the present criteria for public consultation so that it
reads:
Current Use and Enjoyment and Consideration of the Principles of
Crown Land Management.
Part 5 Exclusions, Exemptions and Waivers (page 25 - 32) from
community consultation are far too broad.
The renewal or regranting of leases, licenses and enclosures should not be
exempt from public exhibition. In October last year the Auditor
General delivered a highly critical report about the management of
Crown Land in NSW. It stated that 97 per cent of commercial leases are
approved through direct negotiations, which can create opportunities for
dishonesty or bias. It goes on to say that decision-making is not
transparent. The proposed renewal of leases without public scrutiny will
perpetuate this. The Auditor General’s report needs to be addressed and
needs to be seen to be addressed and these exclusions removed.
An Exemption Because Consultation Should Occur Elsewhere is also
a chance to push through changes that are damaging to the conservation
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of Crown Land.
For example if land is to be sold and then developed it is not enough to
invite consultation for the DA process.
In the present document, revocations of a reserve or dedication do not
require community consultation (Page 30). Community consultation
would only occur at the sale process or the awarding of a claim. Public
consultation should be mandatory in the initial stage and will help to
engender public trust in the system.
Part 6 Community Engagement pages 35
So often in the past community engagement has been just a tick the box
affair. The process needs to be accountable and responsive and I propose
that this be given effect by the addition of two more clauses to table 3 on
page 37:
• Crown land managers are legally required to consider
community submissions when making decisions, to ensure that
public participation is meaningful, trusted and accountable.
• Crown land managers are required to give statements of
reasons for their decisions on dealings and activities and to
state how public submissions were taken into account and
influenced the outcome of a decision.
Yours sincerely
Elizabeth Thwaites
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The Hon Paul Toole MP
Minister for Lands and Forestry.
Dear Sir,
Re: Submission – draft Community Engagement Strategy (dCES)
Introduction
The opportunity to submit comment on the dCES is again much appreciated. Community
consultation is integral to the management of our Crown lands in the interests of the people of
NSW and to build transparency and confidence in the future of our Crown lands.
The NSW Auditor General’s Report – Sale and Lease of Crown Land (October 2016) made
key findings that the governance of decision-making for the sale and lease of Crown land is
inadequate and exposes risk, is not transparent, non-compliance with policy and its community
consultation is focused on notification, rather than meaningful engagement.
It is noted the opportunity to make submission on the dCES was not publicly notified in our
local media when our Crown lands are intrinsic to the communities across NSW and there is to
be such significant changes to the legislation that has been in place for more than 100yrs to
protect and manage our Crown lands in the interests of the people of NSW.
Part 4: Current Use and Enjoyment (pg.22)
The trigger for community consultation is too narrow a definition and it fails to embrace the
principles of Crown Land Management that form part of the new Act, and has been informing
the management of Crown land for more than 100yrs in the interests of the people of NSW.
Crown Land should be used and managed in such a way that both the land and its resources are
sustained in perpetuity with the social, environmental and economic values be considered
equally for the long-term, not the short-term view of just financial outcomes.
Part 5: Exclusions, Exemptions and Waivers (pg.25)
The exclusion, exemptions and waivers from community consultation are too broad. A
particular recommendation of the Auditor General was to improve consultation with
stakeholders to provide opportunities for involvement in decision-making about Crown land
sales and leases, especially in cases where a change to the way the land is used is proposed.
The removal of community consultation over Crown lands and pursuing direct negotiations
can create opportunities for dishonesty or bias. Thus, such exclusions from public scrutiny
will perpetuate this.
All consultation should occur under the Crown land management and must not be deferred to
a separate process such as DAs. If land is to be sold and then developed in the first instant it
must complete the process under Crown land management.
Any revocations of a reserve or dedication must require community consultation (not as
proposed pg.30). Public consultation needs to be a mandatory requirement in the initial stage
and will help to restore public trust and confidence in the system of managing our Crown lands
in the interests of the people of NSW.
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Part 6: Community Engagement (pg.35)
Unfortunately community engagement has become an exercise to simply tick a box. The
process needs to change and become meaningful rather than the culture of risk management to
reduce negative publicity. Community engagement needs to be genuine and focus on
providing opportunities for the community to have input into the process of the management of
our Crown lands.
To improve transparency and accountability in decision-making and that it is in the interest of
the people of NSW, managers of Crown land are required to be responsive and to consider
community submissions when making decisions, to ensure that public participation is
meaningful, trusted and accountable. Crown land managers are required to give statements of
reasons for their decisions on dealings and activities and to state how public submissions were
taken into account and influenced the outcome of a decision.
Conclusion
Having reviewed the documents to replace the Crown Lands Act that has been in place to
protect and manage our Crown lands in the interests of the people of NSW for more than
100yrs I remain very concerned that the new legislation is simply to fast track the sale and
commercialisation of our Crown lands, with lands lost to the people forever.
Elements of the dCES are contrary to the recommendations of the NSW Auditor General.
Once again I strongly urge the new legislation and associated regulations do not commence
until all recommendations of the Auditor General and Crown Lands Inquiry are complied with.
I also strongly urge that a full inquiry is undertaken over the long list of misappropriation and
governance of decision-making of our Crown lands to enable the restoration of proper
governance and community confidence in the management of our crown lands in the interests
of the people of NSW and future generations.

Yours Sincerely
Lindy Smith

10/12/17
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Community Engagement <community.engagement@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

Submission : Draft Community Engagement Strategy
1 message
Vivien Ward
Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 2:34 PM
To: "community.engagement@crownland.nsw.gov.au" <community.engagement@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

Submission : Draft Community Engagement Strategy
Dear Sir / Madam
A. The importance of Crown land to the Community.
I understand that much of the open space that we love is Crown Land - beaches, coastal
headlands, ocean pools, Parks, rivers. It includes community facilities - schools, sporting fields,
Town Halls, places of worship, and even cemeteries which can be very important to many
families. This all allows for a wide variety of uses, including both active and passive recreation.
I also understand that Crown land is in fact 'owned' by the people of NSW. It is an inheritance
that we all share, left by wise forebears, or from a time when there was less demand for
development. We need to ensure that this inheritance is not squandered.
In many areas Crown land also provides the only habitat for wildlife, species that are
increasingly becoming endangered, critically endangered, vulnerable to extinction. There is an
environmental imperative to allow plant and animal species to survive, to help them to survive
and even thrive, with the on-going protection of Crown land, including perhaps the expansion of
Crown land to allow for effective wildlife corridors.
All succeeding State governments have a huge responsibility to maintain our Crown lands, as
public spaces. The land is not there as a windfall for sale or long term lease by a government
of the moment.
B. The Draft Community Engagement Strategy.
I am concerned by the premises underlying your strategy.
a. Community Engagement for Crown land should be a hopeful concept. However you state
that engagement is to be for changes to Crown land that would have a 'negative impact
on community use and enjoyment', such as dealings involved with leasing, licensing,
selling. Rather than being hopeful of improvements to assessed 'negative impacts', it seems
that any engagement is to encourage support for the decision-making.
b. You have already engaged with 'stakeholders'. Since this strategy paper is to be signed off
early in 2018, it could well be that the draft paper is virtually finalized.
c. Apart from Community use and enjoyment, Crown land often provides protection for wildlife
and ecological systems. Page 15 explains that natural resources of Crown land will 'be
conserved wherever possible'. This is clearly not an iron-clad guarantee!
d. Perhaps the identification of Crown land is not straightforward. I phoned your
Department to enquire about the status of Malabar Headland, south of Maroubra Beach,
Sydney. It was not straightforward to identify its status - apparently parts are under National
Parks and Wildlife. In 2015 the then Federal Minister for the Environment, Greg Hunt,
promised that this Headland will '...remain in public hands forever . . 100% ..". Not long after
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the lease for the Rifle Range was extended to 50 years, rather than the expected re-location of
the shooting facility. While recreational shooters are also a part of the community their use
does impact on the 'use and enjoyment' of the headland by others, particularly when walking
tracks may be closed.
e. My reference to the Malabar Headland, while seemingly not in your area, does indicate
how particularly strong community groups can dominate. (In Sydney the SCG Trust is
powerful and determined, and has clearly shown a wish to acquire parts of Moore Park). With
Crown Land similar risks must be expected if a breadth of community involvement is not
required. Key stakeholders may not be the only people who 'use and enjoy' Crown land.
Conclusion.
Public ownership of Crown land, and open public access, often free, needs to be protected. If
time shows that this Engagement Strategy paper is used as a means to privatise increasing
areas of Crown land it would be a disgrace. I hope that the 5-year Review will be allowed to be
transparent. It must be able to allow for changes to ensure that what remains of the Crown
Estate by then will still be an inheritance for the people of NSW to pass on to future
generations.
Yours sincerely
Vivien Ward

10th December 2017
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Draft Community Engagement Strategy
1 message
christina.sobey@gmail.com <christina.sobey@gmail.com>
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au
Name:
Organisation:
Postal
address:
Town or
suburb:
State:
Postcode:
Email:
Stakeholder
group:

Comments:

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 6:05 PM

Mr and Mrs Les Sobey
Nil
857 Lamport Crescent, West Albury 2640

christina.sobey@gmail.com

We are a retired couple living next door to this old school playground and are unable to complete
many of the detailed questions. We have lived here since 1976, and I lobbied the Education Dept for
the block to be transferred to Lands Dept and used for simple recreation and kept as bird habitat - as
an extension of Uiver Park at its southern end. Over this period of 40 odd years I, as a keen birdo,
have noted 60+ species of birds use the block, with increasing numbers coming over summer, and
with the advent of the changing climate. The bottom of our block, at 857, is given over to watering
facilities for the birds, and provide much enjoyment to users of Uiver Park. As we do not have the
means of copying the list of birds and animals, I type them out hereunder. (I hope this works!) Wood
duck, spotted dove, Crested pigeon, Tawny frogmouth, White Ibis, Collared Sparrowhawk, Australian
Hobby, Masked lapwing, Gang-gang cockatoo (V-NSW), Galah, Sulphur-crested cockatoo, Rainbow
lorikeet, Kingt parrot, Crimson Rosella, Yellow Rosella, Eastern rosellaq, Red-rumped parrot, Eastern
Koel, Shining bronze cuckoo, Pallid Cuckoo, Barking owl (V NSW) Southern Boobook, Laughing
kookaburra, Sacred kingfisher, Rainbow bee-eater, Dollarbird, Superb fairywren (nesting), Weebill,
Western gerygone, White-throated gerygone (TBC), Striated thornbill, Yellow-rumped thornbill, Buffrumped thornbill, Spotted pardalote Striated pardalote, Eastern spinebill (nesting), Fuscous
honeyeater, White-plumed honeyeater, Noisy miner, Regent honeyeater (CE C'wealth), Red
wattlebird, Brown-headed honeyeater, Blue-faced honeyeater, Noisy friarbird, Little friarbird, Varied
Sittella (V NSW), Black-faced cuckoo-shrike, White-winged triller, Crested Shrike-tit, Golden whistler,
Rufous whistler, Grey shrike-thrush, Olive-backed oriole, White-browed woodswallow Grey
butcherbird, Australian magpie, Pied curating, Grey fantail (nesting), Willie wagtail (nesting), Australian
raven, Leaden flycatcher, Restless Flycatcher, Magpie lark, Scarlet robin (V NSW), Flame robin (V
NSW) Rufous Songlark, Silvereye, Welcome swallow, Tree martin, Common blackbird (feral),
Common starling (feral), Mistletoe bird, Double-barred finch, red-browed finch, House sparrow (feral)..
Animals - Brushtail possum, ringtail possum, bearded dragon, legless lizard sp, skinks (various),
insectivorous bats, fruit bats. Q.1 The block is enjoyed by local for its 'open space' by locals and
visitors, who often stop in Uiver Park beside the watering stationo watch the antics of the birds. This is
particularly the case over summer, when birds throng to the sheltering trees and water. The block gets
a quick slash at this time of year against fires, but a number of dead trees and unwanted privets etc
need to be removed, a task too big for we locals. After dumped rubbish was becoming a real problem I
cleared up the best I could and it is not now a problem. It is suggested a small bog/wetland be
organised,plus sea
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Community Engagement <community.engagement@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

Submission - West Albury property
1 message
christina sobey <christina.sobey@gmail.com>
To: community.engagement@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Tue, Dec 12, 2017 at 8:51 AM

Dear Madam, In putting in my submission, I don't think I gave it a title!
The property concerned is the old West Albury Primary School site at 861(?) Lampport Crescent, West Albury.
Homes have been built where the classrooms used to be, and the area concerned is the old playground, now pretty
much a bird sanctuary.
Apologies for the omission.
Sinceerely, Mrs Christina Sobey
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Community Engagement Strategy Submission
1 message
Fri, Nov 24, 2017 at 5:45 PM
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

SUBMISSION: CROWN LAND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY
INTRODUCTION
Minister Paul Toole states in his webcast on this Strategy:
Crown land "belongs to you... and it supports significant social, environmental and cultural
benefits for every community."
However, the Strategy states that engagement is only triggered by "potential detrimental impact
on current community USE and ENJOYMENT."
There is no mention of engagement being triggered by potential social, environmental or
cultural impacts of dealings or activities. Nor does it consider changing community needs or
expectations over time.
I believe this to be a major flaw in the Strategy.
Some examples of other impacts that need to be considered may include: noise, traffic,
commercial operations, water supply, dust, character and identity of an area, indigenous
perspective, environmental value, public opinion, community needs/interests/welfare/
expectations
Community Engagement must be triggered by more than just physical use and enjoyment of an
area, otherwise conflict and controversy will arise.
Engagement must reflect the potential level of PUBLIC INTEREST on proposals effecting
public land.
ASSESSING HOW A SITE IS CURRENTLY USED
Once again, the draft only considers how the land is used and enjoyed.
Consideration needs to be given to:
* the social, environmental, cultural and economic impact of a proposal on the
community/locality
* the identity and character of the local area
* impact on adjoining landholders
* potential for future change and growth in a locality
* aboriginal perspective on proposals
DETRIMENTAL IMPACTS
* closure of property access
* use by beekeepers – conflict with adjoining landholders
* lease or licence for commercial operations – social, economic, cultural, environmental conflict
* lease or licence for activity contrary to public opinion or public identity/character of an area
* loss of nature value
* conflict with indigenous cultural values
DEALINGS EXEMPT FROM ENGAGEMENT
This section is extremely concerning that the community has been denied any input on dealings
and activities that may effect them and/or their locality.
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Again, just because a proposal does not restrict physical use and enjoyment of land, the
community and locality may still be impacted.
Examples:
* Domestic waterfront licences – noise, traffic, environmental impact, character of locality, etc
* Short term licences – traffic, noise, economic conflict, contrary to community or public
opinion(eg arms fair promoting gun ownership, fireworks, release of balloons, religious events)
* Water supply and access licences – impact on neighbouring property owners, reduction in
water available to others, environmental impact, domestic use conflicting with water taken for
irrigation or stock(particularly during drought).
* Extractive resources licences – may have huge impact on surrounding area and community social, environmental, cultural, economic.
* Licences Renewed – does not allow for change over time. Communities/localities change and
grow, as may their use, needs and expectations.
* Licences transferred – disputes may result if adjoining landholders/local community are not
consulted, or if new lessee changes the use of the land.
INFORM, CONSULT, and PARTICIPATE
* I fear that the decision to engage will be an arbitrary one, made by someone who has little
knowledge of a local area or the interests/needs/expectations of the community that live there.
* What recourse does the community have if an “inform” decision is made by the Crown which
results in disputes, controversy, community opposition/antagonism/hostility.
OTHER ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES
* Consult and/or notify adjoining landholders when proposals arise, before decisions are made.
* Notification of proposals in local newspapers where land is situated.
REASONS FOR MY SUBMISSION
After reading “Response to Crown Land Legislation White Paper,” I was elated that the Crown
had responded to community feedback and were seeking to, “cement the role of local
communities in the management of Crown land.”
However, after reading the CES I am dismayed.
As a community member, I have first hand experience of the conflict and unrest that can result
when local community input is denied or ignored, in regard to the use of Crown Land.
The experience I refer to is a controversy that arose due to the provision of an annual event
licence for a photo/DVD competition on Crown land.
Each year the licence was amended without community consultation, and with the Crown’s
approval.
As community unrest grew, council resolved to consult if further amendments were required.
Community submissions were finally sought, when organisers applied to: display and sell
firearms, promote firearm ownership, operate hunting simulators and promote trophy hunting.
81% of local area submissions opposed the amendments.
Organisers advertised for submissions online through the Sporting Shooters Association
Australia(SSAA) website, Australia/world wide.
Consequently, local opinion was overwhelmed.
Controversy continues, as does the licence with a 5 year renewal(applied for 2 years before
expiry and immediately prior to council elections), ending 2021. The major sponsor now being
SSAA.
A photo/DVD competition is now an Arms Fair, with the consent of the Crown.
This has occurred in a coastal area renowned and visited for its natural assets, identified as the
Nature Coast or “Unspoilt” South Coast – not an area with a hunting identity.
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As a 2 day annual event, it has little impact on the physical USE AND ENJOYMENT of the site.
However, it does have a social, cultural, environmental impact. It has caused controversy and
unrest in the local community and the promotion of firearm ownership and trophy hunting is
contrary to public opinion.
Another example is a nearby resident who lost access to his property(involving a river crossing)
when leased land was sold to another neighbour. He was unaware of the proposal or decision
until his access was blocked. As an adjoining landowner he should have been informed directly.
The same can be said for Crown road reserves that are sold, resulting in loss of access to
neighbouring property owners.
I firmly believe that Minister Toole’s statement in the foreword to this Strategy - “meaningful
engagement on proposals that matter the most to the community,” are “those that may affect
the public’s use and enjoyment of Crown land,” is fundamentally flawed.
Proposals that ‘matter most’ to the community go far beyond their own physical use of the site,
and extend to potential social and cultural impacts on the community and the environment, by
other users.
Thankyou for the opportunity to have some input on this Strategy.
Patricia Gardiner

My submission and name are not Confidential.
My contact details are Confidential
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Submission re Community Consultation Strategy ... Crown Lands Act
1 message
Kevin Armstrong
Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 12:32 AM
Reply-To: Kevin Armstrong
To: "ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au" <ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

The NSW Auditor-General has commented upon systemic mismanagement of the Crown
Lands Act over many years.
All across the NSW Central Coast, we find numerous examples of inside-deals .. being for
lease or sale. No public communication ... no scrutiny ...
In Gosford itself, the former public school (public land) was stealthily rezoned using a 24hr
SEPP .. then sold off .. ending forever the aspirations of the local community for a Performing
Arts Centre and community use ...
At this very moment, there is a proposal to sell a huge area of Crown Land ... zoned SP1 ... at
Kariong ... for shops, a supermarket, a childcare centre and a servo ... all developments which
can be located in other zonings. That proposal would forever kill off any large open space land
for expos, concerts and the like ... selling off public land to satiate developer greed ...
The above examples demonstrate why public scrutiny of proposals in respect of Crown Land is
needed .... put simply, the government has demonstrated it is incapable of acting ethically and
responsibly ...
In the words of the NSW Auditor-General:

Sale and lease of Crown land
8 September 2016
The management of the sale and lease of Crown land is not effective because oversight of decision-making is inadequate and
community involvement is limited, according to a report released today by NSW Auditor-General, Margaret Crawford.
The audit found limited oversight of sales and leases of Crown land by the Department of Industry - Lands. The Department
has only just started monitoring whether tenants are complying with lease conditions, and does not have a clear view of what is
happening on most leased Crown land. The majority of guidance provided to staff has not been updated in the past decade,
contributing to staff not correctly implementing policies on rental rebates, unpaid rent, rent redeterminations and the direct
negotiation of sales and leases on Crown land.
Decisions on sale and lease of Crown land are not transparent to the public and the Department has not provided consistent
opportunities for the public and interested parties to participate in decisions about Crown land. Between 2012 and 2015, 97 per
cent of leases and 50 per cent of sales were negotiated directly between the Department and an individual, without a public
expression of interest process. The Department publishes limited information about decision-making processes, policies or
plans for future sales and leases.

Clearly this must change ..... openness and transparency are among the fundamental
principles of democratic government !
As to specific comments:
Part 4 page 22: Current Use and Enjoyment
Current use and enjoyment is the present trigger for community consultation. It fails to embrace
the principles of Crown Land Management that have been informing the management of Crown
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land for the past 150 years, that is that Crown Land should be used and managed in such a
way that both the land and its resources are sustained in perpetuity. It’s a vision for the future
and should be the criteria for community consultation not just present use and enjoyment.
Part 5 Exclusions, Exemptions and Waivers (page 25) from community consultation are far too
broad.
The renewal of leases, licences and enclosures should not be exempt from public exhibition as observed by the NSW Auditor-General in October last year in a highly critical report about
the management of Crown Land in NSW.
It is simply NOT good governance when "97 per cent of commercial leases are approved
through direct negotiations, which can create opportunities for dishonesty or bias." The report
on to say "decision making is not transparent".
The proposed renewal of leases without public scrutiny will perpetuate this. The Auditor
General’s report needs to be addressed and seen to be addressed and these exclusions
removed.
An exemption because consultation should occur elsewhere is also a chance to push through
changes that are damaging to the conservation of Crown Land.
If land is to be sold and then developed it is not enough to invite consultation for the DA
process ... the example I mentioned above at Kariong illustrates this .. a conditional purchase
contract has been negotiated before a DA is even lodged !
In the present document, revocations of a reserve or dedication does not require community
consultation (Page 30). Community consultation would only occur at the sale process or the
awarding of a claim. Public consultation should be mandatory in the initial stage and will help to
engender public trust in the system.
Part 6 Community Engagement pages 35
Community engagement has clearly been just a tick the box affair for many years - yet the
Minister has failed to require accountability from departmental officials.
The process needs to be accountable and responsive and we propose that this be given effect
with the following inclusions: effect with the following inclusions:
Crown land managers are legally required to consider community submissions when making
decisions, to ensure that public participation is meaningful, trusted and accountable.
Just as with JRPP decisions, Crown land managers ought be required to give statements of
reasons for their decisions on dealings and activities and to state how public submissions were
taken into account and influenced the outcome of a decision.

Kevin Armstrong

The only way of discovering the limits of the possible is to venture a little way past them into the
impossible. Arthur C. Clarke: inventor - satellite communication from history?

This e-mail transmission and any documents, ﬁles and previous e-mail messages a ached to it are private and conﬁden al. If you have received this
transmission in error, or are not an authorised recipient, please immediately no fy the sender by return email, delete this message and all copies from your
e-mail system, and destroy any printed copies. © Kevin Armstrong 2016
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1 message
Wed, Dec 6, 2017 at 12:00 PM
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au
Name:
Organisation:
Postal
address:
Town or
suburb:
State:
Postcode:
Email:
Stakeholder
group:

Comments:
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treated as
confidential:
Stakeholder
group:
Stakeholder
group:
Other please
specify:

I have been reviewing the use of land and water for temporary uses such as events since 2012.
Councils do not have a consistent strategic or statutory approach to the lands they currently regulate
and this will be exacerbated when they are responsible for state lands. Adhoc decisions could impact
state initiatives such the activities of surf clubs, showgrounds etc where a Council may be at odds with
the current management. To address this matter needs a standard template for plans of management
that address the need to respond to stand expectations and to manage events consistently. There is a
legislative issue that allows Da exemption for activities on crown lands but this is not the same for
Council or other government lands.It would be prudent to do a regulatory process chart to determine
how events will be processed. In fact, each Councils should be required to develop a temporary uses
strategy linked to and drawn from its Community Strategic Plan
No file uploaded

No

Yes

Community member
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1 message
Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 5:42 PM
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au
Name:
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Postal
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Email:
Stakeholder
group:

Comments:
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Other please
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We make the following comments on the draft community engagement strategy. The proposed stategy
appears to be comprehensive in detail but it is quite complicated although states it is simpler and
clearer. It presupposes that everyone has access to a computer and internet access. It relies on staff
and the CLLMS having all the information,resources and training required to implement. Decisions will
be made by staff on the level of consulation and engagement required, these judgements may be
subjective. When consulation and community input is required the engagement activities listed seem
comprehensive.
No file uploaded

No

Yes

Non-council Crown land manager
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Sat, Dec 9, 2017 at 5:56 PM
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au
Name:
Organisation:
Postal
address:
Town or
suburb:
State:
Postcode:
Email:
Stakeholder
group:

Comments:

Upload your
comments:
I would like
my
submission
to be treated
as
confidential:
I would like
my personal
details to be
treated as
confidential:
Stakeholder
group:
Stakeholder
group:
Other please
specify:

Leases for Oyster farmers must be looked after. Licenses are not good enough. Other states would kill
for the vibrant,experienced oyster farmers that NSW has working in the aquaculture industry. The poor
treatment that Lands has subjected this industry is appalling. Crown land is under your guardianship.
Not something that should be played with by functionaries that come and go. The oyster industry has
a long history that is under direct threat by this Liberal government. Western Australia is investing in
setting up new oyster farms and here in NSW we are under threat by a government that does not
respect our valuable input into the coffers of this state. We believe that oyster farming adds up to $69
million to this state.
No file uploaded

No

Yes

Community member
Oyster farmer
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1 message
Andrew Roydhouse <campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 10:28 AM

Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
The proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
Given much of the Crown Land management will be transferred, it's vital that the government make sure that
Crown Land managers are accountable and responsive;
The proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by automatically exempting a significant
number of activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and
dealings exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell;
The Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process;
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable; and
that the process must be transparent, otherwise it may be open to corruption.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely, Andrew Roydhouse
_________________________
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1 message
Caro Kearney <campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 9:43 AM

Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
The proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
Given much of the Crown Land management will be transferred, it's vital that the government make sure that
Crown Land managers are accountable and responsive;
The proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by automatically exempting a significant
number of activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and
dealings exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell;
The Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process;
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable; and
that the process must be transparent, otherwise it WILL be open to corruption.
Yours sincerely, Carolyn Kearney
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1 message
Marion Jones <campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To: Marion Jones
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 12:13 PM

Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely, Marion Jones
_________________________
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1 message
Warren Birkinshaw <campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To: Warren Birkinshaw
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 10:46 AM

Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
The proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
Given much of the Crown Land management will be transferred, it's vital that the government make sure that
Crown Land managers are accountable and responsive;
The proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by automatically exempting a significant
number of activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and
dealings exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell;
The Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process;
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable; and
that the process must be transparent, otherwise it may be open to corruption.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely, Warren Birkinshaw
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Draft Community Engagement Strategy submissions
PO Box 2185
Dangar NSW 2309
By email: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

We would like to make a submission on the Crown Land Community Engagement
Strategy, and request you agree to accept it – one day late.
Our submission is to fully adopt the attached submission from the EDO NSW.
Please confirm you have accepted our submission, and tell us what you are going to
do.
Cheers from Newcastle
John & Rosie Hayes
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1 message
John Hayes
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sat, Dec 9, 2017 at 11:22 AM

The Honourable Paul Toole.
Minister for Crown Lands,
ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au
Dear Minister Toole,
Crown Lands and Community Engagement
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the government’s draft Community Engagement Strategy. We would like
to make the following comments.
Please take all our comments below into consideration, and ensure that the WHOLE Community can continue
enjoying Crown lands.
Please give us an early response to tell us what you are doing.
Part 4 page 22: Current Use and Enjoyment is too short-sighted a definition to trigger community consultation. It
disregards the principles of Crown Land Management that form part of the new Act. Crown Land should be used and
managed in such a way that both the land and its resources are sustained in perpetuity. This should be the
consideration for community consultation not the short-term view.
Part 5 Exclusions, Exemptions and Waivers page 25 from community consultation are far too broad. Leases,
licences renewals and enclosures should not be exempt from public exhibition. In October last year the Auditor
General delivered a highly critical report about the management of Crown Land in NSW. It stated that 97 per cent of
commercial leases are approved through direct negotiations, which can create opportunities for dishonesty or bias. It
goes on to say that decision making is not transparent. The proposed exclusions for public scrutiny will perpetuate
this. The Auditor General’s report needs to be addressed and seen to be addressed.
An exemption because consultation should occur elsewhere is not satisfactory. If land is to be sold and then
developed it is not enough to invite consultation for the DA process. In the present document, revocations of a
reserve or dedication does not require community consultation (Page 30) Community consultation would
only occur at the sale process or the awarding of a claim. Public consultation should be mandatory in the
initial stage and will help to engender public trust in the system.
Part 6 Community Engagement pages 35
So often in the past community engagement has been just a tick the box affair. The process needs to be
accountable and responsive and we propose that you give effect to this with the following inclusions by the
addition of two more clauses to table 3, page 37:
Crown land managers are legally required to consider community submissions when making decisions, to ensure that
public participation is meaningful, trusted and accountable.
Crown land managers are required to give statements of reasons for their decisions on dealings and activities and to
state how public submissions were taken into account and influenced the outcome of a decision.
Yours Sincerely
John & Rosie Hayes
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Draft Community Engagement Strategy for Crown land management
1 message
Sybille Frank <campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To: Sybille Frank
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 3:58 PM

Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission on this draft strategy. I am currently unable to type effectively
due to shoulder surgery, so my comments will be brief.
Overall I am concerned that the draft consultation/community engagement strategy risks future mismanagement of
crown lands, and its use for purposes which are not in the best interests of the State
Many of these concerns have been raised by the NSW Environmental Defender's Office,and I support their
submission.
Crown land managers must be made accountable and responsive to local community issues and overarching
environmental concerns.
Proper, thorough and comprehensive community consultation processes must be built into all key decision making
stages on changes to proposed activities and dealings without any exemptions.
Communities should have the right to comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the
Minister deciding to sell any Crown lands.
Thank you for considering my submission
yours sincerely, Sybille Frank
_________________________
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management
1 message
Sat, Dec 9, 2017 at 4:56 PM
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

My personal details are Confidential
Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. I make the following comments in response:
The proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
Given much of the Crown Land manage will be transferred, it's vital that the government make sure that Crown
Land managers are accountable and responsive;
The proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by automatically exempting a significant
number of activities and dealings, and giving the Minister significant discretion and making some activities and
dealings exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell;
The engagement principles for Crown land managers should be Accountable and Responsive as defined by
the EDO;
The Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
_________________________
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1 message
Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 3:45 PM
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Please keep my personal details confidential
Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
_________________________
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1 message
<campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 10:56 AM

My personal details are Confidential
Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
The proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
Given much of the Crown Land management will be transferred, it's vital that the government make sure that
Crown Land managers are accountable and responsive;
The proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by automatically exempting a significant
number of activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and
dealings exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell;
The Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process;
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable; and
that the process must be transparent, otherwise it may be open to corruption.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
________________
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1 message
<campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 4:35 PM

Please keep my personal details confidential
Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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1 message
<campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 7:40 PM

Please keep my personal details confidential.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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1 message
<campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 10:06 AM

My personal details are Confidential
Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
The proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
Given much of the Crown Land management will be transferred, it's vital that the government make sure that
Crown Land managers are accountable and responsive;
The proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by automatically exempting a significant
number of activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and
dealings exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell;
The Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process;
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable; and
that the process must be transparent, otherwise it may be open to corruption.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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1 message
<campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 5:31 PM

Please keep my personal details confidential
Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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1 message
campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sat, Dec 9, 2017 at 4:03 PM

My personal details are Confidential
Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. I make the following comments in response:
The proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
Given much of the Crown Land manage will be transferred, it's vital that the government make sure that Crown
Land managers are accountable and responsive;
The proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by automatically exempting a significant
number of activities and dealings, and giving the Minister significant discretion and making some activities and
dealings exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell;
The engagement principles for Crown land managers should be Accountable and Responsive as defined by
the EDO;
The Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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1 message
<campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 11:38 AM

Please keep my personal details confidential
Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
I am very concerned about the preservation of existing mature trees on any Crown land in the Sydney region as far
too many are being removed due to development. We depend on trees as the lungs of our city.
Also
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficant proportion of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the government
makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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1 message
<campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 11:47 AM

Please keep my personal details confidential
Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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1 message
<campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 6:27 PM

Please keep my personal details confidential
Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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1 message
<campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 9:18 AM

My personal details are Confidential
Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
The proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
Given much of the Crown Land management will be transferred, it's vital that the government make sure that
Crown Land managers are accountable and responsive;
The proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by automatically exempting a significant
number of activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and
dealings exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell;
The Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process;
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable; and
that the process must be transparent, otherwise it may be open to corruption.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Please keep my personal details confidential
Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. I believe we all need to be part of an extensive consultation as
this proposal affects all of the community. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission to this matter. My comments follow:
The proposed wording in relation to “for the use and enjoyment of Crown Land” (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p
22) is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I agree with the comments made by the EDO NSW in their
submission.
Given that a significant proportion of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the government
makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive, and that the process is not secret and is
extremely transparent to the public, whether interested parties or not.
The proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of activities
and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings exempt. I insist that
you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including submissions made in the
decision-making process.
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the basis that
the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). THIS IS TOTALLY UNACCEPTABLE. This land belongs to the Crown and
therefore to the people. The people have a right to know who is bidding for land and who is buying land. Given that
Crown Lands constitute about 40% of NSW, we certainly should have a say in this. The government HAS to make
sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute, and that the process is open and accessible to EVERYONE.
Communities MUST have the right to comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the
Minister deciding to sell. There is such a risk of corruption here that checks and balances must be put in place so that
the Minister is not tempted to sell to his/her mates/associates/business contacts/family, etc.
Giving a Minister discretion over 40% of NSW land is like going back to the days of white settlement, when the
Governor could dole out land on a whim to whomever he should happen to like/know/want to reward, etc. ie, this is a
monstrous backward step and must not proceed without extensive scrutiny.
Indeed, this process is SO open to corruption, that great efforts MUST be made to make the process as transparent
as possible. Strategy and Regulations must require land managers to consider PUBLIC submissions in decisionmaking process; and the format of the Strategy must be CLEAR AND ENFORCEABLE.
Thank you for this opportunity to comment. Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
The proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
Given much of the Crown Land management will be transferred, it's vital that the government make sure that
Crown Land managers are accountable and responsive;
The proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by automatically exempting a significant
number of activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and
dealings exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell;
The Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process;
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable; and
that the process must be transparent, otherwise it may be open to corruption.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Please keep my personal details confidential
Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
In a society where development and money making are at the forefront of all levels of government,
strong safeguards need to be in place to stop the selling off and destruction of open space and public
land. Our growing population and the changes being wrought by climate change makes our National Parks,
reserves and Crown Land a vital part of a healthy country. Our forbears saw this and allocated large
areas for forest, wildlife and public amenity. Please protect what we have and carry on that work.

Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
The proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
Given much of the Crown Land management will be transferred, it's vital that the government make sure that
Crown Land managers are accountable and responsive;
The proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by automatically exempting a significant
number of activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and
dealings exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell;
The Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process;
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable; and
that the process must be transparent, otherwise it may be open to corruption.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
The proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
Given much of the Crown Land management will be transferred, it's vital that the government make sure that
Crown Land managers are accountable and responsive;
The proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by automatically exempting a significant
number of activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and
dealings exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell;
The Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process;
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable; and
that the process must be transparent, otherwise it may be open to corruption.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. I make the following comments in response:
The proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
Given much of the Crown Land manage will be transferred, it's vital that the government make sure that Crown
Land managers are accountable and responsive;
The proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by automatically exempting a significant
number of activities and dealings, and giving the Minister significant discretion and making some activities and
dealings exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell;
The engagement principles for Crown land managers should be Accountable and Responsive as defined by
the EDO;
The Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
The proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
Given much of the Crown Land management will be transferred, it's vital that the government make sure that
Crown Land managers are accountable and responsive;
The proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by automatically exempting a significant
number of activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and
dealings exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell;
The Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process;
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable; and
that the process must be transparent, otherwise it may be open to corruption.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
The proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
Given much of the Crown Land management will be transferred, it's vital that the government make sure that
Crown Land managers are accountable and responsive;
The proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by automatically exempting a significant
number of activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and
dealings exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell;
The Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process;
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable; and
that the process must be transparent, otherwise it may be open to corruption.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. I make the following comments in response:
The proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
Given much of the Crown Land manage will be transferred, it's vital that the government make sure that Crown
Land managers are accountable and responsive;
The proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by automatically exempting a significant
number of activities and dealings, and giving the Minister significant discretion and making some activities and
dealings exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell;
The engagement principles for Crown land managers should be Accountable and Responsive as defined by
the EDO;
The Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Submission - Draft Community Engagement Strategy for Crown land
management
1 message
<campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sat, Dec 9, 2017 at 7:49 PM

My personal details are Confidential
Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. I have the following concerns:
Urban Crown Land needs to stay publicly accessible because population density is increasing dramatically and
any existing green space is vital for community wellbeing.
The proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
Given much of the Crown Land management will be transferred, it's vital that the government make sure that
Crown Land managers are accountable and responsive;
The proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by automatically exempting a significant
number of activities and dealings, and giving the Minister significant discretion and making some activities and
dealings exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell;
The engagement principles for Crown land managers should be Accountable and Responsive as defined by
the EDO;
The Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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CES Submissions <ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

Submission: Draft Community Engagement Strategy for CL Management
1 message
<campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 10:00 PM

Please keep my personal details confidential
Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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CES Submissions <ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

Submission: Draft Community Engagement Strategy for CL Management
1 message
<campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 10:58 PM

Please keep my personal details confidential
Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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CES Submissions <ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

Draft Community Engagement Strategy for Crown land management
1 message
<campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 12:25 PM

Please keep my personal details confidential
Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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CES Submissions <ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

Submission: Draft Community Engagement Strategy for CL Management
1 message
<campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 6:26 PM

Please keep my personal details confidential
Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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CES Submissions <ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

Submission: Draft Community Engagement Strategy for CL Management
1 message
<campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 10:43 PM

Please keep my personal details confidential
Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
________________________
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CES Submissions <ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

Proposed Community Engagement Strategy for Crown Land Management
1 message
<campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 10:07 AM

My personal details are Confidential
Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
The proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
Given much of the Crown Land management will be transferred, it's vital that the government make sure that
Crown Land managers are accountable and responsive;
The proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by automatically exempting a significant
number of activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and
dealings exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell;
The Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process;
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable; and
that the process must be transparent, otherwise it may be open to corruption.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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CES Submissions <ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

Submission: Draft Community Engagement Strategy for CL Management
1 message
campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 9:51 PM

Please keep my personal details confidential
Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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CES Submissions <ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

Submission: TREES Draft Community Engagement Strategy for CL Management
1 message
<campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 6:51 PM

Please keep my personal details confidential
Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow: I LIKE BREATHING AIR
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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CES Submissions <ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

Proposed Community Engagement Strategy for Crown Land Management
1 message
<campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 9:26 AM

My personal details are Confidential
Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
The proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
Given much of the Crown Land management will be transferred, it's vital that the government make sure that
Crown Land managers are accountable and responsive;
The proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by automatically exempting a significant
number of activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and
dealings exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell;
The Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process;
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable; and
that the process must be transparent, otherwise it may be open to corruption.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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CES Submissions <ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

Proposed Community Engagement Strategy for Crown Land Management
1 message
<campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 10:18 AM

My personal details are Confidential
Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
The proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
Given much of the Crown Land management will be transferred, it's vital that the government make sure that
Crown Land managers are accountable and responsive;
The proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by automatically exempting a significant
number of activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and
dealings exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell;
The Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process;
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable; and
that the process must be transparent, otherwise it may be open to corruption.
In addition, I would like to point out that in terms of biodiversity across the state Crown Lands are a very important
resource. The management of this process makes this vulnerable to all manner of unforeseen extinctions as the
move towards privatisation will be a very difficult to properly monitor.
It is a characteristic of the State Government to off load their responsibilities to local government without providing the
necessary funding. For example the 10/50 legislation was handed to the RFS to draw up and action. This then flowed
through to local government because the RFS did not have the necessary knowledge or mapping for Sydney.
Councils and RFS were already stretched to the limits getting on with the work they have planned, and responding to
all manner of unforeseen challenges as well.
In the case of Crown Lands this legislation will almost certainly lead to sales and then development as Councils
struggle find ways to fund their management.
Government should be for future generations as well as the present. Intergenerational equity asks that the long term
implications of such changes to legislation should not rob future generations of their natural heritage, that climate
change and increasing storm and fire activity should not be their diminished inheritance because of greed and focus
on short term political survival.
Finally please do not attempt to silence organisations such as the EDO who provide clear and professional reading
and interpretation of such legislation. Most good citizens are so busy at work they simply do not have time to follow all
the changes to environmental legislation.
I note that in a recent well being measurement reported in the Sydney Morning Herald it is admitted that
environmental factors are not well measured.
Of course they are not when funding is not available for such measurement, and no-one stands to make a
profit.

Most voters are unaware of the implications of the loosening of many aspects of environmental safeguards being
made by the State Government, leading to the wholesale destruction of trees and bushland in the Sydney basin
and
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across the rural landscape.
But as the results impact on people in their local areas the realisation is growing
that these changes are not in the interests of the current population of NSW let alone future
generations.

Thank you for your attention.
Yours sincerely,
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CES Submissions <ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

Submission - Draft Community Engagement Strategy for Crown land
management
1 message
<campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sat, Dec 9, 2017 at 3:50 PM

My personal details are Confidential
Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. I make the following comments in response:
The proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
Given much of the Crown Land manage will be transferred, it's vital that the government make sure that Crown
Land managers are accountable and responsive;
The proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by automatically exempting a significant
number of activities and dealings, and giving the Minister significant discretion and making some activities and
dealings exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions in the decision making process a;is truely protective in long term conservation values of
preservation and free access to the public IN PERPETUITY!
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell; Likewise,
public approval of the leasee is required …this has been absent in implentation of many leases and does not
afford the public or the authority the community knowledge base to asses future problems to areas.
The engagement principles for Crown land managers should be Accountable and Responsive as defined by
the EDO;
The Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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CES Submissions <ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

Community Engagement Strategy for Crown land management
1 message
<campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 3:12 PM

Please keep my personal details confidential
Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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CES Submissions <ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

Submission: Draft Community Engagement Strategy for CL Management
1 message
<campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 10:57 PM

Please keep my personal details confidential
Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
This is wrong on every level. Mike BAIRD SHOULD HANG HIS HEAD I N SHAME. THIS IS NEOLIBERAL RAPE AT
ITS WORST.
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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CES Submissions <ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

Submission - Draft Community Engagement Strategy for Crown land
management
1 message
<campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sat, Dec 9, 2017 at 2:24 PM

My personal details are Confidential
Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. I make the following comments in response:
The proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
Given much of the Crown Land manage will be transferred, it's vital that the government make sure that Crown
Land managers are accountable and responsive;
The proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by automatically exempting a significant
number of activities and dealings, and giving the Minister significant discretion and making some activities and
dealings exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell;
The engagement principles for Crown land managers should be Accountable
and Responsive as defined by the EDO;
The Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider
Public submissions in decision-making; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
I appreciate the opportunity to make a Submission.
Yours sincerely,
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CES Submissions <ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

Submission: Draft Community Engagement Strategy for CL Management
1 message
<campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 10:30 PM

Please keep my personal details confidential
Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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CES Submissions <ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

Proposed Community Engagement Strategy for Crown Land Management
1 message
<campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sun, Dec 10, 2017 at 11:32 AM

My personal details are Confidential
Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow: I consider green space to be of vital
importance to our community, therefore i urge the the government to consider public contultation regardining the
future use, leasing and sale of Crown Lands.
The proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
Given much of the Crown Land management will be transferred, it's vital that the government make sure that
Crown Land managers are accountable and responsive;
The proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by automatically exempting a significant
number of activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and
dealings exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell;
The Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process;
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable; and
that the process must be transparent, otherwise it may be open to corruption.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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CES Submissions <ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au>

Submission - Draft Community Engagement Strategy for Crown land
management
1 message
<campaigns@good.do>
Reply-To:
To: ces.submissions@crownland.nsw.gov.au

Sat, Dec 9, 2017 at 4:41 PM

My personal details are Confidential
Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. I make the following comments in response:
The proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
Given much of the Crown Land manage will be transferred, it's vital that the government make sure that Crown
Land managers are accountable and responsive;
The proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by automatically exempting a significant
number of activities and dealings, and giving the Minister significant discretion and making some activities and
dealings exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell;
The engagement principles for Crown land managers should be Accountable and Responsive as defined by
the EDO;
The Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
My husband Bill and I are already deeply disturbed with the loss of native animals and trees, not to mention soil
degradation, etc. etc., so the implementation of this new Crown Land Act terrifies us. We totally endorse the above
submission.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
The proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
Given much of the Crown Land management will be transferred, it's vital that the government make sure that
Crown Land managers are accountable and responsive;
The proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by automatically exempting a significant
number of activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and
dealings exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell;
The Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process;
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable; and
that the process must be transparent, otherwise it may be open to corruption.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
________________________
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
Many Crown Land reserves are environmentally sensitive areas and offer habitat for a diverse range of flora and
fauna. In some more densely populated areas these are the only remaining refuges for endangered or threatened
species. The reserves also offer valuable educational and recreational values.
The careful and responsible management of these Crown Land reserves to preserve their environmental integrity and
amenity is therefore critical.
I wish to highlight the following in respect of the proposed wording in relation to the current use and enjoyment' (refer
draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22) and that this is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with
the comments made by the EDO NSW in their submission.
Furthermore, given that much of the Crown Land management will be transferred, it is vital that the government
ensures that Crown Land managers are accountable and responsive.
I am also concerned that the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by automatically
exempting a significant number of activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some
activities and dealings exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process,
including submissions made in the decision making process.
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the basis that
the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government to make sure the
purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, once again, that communities should have the right to comment on
public interest matters and any purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. The Strategy and the
Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in the decision-making process.
In addition, the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable; and the process must be transparent, otherwise
it may be open to corruption.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. I make the following comments in response:
The proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
Given much of the Crown Land manage will be transferred, it's vital that the government make sure that Crown
Land managers are accountable and responsive;
The proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by automatically exempting a significant
number of activities and dealings, and giving the Minister significant discretion and making some activities and
dealings exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell;
The engagement principles for Crown land managers should be Accountable and Responsive as defined by
the EDO;
The Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
The proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
Given much of the Crown Land management will be transferred, it's vital that the government make sure that
Crown Land managers are accountable and responsive;
The proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by automatically exempting a significant
number of activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and
dealings exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell;
The Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process;
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable; and
that the process must be transparent, otherwise it may be open to corruption.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. I make the following comments in response:
The proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
Given much of the Crown Land manage will be transferred, it's vital that the government make sure that Crown
Land managers are accountable and responsive;
The proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by automatically exempting a significant
number of activities and dealings, and giving the Minister significant discretion and making some activities and
dealings exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell;
The engagement principles for Crown land managers should be Accountable and Responsive as defined by
the EDO;
The Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. I am concerned that allowing less public comment from all
stakeholders will open the door to indiscriminate devastation of crown lands. Another exclusionary and short-sighted
step for NSW! My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
The proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
Given much of the Crown Land management will be transferred, it's vital that the government make sure that
Crown Land managers are accountable and responsive;
The proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by automatically exempting a significant
number of activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and
dealings exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell;
The Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process;
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable; and
that the process must be transparent, otherwise it may be open to corruption.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
The proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
Given much of the Crown Land management will be transferred, it's vital that the government make sure that
Crown Land managers are accountable and responsive;
The proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by automatically exempting a significant
number of activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and
dealings exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell;
The Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process;
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable; and
that the process must be transparent, otherwise it may be open to corruption.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. I make the following comments in response:
The proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
Given much of the Crown Land manage will be transferred, it's vital that the government make sure that Crown
Land managers are accountable and responsive;
The proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by automatically exempting a significant
number of activities and dealings, and giving the Minister significant discretion and making some activities and
dealings exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions (with sincere notification) in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation (why?) or prior notification on
the basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (again, who is making value judgements on public assests?)
(p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is
not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to comment on public interest matters and purchase
applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell (open green space is an invaluable health investment-balance must be factored in with this level of development for viable liveability)
The engagement principles for Crown land managers should be Accountable and Responsive as defined by
the EDO;
The Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to solicit and consider public submissions in
decision-making; prior and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
________________________
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
_________________________
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
the consultation process should include an advertising budget to ensure the community is appropriately
informed and awareness raised, rather than a simple tick box process, which is often the case when it comes
to community consultation;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission.
I feel concerned about proposed changes to the way Crown Land will be managed and dealt with under the new
Crown Land Act. Such land to my mind has always been protected for future generations merely because it is Crown
Land, but now I feel concerned that such land may be able to be exploited.
My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation to the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission:
given a significant proportion of the management of Crown Land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19).
I strongly disagree with this assessment, and urge the government to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not
absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to comment on public interest matters and purchase applications
prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further, this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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Thank you for the opportunity to make a Submission. My comments follow:
the proposed wording in relation for the current use and enjoyment' (refer draft Strategy, p 9; and Part 4, p 22)
is problematic for a number of reasons. To this end, I concur with the comments made by the EDO NSW in
their submission;
given a signficiant proporation of the management of Crown land will be transferred, it's vital that the
government makes sure that Crown land managers are accountable and responsive;
the proposed Strategy effectively reduces the consultation process by exempting a significant number of
activities and dealings, and gives the Minister significant discretion to make some activities and dealings
exempt. I urge you to make sure the wider public is included in any consultation process, including
submissions made in the decision making process;
The draft Strategy allows the sale of Crown land to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase (p 19). I disagree with this assessment, and urge the government
to make sure the purchase of Crown Land is not absolute. Rather, communities should have the right to
comment on public interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell. Further,
this process should be transparent, otherwise it is open to corruption;
the Strategy and the Regulation must require land managers to consider public submissions in decisionmaking process; and
the format of the Strategy must be clear and enforceable.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
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